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For seventeen years we've settled 
down once a month to have a chat with 
our "family" of readers. Sometimes 
there's good news to share, sometimes 
this page is filled with what Bob Osgood 
called "a message of concern," some-
times, as with all families, the news is 
mixed. We feel close to our readers 
because we meet and talk to so many of 
them at meetings and conventions, so 
we are a "family"—one that is bound 
together by our love of square dancing 
and our wish to see the activity provide 
for non-dancers what it has given to us. 
This month we welcome many more 
new readers into our family. Let us say 
that we're glad you're with us, and we 
hope you will find in these pages the 
news, the ideas, and the inspiration that 
you seek. 
On the next page, you will find some 
facts about American Squaredance. 
Here, on this page, we want to share our 
philosophy for existence. Any publica-
tion exists for the dissemination of infor-
mation. We at ASD bring you news 
reports from all phases and organiza-
tions in the activity. We also feel that 
ASD is a channel for the exchange of 
ideas and opinions; over the seventeen 
years of our editorship, several "hot 
potatoes" have been examined from all 
sides. We, as editors and publishers, do 
not have to agree with your ideas for 
them to be published. We have pledged 
ourselves to be an "open forum," to 
publish the pros and cons of any issue 
about which square dancers are con• 
cerned. We will continue that policy. 
Let us also add that we consider one 
of the LEGACY resolutions from the 
maw AL 
seventies to be basic fact: that square 
dancing encompasses all phases of the 
activity: squares, rounds, contra, clog-
ging, solo dances, all the programs, 
traditional dancing, singles, teens, 
senior citizens. The whole gamut! The 
bottom line is that we are all square 
dancers! 
In these pages you'll find discussion 
of the Crossfire Committee results and 
suggestions for the "Spirit of '86!" 
Please read them and give them careful 
thought. We hope you'll be caught up in 
a new enthusiasm that will spread dur-
ing the year. 
We welcome all our readers, new and 
veteran, to a great new year of square 
dancing. Working together we can make 
it a Happy New Year for all of us! 
Square Dancers: say it with candy! 
B 
Basic Kit - MOO 51.75 postage arid handling 
Extra Squeeze Bottle $1.25 each 
Extra Candy Mold 53.25 each 
Ohio residents add 5YA sales tax. 
Now you can mold milk chocolate in the 
shape of Square Dancers! 
Kit includes: 
2 plastic candy molds, uric of each style. 
2 plastic squeeze bottles for ease in transferring 
melted chocolate into mold. 
easy•to-follow directions for molding chocolate 
either on stove top or by microwave. 
You supply the melting chocolate! 
Available while supply lasts. 
Bonnie's Custom Boutique 
P.O. Box 24025 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45224 
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AMERICAN  
SIJURRE DANCE 
American Squaredance Magazine began as American Squares in Woodbury, New 
Jersey. in September, 1945. 1986 will be the 41st year of publication. 
ASD has had five editors and two name changes during its history, being known as 
Square Dance for several years. Shortly after Stan and Cathie Burdick became 
publishers and editors of ASD in 1068, the name became American Squaredance, to 
reflect its original name, and the fact that many readers still identified the publication 
as American Squares. The one word designation, American Squaredance, which still 
continues, was chosen to differentiate it from other publications in the field. 
In nearly eighteen years of publication under the Burdicks, this magazine has grown 
to almost nine times its actual circulation in 1968, has doubled in numbers of pages, 
and become truly an international publication. Its description as "The Magazine with 
the Swinging Lines" led to feature titles that reflect the "line" motif, as readers will 
discover in this issue. 
Based on recent growth and the circulation numbers as this is written. readership is 
now projected to double within the next month. As advertising increases, too, your 
editors hope to continually increase both size and quality. This issue grew by 16 pages 
from initial layout to final production. 
Occasionally, we're asked about news from a particular area, so let us answer that 
right at the beginning. If your area is not being covered, it's because no reports are 
received about festivals, club doings, special people, or favorite callers and cuers. How 
about writing an article for ASD, or prompting your club secretary or an other officer to 
do it? 
On the subject of articles, let us say that we prefer typewritten, double-spaced copy. 
One absolute way to insure publication is to give all the pertinent facts as briefly as 
possible. Accompanying pictures should be black and white, with clearly defined 
outlines. We welcome your submissions; let us hear from you! 
One more item: we've been asked about increasing the type size. (We think we've 
fallen into the trap of wanting to share so much material with our readers that we 
squished quantities of copy into each issue.) We have resolved, for 1986, to increase the 
space between lines, making for greater legibility. With increased page size, the same 
amount of copy should be available for your reading pleasure. 
We hope that ASD will bring you the enjoyment that putting it together for you brings 
us. We hope you will be members of the ASD family for years to come. We hope we'll 
hear from many of you with news and articles. This could be the start of something 
great—a long standing friendship based on the fun of square dancing! 
CALLING 
BY 	 NEW!!!  




S0007 WHEN YOU'RE SMILING (Great music!) I. 
7  MINI ALBUMS—easy dances for school teachers. dancerparties... 
SD500—Easy Dances and Mixers q1(3 Original Mixers, Flip Recording) 
SD501—Circle and Square Dances. MS calls 1-8 (Called Only) 
SD502—Promenades and Stars. MS calls 1-8 (Called Only) 
DEALERS: Mini-Albums are available from ASTEC DISTRIBUTORS. 
JACK MURTHA ENTERPRISES • P 0 BOX 3055 ,Zip 959923055) • 146 CLINTON ST • YUBA CITY CA 9599I• (916) 673 1120 









MYRTLE BEACH, SOUTH CAROLINA 
April 10, 11 and 12, 1986 
September 17, 18, 19 and 20, 1986 
— Squares — 1986 — 
Thursday, April 10 
TONY OXENDINE, JERRY STORY & JERRY HAAG 
April 11 and 12 
KEN BOWER, JERRY HAAG & SCOTT SMITH 
JERRY STORY (April 11 only) 
— Squares — September 1986 — 
TONY OXENDINE, JERRY STORY 
PAT BARBOUR, STEVE KOPMAN 
— Rounds — 1986 — 
HAROLD & JUDY HOOVER 
JACK & GENIE WHETSELL 
Headquarters Lodging 
THE MERIDIAN PLAZA 
OCEAN FRONT - FOUR BLOCKS FROM CONVENTION CENTER 
2310 North Ocean Boulevard 
P.O. Box 1797 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29578 
To be completed October 15, 1985 
Toll Free 1-800-323-3011 
In S.C. 803-626-4734 
- INFORMATION - 
LAVERNE & BARBARA HARRELSON 
No. 12 Pebble Lake Townhouses — Greenville, S.C.29609 
Telephone 803-244-5447 Anytime 
BY-LINE 	
Meet the writers of our "family" who 
provide a variety of ideas and projec- 
tions for square dancing in 1986. Like 
the Crossfire attendees, perhaps we all 
should decide why we dance. Jo Jan 
Nunley gives reasons that we can com-
pare with our own. Gwen Carpenter Ro• 
land of Copecrest describes plans for the "Spirit of '86," an enterprise that will catch us 
all up in the excitement of our wide world of dancing. Weighing relative aspects is the 
theme of Letif Hetland's "Tale." Which caller do youthink is most deserving? 
Mary Helsey, poet and non-dancer from York, Pa., has a real appreciation for the ac-
tivity, and sets a New Year theme for us. Guest writer Orlo Hoedley provided "Calling 
Tips" for two months. 
Let us introduce our regular staff writers: Bev Warner supplies both "State Line" and 
"Volunteer" this month. Bev is a caller's taw from Saginaw, Michigan, a model, writer, 
and recent crime-solver. Harold and LIII Bausch hail from Nebraska; he is retired from 
the postal service, he calls and they publish The Square Dance Reporter. Bob Howell 
calls what he preaches ("Easy Level")and gives pleasure to hundreds of dancers in the 
Contiued on Page 75 
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For extra convenience to readers, we are listing our adver-
tisers (space ads only) and numbering each. Readers should 
CIRCLE the number of each advertiser from whom 
more information is desired. 
still write directly to advertisers as they wish, but any who 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
desire information from several advertisers may circle the 
numbers on the blank and we will forward their requests to 
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UPTOWN. U.S A. 
WE DESIGN CLUB BADGES 
1 line "Slim Jim" $1,25 
Name only. Regular Size $1.25 
Name and Town OR Design S1.50 
Name and Town and Design S1.75 
Name. Town. Design. Club Name S2.00 
Stale Shape 
• 
52.50 & Up 
S5. Minimum Order 
Badge Colors' Black. white, blue, green, brown. 
red. yellow and walnut. 
Please send check with or , 
der. Include 15c per badge 
for postage & handling.  
Thank you 
MICRO PLASTICS 
PO Box 847 
Bale CO 81560 
Tel 303-625.1718 
Thank you for the advance copy of the 
November American Squaredance ma-
gazine. We appreciate yrm adding OW 
news in your column "State Line," also 
on the extra space on the Illinois State 
Convention. We think we are a state on 
the move and are proud of the accom-
plishments of all the members of the 
State Council of Illinois S/D Associa- 
tions... 	 Earle & Joy Hoyt 
This is to congratulate you on the 
latest development, and to greet you as 
numero uno in the field of square dance 
publishing. Together with our warmest 
regards and best wishes for all the 
wonderful rewards both of you so richly 
deserve, goes our assurance of 100% 
cooperation in furthering your efforts in 
the field of international square dance 
travel. 	 George Vandor 
Landmarks & Discoveries, Inc. 
Congratulations! When I gave it [ASD] 
to Ricky Holden it was 3000 and drop-
ping from local magazine competition. 
I'm glad you've done so well... 
Charley Thomas 
Woodbury, New Jersey 
Thank you for the advance copy of the 
magazine. Great article! ["Plumb Line" 
—Jean Sif fin's barn] I put a paper clip on 
the pages and am carrying it with me 
every place. 	 Eda Weger 
Cleveland, Ohio 
I am enclosing my check...for one year 
subscription to the American Square-
dance Magazine. We really enjoy it and 
get a lot of information. 	Harold Hays 
LaCrosse, Kansas 
We wish to renew...We have been dan-
cing since 1958. Sorry it took so long to 
get acquainted with your magazine. We 
enjoy it and pass it along to other 
dancers. 	 Mrs. Art Bowman 
Vincennes, Indiana 
Thank you so much for doing the arti-
cle. They [Dick and Matthew Mackey, 
"Steal A Peek," November 1985] were 
8 
both really surprised. Dick got home first 
and upon picking up the mail—of 
course, the first thing looked at is 
American Squaredance. He called me at 
work. I was surprised he found the arti-
cle so soon. Thank you so much for mak-
ing a special event for two special 
men in my life. 	 Nancy Mackey 
Wooster, Ohio 
Thank you for the November 
issue—love that cover! 
Congratulations on all that's happen-
ed to you recently. It sounds like you've 
got a lot of exciting, interesting work 
ahead of you, but I know you'll be equal 
to every challenge as it arises or dances 
into view. Press on joyfully together! 
Mary Heisey 
York, Pennsylvania 
...Happy to hear of your combining 
SIO's Square Dancing magazine with 
American Squaredance. It's a natural for 
you all. Many thanks for all of the favors 
you have provided in the past. Good luck 
in your new adventure. 	Frank Slagle 
Kingwood, West Virginia 
Ed Note: Only the subscription lists have 
been combined. Square Dancing 
magazine has been retired from the 
scene, not incorporated into ASD. 
Hi! Hope you're both in good health 
and enjoying life. Enclosed you'll find a 
money order for another year's subscrip-
tion to your fine magazine, which we en-
joy reading each and every month. We 
wish you and your magazine staff a 
Happy New Year! Dean & Ethel Fisher 
Collingwood, Ontario 
Continued on Page 102 






































Some of you will remember my tribute 
to my dad in this column of August, '84. 
Your comments were heart-warming and 
plentiful; therefore, I needn't apologize 
for the personal words I'm going to ex-
press in a few more succinct para-
graphs. 
Mom and Dad are side by side now, 
both at rest in that same little graveyard 
in Waterford, Connecticut. It happened 
suddenly. Cathie and I were spending a 
few days at our place in upstate New 
York the last weekend in October when 
word came, and we hurried southward. 
The funeral took place on Monday, Octo-
ber 28. 
Mom was 90. Hers was a long and not 
always an easy life, but it was delicately 
interwoven, like her many afghans and 
quilts, with cheerfulness, humility, devo-
tion to Christian principles, strong fam-
ily ties, diligence. And the threads of 
love, so visible and strong in each cre-
ative effort, produced a special symme-
try that flowed from the creation to the 
person, from the person to the larger 
creation around her. 
Although those we love must ulti-
mately leave us, there's a timeless mes-
sage in death that's left for us, the living, 
to ponder. It's a message both poignant 
and challenging. 
The message for me, personified to 
perfection in both of those lives, is the 
clear evolvement of a standard. It's the 
portrayal in full color of deep parental 
love— certainly as radiant as love was 
meant to be from the beginning of time. 
Together Mom and Dad knew hard 
times, sacrifice, work and worry. But the 
bonds between them grew stronger as 
the years rolled by. How lucky I was to 
be a recipient of that love, as it was 
poured out to a family of seven. 
It was an old fashioned kind of affec-
tion, full of mutual respect, selflessness, 
and the sharing of common problems. 
They knew the magic of an embrace, the 
mystical way a kiss can evaporate a 
tear, the marvel of a comforting hand 
that can hold back pain, and the music 
of each new morning in tune with God's 
plan. 
I pray that a mere tenth of the wealth 
of those lessons of love—lessons exem 
plified in two beautiful lives— may live 
on in mine. 
Rest well, Mom and Dad. You've now 
both earned your eternal reward! 
A TALE OF TWO FESTIVALS 
As we move into the travel treasures 
this month, we must say "Whoopee and 
well done!" to the sponsors of two small 
regional festivals for which I called in 
the month of October, both in the east, 
both choice events. 
14  BELLES 'N BEAUX Square Dance Club CUMBERLAND. MD 
The first was held on a Sunday after-
noon in the town of Cumberland, 
Maryland. The Belles 'n Beaux club of 
that city really splash the colors of fall 
around a gym-full of revelers from a 
three state area, and even a dash of rain 
can't dampen the spirits. Caller Bob 
Boswell helped kick it off. Fred Steidling 
deserves a special bouquet for driving 
me on a 300-mile round trip from the 
Baltimore airport. I'll have lingering 
memories of the bulging buffet! (Those 
"lingering" inches on the waistline re-
mind me, too.— Co-ed.) 
American Squaredance, January 1986 	Premier Issue 
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St. Albans, Vermont—The next festi-
val took place about a week later on a 
Saturday afternoon and evening. Caller 
Mike Trombly (TNT Records) had set it 
up in far northern New England where 
the granite hills meet green, green 
grasslands, and Yankee spirit is forged. 
It was the annual Border Boosters Fall 
Festival. Calling with me was Lou Tad-
dia; John Benedict and Jim Connelly 
were cuers. A real Fall Ball. Nice to see 
such an international flavor— more Ca-
nadians than Vermonters, I think. And 
opening festivities featured singing 0 
Canada as well as the Star Spangled 
Banner. Cathie was with me on this trip, 
since we stole a couple of days over in 
our Adirondack hideaway, then unex-
pectedly journeyed to Connecticut for 
the funeral. 
Milbank, South Dakota— Even before 
the festivals just mentioned had come 
on the scene I flew to the twin cities in 
Minnesota and hurried westward a /a 
Avis to Watertown to see caller Perry 
and Margaret Bergh. From there we 
drove to tiny Milbank where the Old Mill 
Twirlers gave us a one-in-a-million stage 
welcome, along with caller/cuer George 
Garton. Sometimes the smallest towns 
espouse the most friendly clubs. 
(Amen!— Co-ed.) 
Belleville (St. Louis) Illinois— It seems 
I've flown to the Gateway City every 
other month lately. This time it was a 
special time of Joy in Mudville— the 
Cards had just won the league pennant. 
Don Steinkamp fetched me at the airport 
as usual, and again my hosts were caller 
Joe and Marilyn Obal. (Marilyn is a pro-
spective Guiness-bound garage sale 
repeater.) Joe set up sound for the Dan-
dy Dancers, Joan Keeser rounded out 
the evening. After 14 visits or so I'll miss 
going back in '86. 
Wilmington, North Carolina—Now it 
was time for a southern jaunt to another 
of my favorite places. Square Wheelers 
produced 17 sets this year—a record. 
Craydon and Rachael Willis were my 
hosts; caller Ralph and Mary Ann Korne-
gay set sound and gave us the usual 
good supportive plug. Hint to local club 
leaders everywhere: Alderman School 
was as reasonably rentable as any I've 
been in. The school board found vandal-
ism decreased drastically when the 
schools were used at night, so they 
slashed rental rates and everybody 
wins! 
THE AWFUL EYE-FULL TOWERING TENSION 
Home from Vermont and Connecticut, 
previously presented....the night before 
Halloween....strange developments 
caught me off guard as I prepared to fly 
northward to Minneapolis and North Da-
kota. One eye developed a bothersome 
blot. To make a long story short, I was 
rushed to St. Vincent's Hospital in 
Toledo that night and had eye surgery 
the next morning for an almost totally 
detached retina. I was obviously oblivi-
ous for a coupe of hours. The left eye 
was easily patched with laser, I was told, 
but the starboard eye (that l'il old marvel 
of a marble) got extra surgical style—Dr. 
Bovino went in and carved his initials on 
the back side of it, then sewed up the 
breach with rawhide. (In a pig's eye!—
Co-ed.) 
I was in that Toledo repair shop three 
solid days, mostly on my back. Terrible 
position for a guy on the go. But they've 
got some cute nurses there. (Your sight 
returned rapidly, didn't it?— Co-ed.) 
My one regret with this whole episode 
is that I had to cancel two engagements 
as well as the flight to the north country. 
Sorry, Carver Swingers of the twin cities 
and Royal Squares of Fargo. Hope I'll 
get rebooked for you both later, as 
schedules and luck get a reshuffling. 
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COPECREST CALLER COLLEGE 
Handicapped as I was, with my stylish 
eye patch (....and your Hathaway shirt? 
—Co-ed.) I flew to Atlanta on Monday 
morning, November 4 and was picked up 
by Mary Greene for the three-hour ride to 
the north Georgia mountains. Awaiting 
my appearance but already underway 
was the week-long Caller College with 15 
fledgling callers, host callerlowners 
Jerry and Becky Cope, and co-instructor 
Cal Golden. Each caller school at Cope-
crest seems to get better than its 
predecessor. One can't beat the sce-
nery, the food, the accommodations, the 
peripheral fun and fellowship, Certainly 
a participant at Copecrest can better 
cope with future burdens for having 
been there. One regret is that Cal is 
again going to localize his efforts 
around Hot Springs, Arkansas, and 
won't be with us for next fall's filibuster 
at that choice resort in Dillard, Georgia. 
Scaly Mountain (Otto) North Caroli• 
na—Most of you have never heard of 
these towns, but since that area is so 
close to Dillard (20 miles) an ASDance 
had been set up by new caller Larry and 
Clare Graham of the Firehouse Squares 
to immediately follow the Caller College. 
(My faithful reader-friend in cell block 69 
can find it on his map— just six miles 
north of the Georgia line on US 441.) Cal 
went with me and treated those special 
fun-loving dancers to a tip or two. What 
steaks we had with Larry and Clare! That 
in itself was worth the trip. 
Hartland (Detroit) Michigan—We've 
mentioned caller/owners Dick and Mar-
lene Bayer before, along with their beau-
tiful Holiday of Hartland hall north-
west of Detroit. Thanks to ASD staffer 
Bob (and Ann) Mellen for driving me on 
that long evening journey. (The doc said 
"no driving" for several weeks.) Thanks 
to club sponsors: Silver Spurs, Holiday 
Squares, Mardi Rounds, and the talen-
ted Kadydid Kloggers. Great night, but a 
wet one. Elaine Swope sold ASD tickets, 
Marilyn Turner turned the rounds, 
Marlene B. hosted the event, caller Dave 
Walker drooped in. 
Fairfield (Hamilton) Ohio—Next on 
the itinerary was an old home area for 
me. (We lived and worked in Hamilton 
four years.) Caller Jack and Althea Pled-
dys had set up the dance, also on a rainy 
night. Twelve to thirteen squares at-
tended. Dick and Edith Davis hosted me. 
Ben Cripe cued. Top ticket sellers were 
Joe and Mary Ellen Bauer, Henry and 
Mary Smith, Phil Van Lockeren, Ruth 
and Earl Wirth, and Ben. Western 
Squares were sponsors. Pizza after with 
the Hayloft Twirlers was a treat. Nice to 
meet three couples that are soon to be 
part of our Mexico-bound tour group. 
Warren, Pennsylvania--It was a long, 
wet drive from the Hamilton area north-
east to Warren but I could be thankful 
that continuous rain didn't turn to snow 
in the eight-hour interlude. Finally in the 
NPC clothing country town (also famous 
for its many bridges, I'd guess), I was 
hosted by Dave and Betty Harrington 
(Mmmm—what pie!) and sponsored by 
the Circle Eights after a long absence 
from that city. The dance was held in the 
rustic Ben's Barn, where you enter 
through a door in the silo. Dick Minnis 
rounded the corners. 
WELCOME: NEW ASD FAMILY 
A word of greetings is in order for a 
legion of dancers, callers, cuers, leaders 
who've just joined us as new subscribers 
to ASD. Welcome, everyone— all you 
multiple, matriculateable thousands. 
(Honestly, there are about forty thou-
sand new readers!) Thanks again to Bob 
and Becky Osgood of Square Dancing 
magazine (S10) for sending you our way. 
Please tell us what you like about the 
way we put ink on these pages. Take 
careful note of our many columns and 
features that depend on information, 
photos, feedback, news from YOU. What 
caller, cuer, outstanding dancer should 
we feature? What club deserves special 
mention? What S/D hall needs a 
writeup? What event? And on and on. 
IN CONCLUSION 
(Thank goodness!—Co-ed.) 
It's January. Time for resolutions. 
With this big Premier issue we plan great 
new concepts for '86. It's going to be a 
stellar new year for the activity. And—
honest Injun—1 promise to take the bull 
in hand and not mix any more metaphors! 
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' 90 171ST PAIR 




COLORS: WHITE - NAVY 
BLACK SMOOTH - RED - 
BLACK PATENT BROWN 
GOLD - SILVER BONE 
STYLE D 
1st QUALITY! 




SQUARE & ROUND DANCING FOOTWEAR 
Genuine 
DEERSKINS 
"The most comfortable shoes for square dancing" 
1st PAIR DISCOUNT PRICE 
•Sizes 13 E, ' 1 '2 more '419° WOMEN'S '34.90 
2nd PAIR $ R90 
DISCOUNT PRICE 	.JP lir WOMEN'S '31.90 
MEN'S-STYLE A 
	
MEN'S-STYLE B 	 WOMEN'S-STYLE C 
Regular '52°°/Pair 
DEERSKIN 
MEN'S STYLE A & B: OYSTER (BONE) 
BROWN-LUGGAGE TAN-BLACK-WHITE 
SIZES 7-14 	WIDTHS: N-M-W  
WOMEN'S STYLE C: 
OYSTER (BONE) 
LUGGAGE TAN 



















VICKI REG. '40 
ALL LEATHER 
ED-BROWN BONE GOLD C SILVER ADD '2 
STYLE E 
%ow* 
90 $ 25 2ND PAIR (SAME SIZE) 
ALL COAST COLORS: WHITE BLACK-NAVY R 
MAIL TO: 
Rochester Shoe Stores 
K-Mart Plaza, Mattydale, NY 13211 
Syracuse, NY Ph., (315) 455-7334 
Send with order: 
Style • Color • Size • Width • Price 
Your name, address, city, state, zip. 
Add 1.75 per pair for postage & handling. 













If you are unable 
to obtain our rec- 
ords from your 
record 	shop, 
please let us 
know. 
FOUR BAR B 
RECORDS 
NEW RELEASES: 
4B-6075 BILL BAILEY— Bill V. 
4B-6074 I'VE BEEN TO GEORGIA ON A FAST 
TRAIN— Bob C. 
4B-6073 DIXIE ROAD— Mike 
4B-6072 BABY FACE— Don 
4B-6071 BIG TRAIN FROM MEMPHIS— Mike 
4B-6070 MUSIC BOX DANCER— Mike 
4B-6069 WHEEL ROSS (Hoedown) 
4B-6068 MARIA by John Marshall 
4B-6066 I'M SO IN LOVE WITH LOVING YOU— Don 
4B-6065 STAY YOUNG— Mike 
4B-6064 STROKERS' THEME— Bill V. 
48-6063 YOU'RE NOBODY TIL SOMEBODY LOVES 
YOU— Bill 0 
RECENT RELEASES. 
4B-6062 LOVE MEDLEY— Bob C. 
46-6061 GLENDALE TRAIN— Bill V. 
4B-6060 COTTON-EYED JOE/SALTY DOG RAG (lost) 
46-6059 A LITTLE OLDFASHIONED KARMA— Don 
46-6058 JOSE CUERVO— John 
40-6057 PENNIES FROM HEAVEN— Bill 
4B-6056 HOKEY POKEY— Don Armstrong 
46-6055 LOVE'S GONNA FALL HERE TONIGHT—John 
4B-6054 SHE GOT THE GOLD MINE— Bill V. 
4B-6053 LIZA JANE— Bob 
48-6052 MOUNTAIN MUSIC— John 
4B-6051 TEXAS FIDDLE SONG— Bill 
48-6050 PROUD MARY— Mike 
4B-6013 GHOST RIDERS— Mike 
4B-6049 MOUNTAIN DEW— Bob 
NEW QUADRILLE RELEASES: 
0-482 GREEN LIGHT— Romney Tannehill 
0-841 SHOOT LOW, SHERIFF (He's Ridin' A 
Shetland) by Bob H. 
0-840 FIRE IN THE SKY by Bob H. 
0-839 RUNNIN` DOWN MEMORY LANE— Bob H. 
0-838 HEY GOOD LOOKIN'— Romney 
0-837 I'D DANCE EVERY DANCE WITH YOU— Lee 
0-836 SHE'S MY ROCK— Gary 
RECENT QUADRILLE RELEASES: 
0-835 SAY IT WITH A COUNTRY SONG by Gary Mahnken 
U-834 CABARET by Lee Main 
0-833 TULSA/LAME BRANCH (Hoedown) 
0-832 RIGHT OR WRONG— Gloria Smith 
0.831 MAN IN LOVE— Stan Brooke 
0.829 DOUBLE SHOT OF MY BABY'S LOVE—Gary 
0-828 MIDNIGHT FIRE— Gloria Smith 
0-827 I'M ONLY IN IT FOR THE Love— Gary 
0.826 SHE'S A HEARTACHE—Stan 
0.825 SWINGIN'— Romney 
0-824 HIGHWAY 40 BLUES— Lee 
Box 7-11 Macks Creek, MO 65786 
(314) 363-5432 




OF SQUARE DANCERS 
Here's one easy way to say Y.E.S. to the SPIRIT OF '86! Be included in the 
cookbook that tells the Square Dance Story! For our 50th Birthday, we are 
publishing a compilation of favorite recipes of square dancers from 
Washington State to Washington, D.C., from Tokyo to Australia. Be sure your 
recipes are included in the Spirit of Hospitality and Neighborliness sweeping 
square dancing. 
FAVORITE RECIPES OF SQUARE DANCERS, a spiral-bound cookbook with 
four-color cover picturing dancers in full costume, will catch anyone's eye on a 
bookstore shelf. In between the recipes (collected from around the country to 
show the wide spread of dancers), we tell the Square Dance Story. 
This project is the chief fund-raiser for the SPIRIT OF '86 campaign. Send for 
info on how your clubs can participate! 
This is your special invitation to share your recipes. Send in your favorite 
dessert, finger foods, casserole, and salad recipes. The more recipes we col-
lect, the more we can spread the Square Dance Story. Now's your chance to 
get involved! 
Include us in the cookbook that tells the Square Dance Story! Here's our 
recipe: (Submit one in each category: 1. Favorite Desserts, 2. Finger Foods, 3. 
Favorite Casseroles, and 4. Salads. Print ingredients first, then directions for 
recipe. 
Recipe submitted by: 
Address 	  
City 	 
Club  
Are you a caller? 	Club officer? 	Other? 
Here's the recipe: 
Share "What Square Dancing Has Meant to Me" with a short sketch in your 
own words. Several will be chosen to print. If your club has a special project 
you're proud of, share that information also. We want this cookbook to really 
tell our story! 
Say Y.E.S. to the Square Dance Spirit! 
FAVORITE RECIPES, PO Box 129, Dillard GA 30537 
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"sod' ANNIVERSARY 
WESTERN SQUARE DANCE 
All aboard the "Spirit of '86." Dancers 
world-wide are preparing to celebrate 
the Golden Anniversary of American 
Western Style Square Dancing! That's 
right, Golden Anniversary. Although 
1986 marks the 35th Anniversary of the 
National Square Dance Convention and 
the 40th Anniversary of American 
Square Dance Magazine, it is also the 
50th Anniversary of the event that 
started it all. It was in the summer of 
1936 that Lloyd Shaw's Cheyenne Moun-
tain Dancers burst upon American au-
diences from coast to coast starting an 
enthusiasm for "cowboy dancing" that 
has spread across the world like sage 
brush covers the plains. Clubs and orga-
nizations are using the ' anniversary 
celebration as a focal point for dances 
and parties throughout the year. But the 
"Spirit of '86" is more than just a year-
long party. 
The "Spirit of '86" is a spirit of tradi-
tion. It's a movie being filmed right now 
to be aired on television during the an-
niversary year after its premier showing 
at the National Square Dance Conven-
tion in Indianapolis. It will trace the his-
tory of square dancing all the way back 
to its roots in 15th Century England, up 
through Lloyd Shaw's revival in 1936 and 
on to its spread as a major recreational 
culture. 
The "Spirit of '86" is a spirit of hospi-
tality. A cookbook chock full of recipes 
submitted by square dancers will be on 
sale attracting the attention of dancer 
and non-dancer alike. Along with hun-
dreds of square dancers' favorite rec-
ipes it will also include anecdotes from 
around the square dance world. 
The "Spirit of '86" is a spirit of gener-
osity. The most exciting part of the cook-
book story is that square dancers have 
set a goal to raise $100,000 for Habitat 
for Humanity through the sale of the 
American Squaredance, January 1986 	Premier Issue 
by Gwen Carpenter Roland 
cookbook. Habitat for Humanity is a 
grass-roots organization that helps peo-
ple help themselves toward better hous-
ing. 
It's still not too late to include your 
recipes! Send a copy of your favorite 
dessert, casserole, finger food, bread, 
and salad to the address listed at the 
end. Be a part of the spirit of generosity 
and cooperation sweeping American 
Square Dancing today. Jerry and Becky 
Cope, Copecrest Dance Resort, are com-
piling the Cookbook. 
The "Spirit of '86" is a spirit of creativ-
ity. Many talented dancers and callers 
are drawing on their musical ability to 
find just the right song to express the 
spirit of square dancing. Taking a cue 
from "We Are The World," a host of call-
ers will record the song and plan to in-
troduce it on stage before an audience 
of 40,000 during the National Conven-
tion in June as the celebration officially 
gets underway. 
The "Spirit of '86" is a spirit of co-
operation. An interlocking network of 
media coverage will tell our anniversary 
story in magazine articles and on talk 
shows. A Grand March across America 
will generate news from coast to coast 
and around the world as clubs partici-
pate in a marathon walk to the national 
convention to kick-off the Golden Anni-
versary Celebration. 
All facets of the square dance spirit 
will shine on December 31, 1986 as six 
million dancers display their spirit of tra-
dition, hospitality, generosity, creativity, 
and cooperation in a gigantic dance 
hosted simultaneously by every dance 
club in the nation. 
Then at a special moment, 11:00 
Eastern time, 10:00 PM Central time, 9:00 
PM Mountain time, and 8:00 PM Pacific 
time, all the dancing will stop as six 




Interested in starting a 
SINGLES' Square Dance Club? 
LET US HELP! 
Become affiliated with the 
largest Singles' Square Dance 
Club in the world' 
WRITE FOR INFORMATION NOW,  
RACHEL ORS N BACHElOREITES INTERNATIONAL N 
c/0 Ralph Osborne International President 
PO Rot 1714 South Gale CA 90210 
EMBROIDERED 
CLUB JACKETS 
We will embroider 
Your Club Logo & 
Club Name in full 
rmlor on left front 
of our quality nylon 
satin Jacket 
(Mininum order of 24 I 
S28.aa. 2447 Jackets 
S264sa. 48 71 Jackets 
S25.ea. 72 or more. 
Call or write for more information 
KEYS 	P.O. Box 2923 
Glen ElIyn,IL 60138 KLOSET (3121 790 1582(after now, 
hold the spirit of square dancing and so 
insure its tradition being preserved, not 
only for another 50 years, but for genera-
tions to come. 
Endorsed by the Callerlab Board of 
Governors, LEGACY and USDA, par-
ticipation in this dance is guaranteed to 
be a special moment. 
Many prominent dance leaders and 
callers make up the Spirit of '86 commit-
tee, lending time, talent, and resources 
to spread the Square Dance Story. 
Ery Melton, of Car-Mel Motion Pic-
tures, well-known producer, is helping 
with the movie project. Gwen Carpenter 
Roland, a professor-writer who appeared 
for several years as associate producer 
of Louisiana Alive, an award-winning TV 
documentary, is researching and writing 
it. Jerry and Becky Cope, Copecrest 
Dance Resort, are seeing the project to 
completion. 
Don Williamson, of Red Boot Records, 
is co-ordinating the production of The 
Song that will appear at all major events 
during the Golden Anniversary Celebra-
tion. 
Gordon Goss, editor of National 
Square Dance Directory, and Jim Black-
wood Travel, are co-ordinating plans for 
the Grand March and the December 31, 
1986 dance. The dates and times will be 
set for these events, and then your cre-
ative imagination will plan the celebra-
tion for your area. Our goal is to have 
participation from as many dancers as 
possible to show our strength as an ac-
tivity as well as our spirit of unity. 
You are invited to climb aboard the 
"Spirit of '86"! Say Y.E.S. to this spirit of 
tradition, hospitality, generosity, creativ- 
ity and cooperation that is chugging 
across the world as square dancers 
everywhere make plans to celebrate the 
Golden Anniversary of American West-
ern Square Dancing! Send for the VHS 
Video about the project, and for informa-
tion on how your club or association can 
participate in the Golden Anniversary 
celebration. Join in by making plans for 
your club or association to celebrate 
this special year! Let's tell the world 
about what square dancing can mean to 
them! Say Y.E.S. to the Spirit of '86! For 
more information, write The Spirit of '86, 
P.O. Box 129 Dillard GA 30537. 
Et SQUARE DANCE SERVICES 	---' PO Box 28 Streamwood 111.60103 
(312) 289-5590 
20,000 RECORDS IN STOCK 
Try our 24 Hour Phone Service 
"THE MOST IMFORMATIVE 'TAPE' GOING" 
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cl Why Square 
Dance? 
by Jo Jan Nunley 
Canyon, Texas 
Have you asked yourself lately why 
you square dance? Of course, the 
answers to that question are as 
numerous as there are dancers whirling 
to the beat. But, some of the tried and 
true answers deserve some recognition 
from square dancers lest we forget them 
in the rush our modern lives have 
become. 
The first and foremost answer to why 
square dancers dance has to be that it's 
just plain good fun. Some might ask 
about the repetition in square dancing. 
Yes, there are repetitive moves. But, 
there are also new songs all the time and 
new moves added to our standard ones. 
And even the repetition has its merits. 
After dancers learn the moves very well, 
although square dancing still takes con-
centration, there can be more time for 
just good fun when a dancer isn't using 
all of his mental powers just to 
remember what the dickens he's sup-
posed to be doing next. 
Another standard answer to the ques-
tion of why square dance is that square 
dancing is good exercise. It has been 
found to rate right up there with brisk 
walking as a healthful exercise. As for 
myself, I'd much rather be swinging to a 
beat on the dance floor than running 
down the road with a stitch in my side 
(known as jogging to more physical-type 
people). 
With the economy gone haywire, 
money plays into most answers we give 
nowadays. Square dancing happens to 
be one of the most affordable family 
forms of entertainment around today. 
The monthly dues are usually easily met 
even in families with big financial 
outlays. 
As one of my square dancing friends 
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mentioned the other day, he said, "I took 
my wife and little girl out to dinner and a 
show the other night, and it cost me 
$30." He went on to elaborate on how 
the restaurant hadn't even been that top 
notch. 
Usually square dancing costs much 
less than $30 for a month's worth of- 
dancing. It's a good buy. New dancers 
probably find square dancing more ex-
pensive than old-timers, just simply 
because they feel the need to stock their 
closets with pretty square dancing 
clothes. 
Even this expenditure can be trimmed 
down to size with a little ingenuity. For 
women who sew, the answer is obvious. 
Get out the old sewing machine and go 
to work. Others, like me, who are not 
gifted in that direction, may put out the 
word among the dancers you know that 
you want good used square dancing out-
fits. 
A dancer may have a friend who has a 
friend, for example, who has just drop- 
ped two sizes in her dresses. She may 
want to sell her dresses. You can bet you 
will pay less than store costs this way. 
Watch the garage sale ads. Although 
square dancing clothes don't seem to be 
advertised that much, they are adver-
tised occasionally. Half of my dresses 
were acquired in this manner, and I must 
admit that some of them are my prettiest 
dresses. 
Where else besides square dancing 
can a person hope to meet as many 
varied and wonderful people and spend 
so little money? Making lasting friends 
is one of the qualities about square 
dancing many dancers enjoy the very 
most. 
The friends you make in square danc- 
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ing are the kind that stick with you, and 
in our mobile society today, that's 
nothing to sneeze at. Another friend of 
ours who lived in Amarillo, Texas, for 
many years before moving to Topeka, 
Kansas, commented to me that he and 
his wife had lived in Topeka for about six 
months and didn't know but a handful of 
people. 
Then they remembered they had 
wanted to square dance when they lived 
in Amarillo and couldn't because he 
worked at night. Since he now has day 
shifts, they took square dance lessons 
and right away they knew multitudes of 
people. Eventually, they held the presi-
dent's office in their club. 
For those of us who are parents, 
square dancing is a wholesome activity 
that can reinforce for our children some 
standards to live by. In addition to the 
friendliness that square dancing 
engenders, consider the moral code it 
enforces. The "no drinking of alcoholic 
beverages before or during square danc-
ing" can be held up before our teenage 
children's eyes with pride. 
It gives parents another chance to tell 
children about the dangers of alcoholic 
consumption. Square dancers can't 
drink and dance because drinking 
makes dancers make mistakes. Tell your 
children the effects alcohol has on the 
brain. Use square dancing as an exam- 
ple. It doesn't hurt to remind them that 
according to the National Institute on 
Alcohol and Alcoholism, of all the fatal 
car crashes involving teenagers, 45 to 60 
percent of them involved alcohol. If a 
dancer can't think clearly enough to 
dance well after a few drinks, consider 
what alcohol does for a driver. 
The reasons for square dancing could 
go on and on. But, if square dancing of-
fered only the opportunity of getting 
dressed up and going somewhere 
wholesome where fun was to be had just 
for the toe-tapping, that would be 
enough. 
Think about all the reasons why you 
enjoy square dancing. I'm sure I've left 
out some of your very favorites. Add 
them to my list, and then ask yourself a 
question. What am I doing to make 
square dancing better? Square dancing 
does so much for dancers and with a lit-
tle thought about making it better from 
each square dancer, the results could be 
staggering. 
Each dancer has a gift to give to 
square dancing, whether it's greeting 
visitors so warmly that they will want to 
return to your club, engineering money-
making projects, speaking on behalf of 
your club to other clubs to invite them to 
yours, or whatever. Are you using your 
gift? 































RUTH & REUEL deTURK 
• 1606 Hopmeadow Street 
• Simsbury, Conn. 06070 
• 	Routes 10 — 202 
• 
• Opp. Bowling Lanes at the 
• GRANBY LINE 
• 









Add $2.00 UPS & Handling Charge 
Our 27th Year 
• SEND FOR FREE MAIL ORDER CATALOG • 
• 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SEND FOR FREE 
MAIL ORDER CATALOG 
HOURS: 
Mon. Thru Sat. 






• Don't Forget— The Coupons in Dec. Issue Are Good Only Until Jan. 15, '86. 
• 
MEN—NEW—PANTS 
100% Polyester—Unhemmed-- Keystone Loops 
High Fashion Colors & 
Basic Tan, Brown, Black 	$29.98 
Excellent Quality— 
Add 52.00 For Finished Length 
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by Leif Hetland 
Anaheim, California 
A TALE OF 
TWO CALLERS 
Once upon a time two square dance 
callers passed on and found themselves 
together at the Pearly Gates, seeking en-
trance to heaven. Upon having their 
credentials verified, they were both ad-
mitted and brought before a Review 
Board of three to evaluate their contribu-
tion to mankind's recreational needs on 
earth. 
"What did you do on earth?" asked 
the members of the Review Board. "Tell 
us about your contributions to square 
dancing." 
And Fred said, "I called for a club of 
fifty people (a six square club) for twenty 
years. In those twenty years I held 
classes to keep my club going. I have 
taught at least one hundred people to 
square dance." 
And Bill said, "I called for a club of fif-
ty people (a six square club) for twenty 
years. In those twenty years I held 
classes to keep my club going. I have 
taught at least one thousand people to 
square dance." 
And so the first review board member, 
a stamp collector, said, "Well, as I see it 
you have both made an equal contribu-
tion to the activity. You were both bring-
ing the great joy of square dancing to fif-
ty people. Your stamp collections, so to  
speak, are exactly the same." 
Then the second review board 
member, a bowler, said, "Now wait just a 
minute here. We don't score things that 
way in bowling. Bill has taught the most 
people to square dance and his contribu-
tion to the activity is certainly much, 
much greater. Bill has knocked down ten 
times as many pins as Fred and his 
bowling score, so to speak, is ten times 
better." 
At this point the third review board 
member, a golfer, said, "The two of you 
are absolutely wrong. In golf we don't 
score that way at all. Fred has a club 
membership of fifty the same as Bill and 
has lost far fewer dancers in doing it. 
Fred has taken one-tenth the strokes 
that Bill has taken to reach his goal and 
his golf score to finish the 18 holes, so to 
speak, is ten times better." 
And so the Review Board of three 
could not come to an agreement, and 
the argument in heaven continues, I am 
told, to this day as to whether Fred or 
Bill made the greatest contribution, or if 
they both made the same. 
WAGON WHEEL RECORDS & BOOKS 
, 8459 Edmaru Ave., Whittier CA 90605 
213-693-5976 
NEW RELEASES 
45rpm flip/inst. Calling by BOB RUFF 
WW912 BAD BAD LEROY BROWN 	Basics 1-8 
WW913 ENGINE 9 	 Basics 1-14 
WW924 HOUSTON Basics 1-17 
WW928 THE RACE IS ON 	Basics 1-28 
(Use this to teach the Grand Square) 
L.P. SERIES FOR SCHOOLS & NEW DANCERS 
WW1001 SQUARE DANCE PARTY 
No.1 Basics 1-22 
WW1002 SQUARE DANCE PARTY 
No.2 Basics 1-34 
SINGING CALL CATALOG 
Lists records in a teaching order for the basic and 
mainstream programs. Free on request. 
OPEA€PODN't• (61REEDIN(600 
iiabo fhb Ruff wish Euervont 
A Frosperous New Veer! 
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mE teEST JUST ow.  DIETTEN i 
THE 
MICRO 75B 
* 20% MORE POWER 
* MORE RANGE ON THE REMOTE MUSIC CONTROL 
* OPTIONAL 110/220 VOLT SWITCH 
* THE LATEST ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
* TWO 1/4 INCH PHONE JACK SPEAKER SOCKETS 
* STANDARD 3 PRONG AC POWER CORD 
FOR FULL INFORMATION WRITE OR PHONE: 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS 
1033-E SHARP CIRCLE, CONCORD, CA. 94518 
(415) 682-8390 
Last year Hilton Audio Products did a survey of Micro-75A 
owners to find out what changes they would like to see in 
their equipment. At this time we are proud to announce the 
set born of that survey! 
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312 Monterey Pass Rd.  
AlS, 41/ p""C...' 	Monterey Park CA 91754 
Win&Or Rte0Pal 
NEW RELEASES 
WIN 4777 DREAM WALTZ/MY HEART'S DESIRE, Two-step 
Both dances by Al & Emily Bennett 
WIN 4779 BACK HOME AGAIN IN INDIANA/MY BEST GAL 
NEW DANCES TO WINDSOR MUSIC 
WIN 4535 MOONLIGHT MAGIC. Rhumba by Corky 8 Paulette Pell 
WIN 4544 ANYTIME. Two-step. Barbara Brown 
SEND FOR OUR FREE SQUARE & ROUND DANCE CATALOG 
Available it all record dealers 
or write direct 
by Bev Warner 
There's a story from another decade 
about a jury that had vainly deliberated 
for 36 hours. Finally the jury returned to 
the courtroom and the judge solemmnly 
asked the foreman: "Yes, your Honor, 
we've decided that we'd rather not get 
involved." 
It's a story from another decade, 
because the 80's should be a period 
when just about everyone will want to 
become involved in something— par-
ticularly something to do with improving 
the quality of life in America. 
A person would have to be an expert in 
self-hypnosis to avoid knowing that 
government by itself has not completely 
solved the problems of jobs, poverty, 
farms, medical care, crime, cities, the 
elderly, pollution, air, water, noise, 
education, culture, segregation and 
recreation. Taking a close look at public 
problems is to see personal responsibili-
ty staring us right in the face. 
In the past, the word "volunteer" often 
conjured up the image of a "lady boun-
tiful" carefully picking her way through 
the poorest sections of town to 
distribute the Christmas baskets— the 
annual good deed. In today's world the 
needs of the community can often be 
met by citizens willing to contribute their 
time and energy to make things better. 
VOLUNTEER! 
Being a volunteer only requires a 
frame of mind— the desire to do 
something with no financial reward—
for someone else who could not receive 
that service unless you do it with him or 
for him. The volunteer has in him or her a 
genuine wish to make another human 
being's life more pleasant, more fruitful, 
more bearable, more comfortable, less 
lonely or even less hopeless— in short, 
to prevent human waste. 
Helen Cokewell, age 73, Royal Oak, 
Michigan is one of those people. She 
once square danced with senior citizens, 
but dropped out because "they were too 
tough on her." But she replaced the 
dancing with another activity that suited 
her better. She became a volunteer for 
her son Jerry Cokewell, a caller. For 15 
years she has greeted dancers at the 
door and collected the money. Jerry put 
a phone in her home to take his calls. 
She does the booking, checks on people 
who are ill, sends them cards, writes 
newsletters and articles for the local 
paper. When out-of-town dancers call for 
places to dance, she puts them in touch 
by referring to her records of all dances. 
The dancers call her a Goodwill Am-
bassador for square dancing. She is 
often picked up by dancers and taken to 
dances where she greets people at the 
door and goes around shaking hands. 
Jerry says, "The best thing is— she is 
the first one the dancers see when they 
come in and the last one on their way 
out. I couldn't get along without her." 
I don't think square dancing could 
either! 




FREE MATCHING PETTIBRIEFS 
* Form Fitting 
* Nylon Tricot 
* Matching Shirred 
Lace 
SIZES: P-S-M-L-XL 
COLORS: White, black, natural, 
maize, peach. orange, medium 
pink, hot pink, red, wine, lilac. 
purple. light blue, royal blue, navy. 
lime, aqua, brown, multi-pastel. 
(Detail of lace) 
WITH YOUR PURCHASE OF 
THE SENSATIONALO,:.:L.. !2:1,,:.: 
. 	.,  
PETTICOAT 
* 80 Yard 	 ) 
* Double Nylon Sheer t 
* Lace Edged 
* 11/2" Elastic Adjustable 
Waist 
* Adjustable Length (Snip Top) 
fits 20'; 22'; 23" lengths 
special order for 19" lengths 
COLORS: Black, white, natural, yellow, peach. 
light pink, candy pink, red, wine, lilac. 
purple. powder blue. aqua. kelly green, brown. 
LIMITED 27 
TIME OFFER $ 	95  
OUAN NAME OF ITEM COLOR SIZE 	PRICE EACH TOTAL PRICE 
The Sensational Petticoat 27 95 
Pettibriets 











ORDER ITEMS TOTAL 
Additional 
SHIPPING 
Sets add $1.00 









ZIP 	  
 
TheCatchall 
1813 Ninth / Wichita Falls. Texas 76301 
SERVICE and ASSISTANCE (817)766-1612 
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CROSSFIRE 
What is Crossfire? Why should this 
report be important? What's it all about? 
Let us begin at the beginning. Follow-
ing last soling's round of Callerlab and 
LEGACY meetings, Jack Lasry of Florida 
circulated a letter expressing concern 
about the square dancing activity. Num-
bers of dancers in classes, club atten-
dance, and festival participation were all 
decreasing. Why? What could be done? 
Jack suggested a meeting of a group of 
leaders from across the country to 
discuss these points. 
Jim White of Georgia "took the bull by 
the horns," as he says. He invited 20 
dancers to attend a dinner just prior to 
the national convention in Birmingham. 
Out of the discussion at that meeting, 
the concept of Crossfire was born. Jerry 
and Becky Cope volunteered to host the 
meeting at Copecrest in November; Jim 
White became chairman; a list of in-
vitees was developed and 54 responded. 
That's the background. 
By consent, at the meeting which con-
vened November 22 at Copecrest, pro-
blems were not discussed except in the 
context of solutions. The group had read 
voluminous material in advance and 
were aware of the LEGACY survey 
results and other indicators that pro-
blems do exist in the square dance ac-
tivity. In small meetings, general discus-
sions and many side chats over the din-
ner table, ideas were formulated. Also by 
general agreement, resolutions were not 
formulated. A list of suggestions was 
developed. While minor differences ex-
isted in the reports of several small 
groups, it appeared that solutions would 
be slightly different for different areas, 
and the general suggestions could be 
adapted. 
The concept of a wheel was 
developed, to give focus to the discus-
sion. The hub was the reason and pur-
pose for dancing, which was defined as: 
Square dancing offers people a whole-
some recreational option that stresses 
friendliness, cooperation, and equality. 
Eight spokes were then defined: new 
dancers (beginner classes); clubs (vet- 
eran dancers, sociability); support or- 
ganizations; programs (music, style, 
levels); callers, cuers, prompters; com- 
munications; leadership/education; 
cost/facilities. The solutions and sug-
gestions were to be the rim; they were 
also spoken of as the grease to keep the 
wheel moving. 
Some major areas emerged: 
• Classes should be 25-30 weeks long 
(perhaps including about 60 calls) and 
should include teaching of courtesy, sty-
ing, history, costumes and smooth dan-
cing). Several groups proposed calling 
this Classic square dancing. 
• Classes should kick-off in different 
months so that year round opportunities 
exist for new prospects to join. This is a 
must if we are to advertise and market 
our dancing activity. 
• We must resist the rush to new pro-
grams. Angels and officers must inform 
class members that they do not have to 
rush into more call-learning. One group 
stated endorsement of the existing 
Callerlab requirement to dance at MS 
regularly for one year before moving on 
to any other program. We should in- 
vestigate the "starter club" in which the 
dancers learns MS and Plus over several 
years (as done in Canada). Callers 
should eliminate "star tips" outside the 
advertised program of the dance (as 
voted in the SW Minnesota Callers 
Assn.) 
• Reestablish Mainstream clubs 
suitable for class graduates. Graduates 
should have weekly dances to attend. A 
"buddy" system with veteran dancer-
sponsors for several months might be 
tried. 
• A "recreational dance" program, 
parallel to present programs, is needed. 
Suggested: 22 basics. This will introduce 
square dancing to those who can't get 
Continued on Page 98 
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DANCE FOOTWEAR 
Ms. STOMPER for HER. 
Same outstanding construction as the siren's 
Stomper. 
In ultra soft smooth leather 
WHITE ONLY 
Sizes 4 - 10 M (B) with v2 sizes 
5 - 	(D) with 1/2 sizes 
The "CLOGGER" for HER. 
Fully lined leather upper 
Steel shank, cushion insole I" heel, 
composition outside 
BLACK or WHITE PATENT LEATHER 
BLACK or WHITE SMOOTH LEATHER 
Sites 6 - 10 N (AA) with 1/2 sizes 
2 - 10 M (B) with 1/2 sizes 
5 - 10 W (D) with 1/2 sizes 
The **STOMPER" for MEN. 
(lasso in the fuzz style 
thra suit leather upper 
Solid wood heel, composition °tarsi*. steel 
shank arch and poran cushion insole. 
Great lor tap, clogging, or folk dancing 
BLACK or WHITE 
Sizes 4 13 D 
sizes 71/2 Oyu 101/2 
LA TAP 
BLACK/WHITE PATENT VINYL 
Childs size 8 1/2 - 12 M/W 
Miss's 13 - 3 M/W 
with taps attached 
ison 01 ( ,corg.a Maki 
Promenaders - Georgia Maid 
P.O. Box 550 
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28th New England 
Square & Round Dance 
Convention 
April 25, 26, 1986 
Providence. RI 
Inlormation 2800r ESR PC 





It may be somewhat appropriate for us 
to feature our own (ASD editors') local 
club as we begin a new year and welcome 
thousands of new readers to these pages. 
The Lighthouse name came from a dan-
cer's eye view of the signal light out in 
Lake Erie off Huron's mile-long pier. The 
club goes back about sixteen years, 
originally called Smoothies, and features 
well-known out-of-area callers on a month-
ly basis. Editor Stan calls occasionally 
and coordinates the club program. Editor 
Cathie makes coffee and collects fees, in 
good caller's wife tradition. Annual events 
include an ASD subscription dance, a 
Christmas party potluck, a 4th of July 
four-caller picnic/dance, and an August 
Kelleys Island cruise/dance. The most 
outstanding feature of the club is its pro-
gramming of top-rated traveling callers, 
usually on a third Monday. 
Callers who have appeared on the pro-
gram include: Ed Fraidenburg, Cliff 
Brodeur, Perry Bergh, Mal Minshall, Bruce 
Johnston, Bob Wickers. Frannie Heintz, 
Dave Hass, Skip Smith, Jim Hays, Cal 
Golden, Dale Eddy. Harold Bausch, Joe 
Ubelacher, Jac Franzen, Mike Callahan, 
Nate Bliss, Dick Bayer, Orphie Easson, 
Eddie Ramsey, Walt Cole, Jerry Story, 
Tom Miller, Bob Barnes, Johnny Creel, Bill 
Peters, Jim Davis, Larry Letson, Tim Tyl, 
Al Horn, Craig Rowe, Don and Doug 
Sprosty, Dean Fisher, Gene Trimmer, Tom 
Manning, Dave and Bonnie Harry, Don 
Malcom, Larry Cole, and Don Taylor. 
Rita's Quiltique 
A Square Dancers Exclustver ,  
SQUARE DANCERS QUILT.TOP KIT includes, 
• 30 precut stamped, white blocks, to be appliqued 
& embroidered.' 
• 30 precut solid color blocks. 
• 10 yards solid color fabric for final binding 
• Patterns for applique pieces. 	 OP AC. 
• instructions for appliqued blocks 4,  _,A, 
AND ASSEMBLY. • *4, 
' Use left-over fabric from your dresses. "rptirikt 
Available in queen/double size only 
Finished size approximately 82 x 102 
Batting 8 backing NOT INCLUDED 
Only $29.95 




Royal Blue 	Navy Blue 	Pink 
Red 	Rust Chocolate Brown 	Pastel Green 
;16;osavic5. 
196 Palace Drive 
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C-704 PLEASE DON'T TALK ABOUT ME WHEN I'M 
GONE—Marshall Flippo 
C-317 SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY—Gary 
C-318 DIXIE TRAIN—Gary 
C-211 I LOVE YOU BECAUSE—Jerry 
C-516 MOUNTAIN PASS—Ken 
C-3513 HELLO MARY LOU—Ken & Gary 
C-608 SOMETHING IN MY HEART—John & Wanda 
C-112 CHINESE BREAKDOWN/FANCY STICKS (Hoedowns) 
C-407 IF IT AIN'T LOVE—Beryl 
LATEST RELEASES 
C-411 YOUR SWEET LOVE—Beryl 
C-803 CHEROKEE MAIDEN—Scott 
CHAPARRAL RECORDS, INC. 








TO DANCE IN THE CARIBBEAN 
ABOARD THE 
CUNARD COUNTESS 
MAY 31-JUNE 7, 1986 
JERRY HAAG 





TOUR COST: $1462 per person Inside 
$1662 per person Outside 
INCLUDES: 
1. Round trip air fare 
2. Transfers between airport and ship round trip 
3. Accomodations, meals and entertainment aboard ship 
4. Square and round dance parties with Chaparral afterparties 
5. Tour escorts from Chaparral and Uphoff's Royal Travel. 
MAIL TO: Kari Haag-St. Clair, Uphoff's Royal Travel 
P.O. Box 3223, Cheyenne WY 82003 
Please send me 	 brochure(s). 
Name 
Address 	  




The perfect blouse for all Jumpers 
because the flat shoulder accomo. 
dates straps. P,S,M,L,XL $16.95. 
White, red. yellow, pink, lay., It. blue. 
N.,......., 	.000/ 
WESTERN STYLE SHIRTS 
FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
DANCER 
Ideal for Round Dancers; 11/2 " Heel, 
All Leather, Cushioned insole for 












THE STORE WHERE SQUARE DANCERS LIKE TO SHOP 
" 
MAJESTIC 
1" heel, steel shank, glove leather. 
lined, 5 thru 12 Narrow, 4 thru 12 Med.  




WESTERN DRESS PANTS 
$28.50 















N-20 SISSY Nylon 






3/4 " heel, steel shank, glove leather, 
lined, sizes 4 thru 10 Med., 5 thru 10 





1351 Odenton Rd. 
Odenton MD 21113 
Maryland Residents add 5% fax. 
NAME 	 
ADDRESS 
CITY  	STATE 	7IP 
NAME & NO. OF ITEMS 	  
	Price 	  
SHIPPING & HANDLING 	  
TOTAL 	  
28 
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RHYME 
TIME 
BETWEEN THE YEARS 
The Old Year sadly checked the clock 
And eyed his worn-out shoes. 
rye time and strength for one more 
dance 
Before they break the news. 
"Come here, young fella (lucky guy!), 
And let me share some views. 
You're looking healthy, fine, and fit— 
I see you've got new shoes. 
"You'll need them in the year ahead. 
The days get kind of long, 
But life that's square-dance bright 
Can keep you happy, well, and strong. 
"You hear those bells? It's time for me 
To dance right out of here. 
You're welcome to my place. 
I wish you one great dancing year!" 
—Mary F. Heisey 
FRONT LINE COVERAGE 
Jack Berg (Chicago Country) is the 
talented cartoonist/caller/record pro-
ducer who created our special cover this 
month to honor 50 years of our own 
western square dance, plus the exciting 
future of both this magazine and the ac-
tivity itself. Jack works full time at the 
drawing board but regularly takes time 
to call in Illinois and elsewhere. He is 
responsible for those clever theme logos 
for Callerlab conventions. Sometimes 
his characters get to look a little outlan-
dish, but if it's an original Berg-er, it's 
got to be good! 
44* 
•• • All ASD features are copyrighted 





See STRAWBERRY SQUARE First! 
Florida's #1 Square and Round Dance 
Mobile Home & Travel Trailer Park 
Several choice pre-owned lots and mobile homes are for sale. 
Travel trailers and park models on lots. 
All lots have electric, sewer and water in place. 
SQUARE DANCE HALL ON PREMISES 
Floating Wood Floor — 50-Square Capacity 
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, 
WRITE: MORI SOGOLOW 
4401 Boot Bay Road 
Plant City, Florida 33566 
OR CALL: 813-754-2425 
Rektiug? 
OK Om* to ,tekte? 
• • ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ • • • 
• • 
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July 20-25, 1986 
For Newer Callers 
Individual attention to 
caller by Experienced Staff 
Dick Han 
Caller Partner Sessions Also 
Write Dick Han, 513 So. Bluff 
Monticello IN 47960 
COPECREST DANCE RESORT 
DILLARD, GA. 
March 16-21. 1986 
Stan Burdick, Gene Trimmer 
Jerry & Becky Cope 
New & Experienced Callers 
Callerlab Curriculum 
Nobody treats callers better 
than Copecrest! 
PO Box 129, Dillard GA 30537 
ESTES PARK, COLORADO 
Dance Ranch Callers College 
June 22-26: 
For callers with 2 years 
or less experience; 
Aug. 3-7: 
For callers with more than 
2 years' experience 
Frank Lane—Vaughn Parrish 
Write Frank Lane's Dance 
Ranch, PO Box 1382 





August 1, 2, 3 
Jo & Ken Clinefelter 
Harold & Lill Bausch, Instr. 
SIMPLY SUCCESSFUL CALLING 
Write: Clinefelters, 6940 Or- 
chard, Lincoln NE 68505 
Phone 402-464-7153 
MIDWEST CALLER COLLEOE 
Promenade Hall 
Auburn, Indiana 
for new/newer callers 
June 16-20 
(Just before Nat'l Convention) 
Stan Burdick, Don Taylor 
& guest 
Don Taylor, PO Box 824 
Auburn IN 46706 
On 1-69 
McCLOUD DANCE COUNTRY 
McCloud, California 
June 1-5, 1986 
Bill Peters & Bob Van Antwerp 
For New & Experienced Callers 
The Basics and 
Sight Calling Techniques 
McCloud Dance Country 
P.O. Box 1720 
McCloud CA 96057 
RENO CALLERS ACADEMY 
Reno, Nevada 
July 20-24, 1986 
Don Malcom & Ed Foote 
In-depth step-lock instruction 
encompassing all aspects 
of calling 
Don Malcom, RR2 Box 20 
Sheldon MO 64784 
HAROLD BAUSCH'S 
CALLERS COLLEGE 
AT Camp Calvin Crest 
near Fremont, Nebraska 
August 15, 16, 17 
Harold & Lill Bausch 
Dean Breach 
Individual Help 
Meals & Lodging Included 
Harold Bausch, 2120 Jaynes 
Fremont NE 68025 
NORTHWEST CALLER COLLEGE 
Lobo, Montana 
(at the beautiful S/R Center 
& campground) 
Sept. 4-7, 1986 
For callers with 0-5 years 
experience (new) 
Tuition: $150. ea. 
Staff: Harold Bausch, Stan 
Burdick, Ray Granger 
Write: S/R Center, Hwy 12 
Lobo MT 59847 
TURKEY RUN 
R/D LEADER SCHOOL 
Turkey Run State Park 
Marshall, Indiana 
July 20-25. 1986 
Staff: Clancy & Betty Mueller 
Basic principles of successful 
leadership, clarification of steps 
and figures, terminology, pro- 
gramming, cueing, teaching. 
Write Betty & Clancy Mueller 
112 Hollybrook Dr. 
New Whiteland IN 46184 
SUPER SCHOOL EAST 
Kramer's Hayloft 
S. Weymouth, Mass. 
July 7-11. 1986 
John Kaltenthaler, Jim Mayo 
& Bill Peters 
Full Curriculum— 
New or Experienced Callers 
Write Jim Mayo, 79 Wash Pond 
Rd., Hampstead NH 03841 
CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS 
For Experienced Callers 
July 6-10, 1986 
Gene Trimmer—Dick Han 
Featuring Individual Attention 
for callers with at least 3 yrs. 
Calling Experience 
Caller Partner Sessions Also 
Write: Dick Han, 513 So. Bluff 
Monticello IN 47960 
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Thirty-Filth 
National Square Dance Convention' 
P.O. Box 44183 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 
June 26, 27, 28, 1986 
PLAN TO LEARN MORE 
ABOUT YOUR FAVORITE PASTIME 
The Education Committee of the 35th 
National Convnetion has planned 23 
panels (four one-hour and 19 two-hour) 
and 39 clinics, most of two-hour duration. 
The subjects will be many and varied, and 
every dancer will find a topic of particular 
interest. Plan to attend several of these in-
formative sessions. 
The Organizational Program will con-
tinue to be offered, including the Organi-
zations Round Table (a two-hour panel at 
which leaders freely exchange ideas, 
knowledge and programs); the Publica-
tions Display; and the Showcase of Ideas, 
an exhibit of activites of various organiza-
tions. Dancers are invited to participate in 
all three, by attending and discussing, by 
submitting copies of publications and by 
reserving display space and presenting a 
showcase of organizational ideas and ac-
tivities. 
Write for information to P.O. Box 44183, 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204. 
REGISTRATION UPDATE 
Last figures available at press time 
show 13, 254 registered as of Oct. 23. 
If you have not signed up, use the form in 
last month's magazine or write to the box 
number in the above paragraph and re-
quest a registration blank. Do it today! 
EASY TRAVEL PLANNED 
Arrangements are being made for con-
venient snuttie service from outlying 
hotels and motels. Efforts are being made 
to house all the 40,000 expected conven-
tion-goers within 1-465, which surrounds 
the city. At any point along that interstate 
bypass, shuttle service can reach the In-
diana Convention Center and Hoosier 
Dome within 15 minutes. The arrangement 
makes long waits by carless square 
dancers unlikely. 
The interstate bypass is linked to 
downtown Indianapolis by 1-65 and 1-70, 
plus an airport expressway and numerous 
major streets. 
Campers at the official convention 
campsite inside the Indiana State Fair-
grounds will be provided with unlimited 
passes for shuttle service connections to 
the convention center. The $10 pass, 
which is included in the camping package 
price, is good for a couple and two 
children. 	Fred and Wanda Cavinder 
MORE COLLEGES 
TWO BIG ONES! 
COMMUNITY HOUSE ASD- SPONSORED 
RED RIVER, NEW MEXICO IN JULY ATTEND 
September 1-4, 1986 HURON, OH— July 3-6 A 
Staff: Stan Burdick Staff: Stan B. & guests 
& Toots Richardson For 0-5 yr. callers only CALLER OR CUER 
62 years of calling & teaching TICONDEROGA, NY—July 24-27 COLLEGE 
expertise to be shared' Staff: Stan B. & guests THIS YEAR! Join us and learn' For 0-5 yr. callers only 
Write Toots Richardson 
R#1 Box 42 Write PO Box 488 
Clinton OK 73601 Huron OH 44839  
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These Callers Are Available To Call For Clubs and Festivals...Call Them! ' 
CALLER LINE-UP 
Bill Benhoff 
27080 Cook Rd. 
Olmsted Falls OH 
216.235.1519 
Traveling Weekends 
Bill Barr (203).934-2653 
421 Campbell Av. Box 352 
West Haven CT 06516 
Have a Train Nile 
With "Railroad Bill" 
Perry Bergh 
518 Skyline Dr. 
Watertown SD 57201 
605-886-2311 
Any Time, Anywhere! 
Paul B. Fox 
501 Gridley Ave 
Akron OH 44306 
Dance to the calls of the "Silver 
Fox," Bookings available, will travel 
Dave "Hash" Hass 
PO Box 37 
East Hampton CT 06424 
Now booking 85 
Stan Burdick 
216 Williams St. 
Huron OH 44839 
The Meandering Man 
Larry Cole (317)384-7089) 
3302 North 500 West 
Marion IN 46952 
Mainstream, Plus or Advance 
I'll put fun In your dance! 
Joe Sorell 
406 N. 3rd 
Douglas WY 82633 
307-3583550 
Now Traveling Full Time 
Ralph Kornegay (919392-1789) 
4634 Trafalgar Rd.  
Wilmington NC 28405 
The "Dr. of Squares" 
Weekends & Holidays 
Walt Cole (801-392.90781 
944 Chatelain Rd. 
Ogden UT 84403 
Contra Caller Clinics 
Calling Full Time 
Don Taylor (219-483-1081) 
Promenade Hall (925.3818) 
2611 Regal Court 
Ft. Wayne IN 46815 
"Anytime" 
1- 
YOUR AD COULD FILL THIS SPACE. 
ASK FOR RATES. 
PO BOX 216, GRENN BATH OH 44210 
   
LATEST ROUND DANCE 
GR17083 WHISPERING'85 waltz by Mari & Reg Beatty 
GR17082 TOE THE LINE two-step by Doc & Peg Tirrell 
GR17081 EVENING STAR, Waltz by Kit & Ernie Waldorf 
GR17080 LOVELAND '85, Waltz by Bob & Martha McNutt 
LATEST ONE-NIGHT-STAND SQUARE 
FTC32050 ROAMIN' IN THE GLOAMIN' No. 1 by Paul Hartmann 
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 Bov Warner 
STATE LINE 
How many of you saw the red, white 
and blue sailor outfits at the Birm-
ingham Convention? Weren't th=; 
great? I snapped this photo of Noie 
and Ruby Keeton of McKenzie, Tennes-
see. These are the state of Tennessee's 
new outfits, designed by Fann Burris, 
the Daisy Q Coat producer. By the way, 
you too may have the sailor look pattern 
#570 by sending $4.50 plus $1.00 for 
postage (Size X Small through XXX 
Large) to Fann Burris, P.O. Box 9597, 
Knoxville TN 37920. 
The Keetons have been dancing for 
five years, beginning their lessons in St. 
Charles, IL with caller Van Fosler. They 
have since moved to McKenzie where 
they dance with the Gibson Belles and 
Beaus. They also dance to the cueing of 
round dance leaders Ed and Peggie 
Fulerton of the Star Twirlers in Jackson, 
Tennessee. 
This outfit makes me want to salute 
all of those seamen (persons) from Ten-
nessee. 
GERMANY'S FIRST INTERNATIONAL OPERATING S/0 LABEL 
   















CW-2005 	BLUE TRAIN (Brand New) 
CW-2004 I JUST CALLED TO SAY I LOVE YOU 
CW-2003 	GYPSY WOMAN 
CW-2002 I LOVE TO HEAR DAVE DUDLEY 
CW-2001 	I'VE TRIED TO FIND A PARTNER 
CW-4000 FRIENDSHIP RING/AM HOEDOWN (Brand New) 
NEW NEW NEW 	 WILD HORSE RECORDS 
	
NEW NEW NEW 
WH-02 	WILL THE CIRCLE BE UNBROKEN 
	
Robert Bjoerk, Sweden 
WH-01 DAYDREAMS 
	
Kenny Reese, Germany 
Produced in West Germany by' 
HOLGER & PETRA WILLM, P.O. Box 1105 
D-6104 Seeheim-Jugenheim, W. Germany/FRG 
Tel: 06251-77315 
Distributors: ASTEC (FL), SUNDANCE (CA), TWELGRENN (OH) 
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PLAN YOUR DANCE VACATION 
IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST 
pAooufvo 
o i\*" 	at 	44, 







ROYAL CITY 86 S/R DANCE COMMITTEE 
204 - 6th STREET 
NEW WESTMINSTER, B.0 V3L 3A1 
ONE WEEK OF THE BEST SQUARES AND ROUNDS 






JUNE 27 - 28 - 29 
CHILLIWACK, B.C. 
l< 1986 vk' 
THE 
JP 
c/o Charlie Thompson, Treasurer 
46614 Yale Road 
Chilliwack, B.C., Canada V2P 2R6 
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24K Gold-Rated tnamaled 
MIRE DANCE 
JEWELRY 
P Earrings or Pendant S3 95 
Both for only 56.95 
plus Si 00 ship & handling 
(Calif res add 6% sales taxi 
Earring also available with 
clips 
When ordering specify dress 
color red. blue. or black 
Send check or money order to 
Charmz-Reaction 
P 0. Box 6529 
Woodland HIS CA 91365. 
The route then led to Heidelberg by 
way of Dinklsbuhl and Rothenberg (the 
old walled city). They visited the 
Heidelberg Castle and many of the gift 
shops. They attended a square dance 
hosted by the Heidelberg Hoedowners in 
their honor. (Ron and Judy Everhart were 
the club callers for the Hoedowners from 
1977 to 1979 and are Honorary Lifetime 
Members of that club.) The dance was 
called by A! Stevens, club caller, and by 
Ron and Bill Everhart. Rounds were cued 
by Don Casper, club cuer, and Judy 
Everhart. Over 45 squares attended. The 
hospitality shown to the group by the 
host club and the European Dancers left 
them with a wonderful memory of our 
trip. 
After a bus trip to Frankfurt and a 
Rhine cruise, they traveled by train 
through the German and Belgian coun-
tryside to Ostend, Belgium, where they 
crossed the English Channel by ferry, ar-
riving at the White Cliffs of Dover. From 
Dover they took the train to London, 
where they spent two days visiting the 
Tower of London, the Crown Jewels, 
Buckingham Palace, the changing of the 
guards, Big Ben, Westminister Abbey, 
and numerous other attractions. 
While in London, the Everharts were 
able to have a short visit with Ron and 
Bill's brother, Charles, who lives in 
Canterbury. The three brothers had not 
been together for 19 years. 
From London the group flew home via 
New York City, tired, but agreeing that 
they had a wonderful time! 
Linear Cycle Round 
b 
SQUARE DANCE TOUR TO EUROPE 
Forty-two square dance couples en-
joyed a tour of Europe last May hosted 
by Ron and Judy Everhart and Bill and 
Beverly Everhart. The couples came 
from all over Indiana and Ohio, with one 
couple from California. 
The group flew to Paris for sightsee-
ing, which included the Eifel Tower, Arch 
of Triumph, The Louvre Museum, Notre 
Dame Cathedral, Palace of Versailles, 
Moulin Rouge, a cruise on the Seine 
River, and the French model for the 
Statue of Liberty. 
From there the group entrained for 
Lucerne, Switzerland, for one night 
to see beautiful Lake Lucerne and 
attend a Swiss folklore show. The show 
included singing, yodeling and alp horn 
playing with several members of our 
group, including Ron Everhart, invited on 
stage to try their skill with the alp horn. 
In Venice, Italy they toured a Murano 
glass factory, lace shops, a Franciscan 
Monastery, Saint Marc's Square and 
several of the over 100 outer islands that 
comprise Venice. Many of the couples 
also enjoyed a gondola serenade one 
evening. 
The next stop on the tour was Schlad-
ming, Austria, where the dancers spent 
one night in a beautiful winter sport 
resort area. They visited Salzburg and 
saw the church, castle, and area where 
the Sound of Music was filmed. They 
also traveled by bus to Berchtesgaden, 
W. Germany, to see the Kelnsteinhaus, 
(Eagle's Nest), built for Adolph Hitler by 
one of his generals and perched high 
atop a mountain in Berchtesgaden. 
They visited Munich, Germany, and 
saw the Glockenspiel in Marienplatz, the 
Olympic Stadium, the Hackerkellar 
Brewery, and the Hof brau' Haus, travel-
ing also to the Linderhof Castle and to 
Oberammergau where the "Passion 
Play" is presented once every ten years. 




The Prettiest in the Country . . . and the City! 
Pete Hickman's & Nancy ShermaA.n's41"11111h. 
Epp tile UnUt 
Fancy Square and Round Dance 
4  PETTICOATS 





5605 Windsong in 
San Antonio. Texas 
512/656-6442 
Made Better! Looks Better! 
Fits Better! None Better! 
NYLON ORGANZA-A RAIN BOW OF COLORS: 
Light pink. hot pink. maize. hot yellow. mint, lime. 
apple green. forest green. lilac. medium purple. 
dark purple, wine. orange, peach, beige, navy. rust. 
brown, peacock, aqua. black, white. coral, red and 
royal blue. 
NYLON ORGANZA PETTICOATS: 
20/ 20 double sweep (40 yards) 	 $37.95 
25 / 25 double sweep (50 yards)  42.95 
30 / 30 double sweep (60 yards) 	 46.95 
40 / 40 double sweep (80 yards)  57.95 
60 / 40 double sweep (100 yards) 	 73.95 
MATCHING PETTIPANTS: 
Short leg, cotton & lace 	 	 $ 9.95 
Sissy tennis pants 	  10.95 
WHOLESALE AND 
GROUP DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 
CUSTOM DRESSES From $69.95 









Postage 53 00 each 
56 00 outside USA 
5' a% Sales Tax in Texas 
Check Enclosed $ 	 
coo 	 
Name 	  
Address 	  
City 	  
State 	 Zip_ 
Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery 
L myth 	 
Sweep (yards; 
Petlipants 	 
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by Mary Fabik 
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magazine 
25 YEARS AGO—JANUARY 1961 
"Are you willing to forget what you 
have done for other people and remem-
ber what other people have done for you, 
to ignore what the world owes you and 
think what you owe the world, to put 
your duties in the foreground, to see that 
your fellowmen are just as real as you 
are, and try to look behind their faces in-
to their hearts? 
"Are you willing to confess that pro-
bably the only good reason for your ex-
istence is not what you are going to get 
out of life, but what you are going to give 
to life, to close your book of complaints 
against the universe and look around 
you for a place where you can sow a few 
seeds of happiness? 
"Are you willing to do these things for 
even a day," asks Orlan Darnell? "If so, 
you are a square dancer!" 
• • • 
The star thru is one of the easiest 
basics to teach (and to learn) that has 
come out in a long time. This, coupled 
with the number of ways in which it can 
be used, may insure its permanent ac- 
ceptance, reports Fred Bailey. 
•• • 
Sell four subscriptions to American 
Squares; receive your choice of any LP 
square dance record. Sell seven and get 
a Redi-Pop corn popper. Sell 20 and get a 
12-30 cut West Bend Coffee Maker. 
Many other premiums are also available. 
Let us know what you or your club needs 
and we'll tell you how many subscrip-
tions are needed to get it. (Offer expired 
on July 1, 1961.) 
TEN YEARS AGO— JANUARY 1976 
1976—The Bicentennial Year. May we, 
therefore, for health, fun and fellowship, 
wish ourselves and the rest of the United 
States, a happy 200th birthday. 
The "Today Show" on October 17, 
with Barbara Walters, featured North 
Dakota. Climax of the show was square 
dancing to live music with Don Littlefield 
calling and Norman Cross doing the 
commentaries. 
Jim Teal reminds us there's more to 
square dancing than choreography, and 
lists courtesy points we should all learn 
and remember: 
—Introduce yourself to those dancers in 
the square that you do not know and 
greet those you do know. 
—Don't walk through a square. 
—Don't walk out of a square once you're 
part of it. 
—Don't criticize or ridicule anyone (in-
cluding the caller). 
—Don't hold a place in a square for 
another couple unless it is clearly in-
dicated. (One couple splits and one of 
them stands at the position being held.) 
—Don't form cliques and dance in the 
same set all the time. Let everyone enjoy 
dancing with you. 
—Don't be rough or push and shove in-
experienced dancers. 
—Don't sit out mixers. 
—Don't walk off the floor until the tip is 
completed, even though the dancers are 
having trouble following the caller. Just 
keep dancing the allemande left, grand 
right and left, and smile! 
• • • 
Round dance classics are: 1. Dancing 
Shadows, 2. Birth of the Blues, 3. Feelin', 
4. Spaghetti Rag, 5. Neopolitan Waltz, 6. 
Arms of Love, 7. Moon Over Naples, 8. 
Tango Mannita, 9. Dream Awhile, 10. 
Green Door. 
"Steal A Peek" features Bruce Busch, 
who has been calling professionally 
since 1967. 
Callerlab's suggested movement for 
the next three months is lock it, by Lee 
Kopman. 





CARIBBEAN ...--2 '---:.,-,-- 	. ,--t-,....,,..;--,..t. 
CRUISE '88 	" 4. ....„ 	;:. 	 ____!,/ 
with ED & MARILYN FOOTE 
FEBRUARY 8•15, 1986 
7 Days-7 Ports of Call 
San Juan—St. Maarten—Martinique 
Barbados—St. Lucia—Antique—St. Thomas 
WRITE FOR INFORMATION 
Fd Fnnta. 1/11) McCondIOSS PL, Wextord PA 15090 
HAWAIIAN CRUISES 
LARRY & ELLEN COLE 
March 1-8, 1986 
LARRY & IDELMA WINEGARD 
October 16-25, 1986 
RALPH & THERESA ST. PIERRE 
November 13-22, 1986 
American Hawaii Cruises 
f 
yT Ri LA6V2E3L01  uEli  IL.A1C0K1WQ0u0i 
Quincy %171.... 	2217Ar aHnag  me mp se hnItrse Suite 
OSTA b 22A17 an 
Hampshire,
ge m en ts by uBitL.A1C0K1W00u0i 	 nDc yT RI LA6V2E3L01  








A CALLERS SEMINAR? 
If so, Contact 
PEORIA AREA CALLERS 
AND INSTRUCTORS 
PACI 
c/o Tom Albright 
19907 N. Isaacson Dr. 
Chillicothe IL 61523 
CALLERS 	DANCERS 
Are YOU Considering Sponsoring 
A Square Dance Group Travel Program? 
If so, WE CAN HELP. 
6 - 
	
6 1 P-) 	
We Specialize in Preparing 
1-.,./ 	Square Dance Group Travel Programs. 
CONTACT US for Information  
, 	 About How We Can Custom Design 
A Group Travel Program for YOU. 1171 
BLACKWOOD TRAVEL 
2217 HAMPSHIRE STREET: SUITE 101 
QUINCY IL 82301 
PHONE: 217.222.8011 
WANTED: ISSUES OF AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE MAGAZINE 
for 1972 and earlier. Can offer for trade ASD issues 1973 thru 1984 
and Square Dancing (S10) issues 1967 thru 1973. 
CONTACT: Quincy Square Dance Archives, 2217 Hampshire, Suite 101 
Quincy IL 62301 
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not 
HEM-LINE ) 
MASANOBU ITOH & MARTHA OGASAWARA 
Martha tells us that she sewed her 
dress, and that "Panic," as Masanobu 
Itoh is callcd, had his shirt made. The 
pattern on the material is a traditional 
one taken from Japanese kimono fabric. 
However, the material is unusual, in that 
it is really material for futons (Japanese 
bedding—a kind of comforter). Martha 
selected the material, and others told 
her they couldn't believe anyone would 
make a SID outfit out of it. "Maybe it 
would be O.K. to wear it in the U.S. 
but...(i.e., they'd never wear it in Japan)." 
When Martha showed the material to 
Panic, he looked worried and sorry he'd 
let her pick it out. When the outfits were 
made up, they turned out very nicely. 
The background is pale aqua, with vary-
ing shades in the design. Martha wears a 
deeper aqua petticoat with it. 
The dress and shirt were much ad-
mired at the Ft. Wayne Callers College 
last summer which "Panic" and Martha 
attended. Martha acted as interpreter for 
"Panic" at the college, but is "future 






TB237 LITTLE RED WAGON. Bud Whitten 
TB238 GONNA GO HUNTIN' TONIGHT Bob Bennett 
TB239 GOOD OLE DAYS ARE RIGHT NOW— Gabby 
Baker/Chuck Mashburn (Duet( 
TEI240 FOOD ON THE TABLE, Tommy Russell 
TB241 HEAD OVER HEELS IN LOVE. Chuck Myers 
TB242 I'LL LOVE YOU ALL OVER AGAIN. Rhett Glover 
HOEDCWNS 
TH531 EAST TEXAS SUNDAY 
MATINEE/FEUDING 
TH532 ROCK-A-BILLY FEVER/ 
WARNING SIGN 
Anyone interested in recording on 
FALCONRECORDS please contact the 
true. Limited Opportunity. 
Bob Bennett Gabby Baker 
Bob 8 Vivian Bennett 
;nor 8 Executive Directors 
2111 Hiltcrest 
Valdosta GA 31601 
0121242-7381 
,4 NEW ADDITION 
TO OUR CALLING STAFF IS—
RHETT GLOVER. 806 Sunnybrook Dr 
Gratin GA 30223 (404-227-1798) 
Chuck Myers 	Bud Whitten Tommy Russell 
k........ 
Chuck Mashburn 
TR3003 OVER AGAIN, Car- 
lene 8 Steve Bohannon 
Ask about our Clogging Routines— we have many 
Thunderbird Records' Associate Label, 
company— This could be a dream come 
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OFFICIAL 1986 TOUR PROGRAM 
AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE 
Come with us . . Jive it up . . .dance it up 
on the finest, most exciting 
(and most reasonably priced) 
tour program ever offered! 
Superb touring, great fellowship, 
dancing with local clubs, 
Each tour hosted and led by outstanding callers 
May 1 	SPRING IN EUROPE— 10-day tour to Germany, Switzerland and 
France, with Stan and Cathie Burdick, $1145. 
May 9 	SPRING IN BRITAIN, SCOTLAND, WALES— 11-day tour. Highlights: 
London, Stratford, Loch Lomond, Edinburgh, Chester, Caernarvon, Ox-
ford, with Stan and Cathie Burdick, $1190. 
July 8 	THE GREAT SCANDINAVIAN DISCOVERY— 15-day tour to Norway, 
Fjord Country, Sweden, including scenic Dalecarlia, Denmark. $16.75 
Sept. 27 OKTOBERFEST— 11-day tour to Munich, Vienna, the Rhine, Holland. 
A tour extraordinary! $1198. 
Your Tour Operator: Landmarks & Discoveries, Inc., New York 
Write today for full information! 
These low-cost tours will sell out fast! 
AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE, P.O. Box 488, Huron, OH 44839 1 
Please send me information and descriptive brochure of the following 
tour(s). 	  
Name 	  
Address 	  
City . 	  State 	  1q. 	 J 
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alga TALK 
PUT YOUR MONEY WHERE YOUR MOUTH IS 
There is an old gambler's saying, "Put 
your money where your mouth is." Many 
of our "leaders" are not doing this. We 
hear statement after statement that 
Mainstream dancing must be preserved. 
The same people who say this and write 
articles about it are among our worst of-
fenders! 
How many of these callers are pro-
moting Mainstream? Check the dance 
listings and the advertisements; many of 
these callers are doing more advertising 
for Advanced dancing than they do for 
Mainstream. 
We realize that the more we push the 
Advanced and Challenge programs, the 
fewer dancers we have attending Main-
stream dances, and the fewer we have to 
help bring in new dancers. I realize that 
if I want a large club dancing ten years 
from now, I must keep new dancers com-
ing in. If I want new dancers, I must keep  
a healthy Mainstream program going. 
Every time we call Plus and Advanced 
tips in our clubs we are in effect urging 
the dancers to move on to that program. 
What are callers doing about this? Some 
say, "Hey, if that's what the dancers 
want, I'm going to get into it." Little do 
they know that in effect they are cutting 
their own throats, because they will have 
fewer dancers years from now. 
Come on, callers, makc this agree-
ment with me: call as many Mainstream 
dances as you do all the others com-
bined. Do this and things will start com-
ing back to normal. Make Mainstream in-
teresting and you will get no complaints 
from most dancers. 
It's easy to talk but what do we do 
about it? I dropped my Advanced club 
back to Plus. I call less Plus in the 
regular, so-called Mainstream clubs. 
Sure, I lost the "ladder-climbers," but 
I'm still getting good crowds, and years 
from now I'll still be in business. I also 
realize that I train many dancers who will 
go on up the ladder and eventually leave 




Nylon Sheen with Velvet Stripe 
Nylon Organza or Nylon Marquette 
Singles 	 Doubles 
35 Yard 30/30 Yard 
50 Yard 	 35/35 Yard 
50 Yard 40/40 Yard 
60 Yard 	 45/45 Yard 
75 Yard 50/50 Yard 
Matching Panties — Cotton with wide lace 
Color swatches on request 
8869 AVIS • DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48209 
TELEPHONE: (313) 841-0586 	Al & Eleanor Muir 
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Wayne & Barbara Blackford 
Jacksonville, FL 
SEPTEMBER 7 12 
WADE DRIVER 
Houston, TX 
Rounds by.  






Jack & Lee Ervin 
Evansville, IN 




Russ & Wilma Collier 
Indianapolis, IN 
1111 









SQUARE DANCE VACATIONS 
INTRODUCING AMERICA'S NEWEST 
SQUARE DANCE VACATION SPOT... 
...Gary Shoemake's I IMBEHIUGE located in Gatlinburg, Tennessee. 
Known for years as the best vacation spot in the Smokies, you can now enjoy 
Gatlinburg and your favorite hobby. 
TIMBERIDGE takes pride in it's nationally famous staff and outstanding facilities. 
For square and round dancing at it's best, and a lifetime of memories, come to 
TIMBERIDGE! P.O. Box 653, Gatlinburg, Tennessee 37738 
MAY 18 23 
	
MAY 25 30 
	
AUGUST 24 29 
TONY OXENDINE ELMER SHEFFIELD 
	
JERRY HAAG 
Sumter, S.C. 	 Tallahassee, FL Pharr, TX 
Rounds by: Rounds by: 
	
Rounds by: 
Jack & Bennie Whetsell 
	
Jim & Dottie McCord 
	
Ray & Bea Dowdy 
Hanahan, S.C. 	 Mobile, AL 
	
Beckley, W.V.  
SEPTEMBER 14 19 
JOHN MARSHALL 
Reston, VA 
A-2 WIC •1 Star Tips 
GARY SHOEMAKE IS STAFF CALLER FOR ALL WEEKS. 
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[DANDY 
IDEA 
Dave and Regina Wolfhope of the All 
American Swingers of Johnstown, Pen-
na. told us about a clever letter inviting 
club members to contribute refresh-
ments at upcoming dances. The letter 
was written by Barry and Peggy Giffin, 
chairmen of refreshments. It goes like 
this: 
"It's time to swing into another year of 
dancing. All members scheduled for 
serving must promenade into the hall by 
4:30 to assist the class with their do-sa-
do's and their right and left thru's. It is 
also your responsibility to sweep a 
quarter more and serve light 
refreshments. As an extend to 
refreshments, you are responsible to run 
for ice. 
Remember, this is a big help to the 
caller as well as the students, and it may 
be your only chance to be an angel. 
If you are unable to take your turn  
serving or to bring a cake, there are no 
u-turns back; a couples trade is in order; 
you are responsible to trade with so-
meone or to find a substitute. If you 
swap around, make a courtesy turn and 
let us know. Please keep your chairper-
son free from the crossfire. 
When you are responsible for a cake 
for the cake walk, why not be original 
and peel off some fruit, roll in with a 
watermelon, wheel around with some 
donuts, or maybc cvcn shoot that star 
and bring a box of candy. 
Supplies will be checked weekly. 
However, if things don't balance, feel 
free to zoom straight to Barry or Peggy 
Giffin and cast off your findings. 
Snacks should be finger foods of your 
choice. Dancers will slide thru the line 
single file at 8:30. 
So, if you are scheduled to serve, bow 
to your partner, follow your neighbor, 
coordinate your ideas, and as couples 
circulate to the refreshment table. 
Remember to wear a smile as the 
dancers pass thru the line. 
We thank you for your cooperation 




119 Allen Street 
e9 	 Hampden, Mass. 01036 
#P- 700- 
 Nylon Ruffles 
Everuthiq 
for •-• Square-Dancers 
Send 51.00 for Catalog 
Refunded on First Order 
100 yards of soft its. bot Tricot Ruffling is 
used to trim this se rs full three sA Sri triton 
-horse hair' .  bouffant Thu ts not roils a 
sans durable hut beautiful garment Hears 
elastic kaistlore is double stitched for rum. 




Hot Pink/Hof Pink Ruffle 
Colors 
	While/Multi-colored Ruffles 
Pink. Blue & Yellow 
While/Multi•colored Ruffles 
Red. While. Navy 
Red/Red Ruffles 








Sizes: 	Small, medium & large 
Length 19- 21- 23" 
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THE 
INTERNATIONAL 
ASSOC. OF CALLERS 
The results of the 1985 election to the 
Buaid of Governors of Callerlab have 
been announced. The following callers 
were elected to serve beginning at the 
1986 Callerlab Baltimore Convention in 
March: Red Bates, Darryl McMillan, Jack 
Murtha, Stew Shacklette, Gary Shoe-
make, and Gene Trimmer. Stew Shack-
lette is the sixth elected representative 
and will serve the unexpired term left va-
cant by the resignation of Al Brundage. 
Other candidates, although unsuc-
cessful, demonstrated their continued 
interest in and support of Callerlab, and 
their willingness to run as candidates. 
They include: Buddy Allison, Mike Deg- 
metich, Betsy Seele Gotta, Bob Green, 
Eddic Maya!!, John Sybalsky, and Ralph 
Trout. 
Other members currently serving on 
the board include: Cal Golden, chair-
man; Norm Cross, Harold Bausch, Don 
Beck, Stan Burdick, Daryl Clendenin, Bill 
Davis, Wade Driver, Orphie Easson, Kip 
Garvey, Don Hanhurst, Jon Jones, Ernie 
Kinney, Frank Lane, Jack Lasry, Melton 
Luttrell, Martin Mallard, Jim Mayo, Bob 
Osgood, Bill Peters, Jerry Schatzer, Mike 
Seastrom, Elmer Sheffield, and Bob Van 
Antwerp. John Kaltenthaler is executive 
secretary, and Herb Egender is the 
assistant executive secretary. 
REEVES RECORDS INC. 
EDDIE'S- & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED 
SQUARE, ROUND AND 
	
BOOKS & MANUALS 









MIKES & ACCESSORIES 
We also have records that are hard to find 
and have been listed as not available 
EDDIE-BOBBIE-ROBBIE- 
REEVES 
P.O. BOX 17668 	 1835 SO. BUCKNER 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75217-0668 	 214/398.7508 
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TAPE RECORDING ACCESSORIES 
I.e. ATTENUATORS, CABLES, ISOLATION BOX 
Mail & Phone Orders Handled Promptly.  
Include Address. Zip Code & Phone No 
on all Requests 8 Orders. Call after 5 PM 
Weekdays or Weekends for Technical Into 
ASHTON SOUND EQUIPMENT 
ASTATIC 8 ELCTRO-VOICE MICROPHONES 
NEEDLES FOR HILTON. CLINTON. NEWCOMB 
PATTER AIDS—MAGNETIC 8 TRAVELING 
FOLD-UP EQUIP., CARTS (200 lb. limit) 
PLASTIC RECORD SLEEVES (Heavy Duty) 
REPAIR SERVICE 
SOUND EQUIP & MICROPHONES 
RANDOM SOUND, INC 
Oscar & Shirley Johnson 
7317 Harriet Ave. S. 
Minneapolis MN 55423 
1-612869-9501 Bus 
1-612 869 6168 Res.  
Random Sound, Inc. 
OG NOW AVAILABLE 
CUSTOM BUILT FOR MOST SYSTEMS 
REMOTE MUSIC LEVEL CONTROL WITH 
INTEGRAL MICROPHONE CABLE. 
HOME STORAGE RECORD BOX 
POLYETHYLENE— 2401 
HOLDS UP TO 300 RECORDS 
Reading through a magazine I noticed 
several quotations that seemed to offer 
us tnought about square dancing. The 
quotes did not involve our favorite hob-
by, but it seemed that they could apply. 
Henry Ward Beecher said: "We should 
so live and labor in our time that what 
came to us as seed may go to the next 
generation as blossom, and what came 
to us as blossom may go to them as 
fruit." 
It says to me: We should pass on the 
joy we receive in square dancing to the 
next generation, and if we can make it 
more enjoyable we should do so, so that 
our numbers will grow and happiness 
shall be a plenty. 
Ralph Waldo Emerson said: "Most of 
the shadows of this life are caused by 
standing in one's own sunshine." It says 
to me that we may be too intent on our 
own fame and popularity to notice the 
good of others, and fail to give them 
credit for their contributions. 
It seems there is so much happiness 
in our dances, and we often overlook all 
the good while we hunt for the bad. The 
friendships and genuine good feelings 
toward one another in square dancing 
far outweigh the few troublesome in-
cidents we see, yet we seem to enlarge 
on the problems and play down the  
good. We must enjoy and push forward 
the good fellowship we enjoy. 
Coleman Cox said: "Even the 
woodpecker owes his success to the 
fact that he uses his head and keeps 
pecking away until he finishes the job he 
starts." This seems to tell us we've got a 
good thing going, let's not quit now. 
Nothing worthwhile should be given up, 
just because it takes a little effort. 
Besides, think of the fun we can have 
while making the effort to promote good 
will and good dancing. 
Benjamin Franklin said: "He that sow 
thorns, should never go barefoot." He 
seems to be saying that those who 
cause the problems will seem to find 
their share of them. At the same time, I 
would add that so many just enjoy, and 
overlook any small faults, and they gain 
the most. 
All of us came into square dancing 
because of the pure joy, the good feeling 
of togetherness of our American folk 
dance. Let us continue to enjoy. It has 
always been a fact of life that we keep 
what we enjoy and discard that which 
does not bring us pleasure. It will always 
be that way. Surely we will try calls we 
will not enjoy, and they shall drop by the 
wayside. We will find other calls that we 
enjoy and they will remain. The calls that 
are enjoyed the most will surely be our 
true "Mainstream" of square dancing. 
The calls we don't enjoy will slowly be 
relegated to some less popular program. 
Be not afraid, ye square dancing en-
thusiasts, square dancing is here for you 
to enjoy, and it shall remain for future 
generations, for indeed it is good! 


















Hot Pink Purple 
Navy Black 
Square Toe — 
1' a" Covered Heel 
Add $2.00 for 
Gold or Silver MISSY 
Beveled Heel 
Every Order Shall Receive A"FIVE DOLLAR" 
Coupon To Be Used Toward next Purchase! 
FORMERLY Wet  era WESTERN WEAR 
2" Leather Covered 









— FOR MEN — 
"THE MOST 
COMFORTABLE 
SHOE EVER MADE" 
N • M • W Widths 
Sizes 7 • 14 
143 9010,13 d 14 
$27.90 
Add $2.00 for 
(11(4  Gold or Silver 
PRINCESS 












Lime 	Hot Pink 
Purple Yellow 
Black 
\ 	• Luggage 








Hot Pink Purple 
STYLE 
B 
MAIL TO: MIKE and BARB'S 
SHOE SHOP 
7433 Thunderbird Road 
Liverpool, NY 13088 
(315) 451-2343 
SEND WITH ORDER: 
Style-Color-Size and Width-Heel height-
Name, Address, Zip Code 
Add $2.00 per pair for postage and handling 
Check. VISA, Mastercard accepted 
HOEDOWN 
Add $2.00 for 
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( Calling Tips 
by Orlo Hoedley 
Last February, "The Three Dimen-
sions of Square Dancing," by Orlo 
I loadley appeared in these pages. The 
second dimension named was "variety." 
Here, subtitled "Expanding the Second 
Dimension," is an outline of ideas for 
putting fun-type variety into square dan-
cing: 
Mixers: 
a. Star Promenade: ladies scatter. 
b. Star Promenade: ladies rollaway, 
men scatter. 
c. Thar Star: rims scatter. 
d. Ladies chain 1/4 , heads (sides) pass 
thru and scatter. 
e. All scatter promenade, with a few 
short minisquares. 
f. Randomly selected sets: One way, 
for up to 52 couples: person at admis-
sions desk cuts one playing card for 
each couple in half and puts one-half in 
each of two separate baskets. After 
several tips, the two baskets are cir-
culated, one to men and one to women. 
Partners for a later tip are chosen by 
matching up the card halves, and each 
set on the floor is made up of four 
couples who have the four suits with the 
same denomination. If there are more 
than 13 squares, use another deck of 
cards with a contrasting back color. 
With many squares on the floor, the 
matching-up process can be speeded by 
telling all those with face cards to go to 
the back of the hall, and all with low 
spots to the front. 
g. Cutting in: Several individual 
dancers (men and women) roam the 
floor. They watch the movement of a set 
and get into the set to replace one of the 
dancers, at a moment when they can do 
it without interrupting the smooth flow 
of motion. This is excellent training for 
dancers to fit their motion into the flow 
of the music and synchronize with the 
other members of the set. One set of in-
dividual dancers for three to five working 
sets is about the right proportion. Or, 
cutting-in can be used as a way for any 
dancers to get into the act if they are 
left-overs when the sets are formed. A 
new dancer may be told that the easy 
way to start is to cut in during a pro-
menade or into one of the side couples 
while only the heads are active, and the 
caller should provide such opportunities 
frequently throughout the tip unless he 
knows that his whole floor is up to some-
thing more sophisticated. The cutter-in 
may tap the cuttee on the shoulder, or 
just leave it for him to realize that his 
place has been taken. Another way is for 
each roamer to carry a small baton, 
which is handed to the dancers being 
replaced. The batons may be of different 
colors for the men and women. When the 
tip is over, the ones caught out of a set 
may be required to put on a short 
demonstration tip by themselves. With 
batons, each might carry them in left 
hands, and be required to shift hands to 
avoid two bare hands or two batons 
coming together. (Make four batons 
from a 36" stock length of 1" wooden 
dowel, or improvise from cardboard 
tubes.) 
Comments: Many callers depend 
largely or wholly on sight calling to get 
all dancers in a set back home. That 
means that they check on the positions 
of two couples in the set when they're 
ready to call a left allemande or pro-
menade. If the dancers have been cut-
ting in, sight calling is impossible. Any 
other mixer makes sight calling more dif-
ficult for the caller, especially for the 
regular club caller who is familiar with 
the dancers and knows which man usu-
ally dances with which woman. 
2. Timed dances, with the dancers re-
quired to count the number of steps they 
use to complete each call (as grand 
square should be but often isn't): 
a. Grand Square variations: many of 
them won't work properly if the dancers 
don't time their movements. 
b. Quadrilles: done from a normal four 
couple set, normally assembled from 
eight- or possibly 16-beat calls or se-
quences to make up 64 beats, so they 
can be used as figures or breaks in a 
singing call. The familiar break, grand 
square, four ladies chain across, ladies 
chain back, promenade, is actually, or 
Continued on Page 92 




by Bob Howell 
easY lever 
It certainly would be great to stand in Times Square on New Year's Eve, celebrating with the crowds. Maybe 
you'll get a vicarious experience as you dance still another rendition of New York, N.Y. This solo dance 
variation is the best "quick-teach" routine I have seen to date, and it is smooth. I learned it last summer 
hum "Toots" Tousignant of Brockton, Mass. It is literally a "one walk-thru" dancc. 
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 
FORMATION: Solo, no partner needed. 
MUSIC: Theme from New York, New York, Roger Williams, MCA 60194 
ROUTINE: 
INTRO: Wait 16 measures (32 counts) 
1-4 	Vine right (step R with R toot, step across behind R foot with L foot, step R again, touch L to R instep) 
5-8 Vine left (reverse the above footwork) 
9-10 	Rock recover (step forward on R foot, step back on L toot). 
11-12 Step, kick (step forward on R foot, kick L foot forward). 
13-16 Turn 14 to the R with three small steps in place, touch R toe to L instep on last count (L,R,L, touch). 
Don and Marie Armstrong have worked diligently this past year to revamp the Recreational Dance Program 
for the Lloyd Shaw Foundation. The new kit is available and features several great dances which will appeal 
to the "recreational" or "one-night-stand" caller and dancer. Best of all, the records have a called or cued 
band on them. Following are two of the 40 dances offered in the kit. First, a circle mixer: 
KIWI RING 
FORMATION: Couples (lady on gent's right) in single circle, all hands joined and facing COH. 
1-8 	Circle left (CW) eight steps. 
9-16 Circle right eight steps. 
17-32 Ladies around gents (Ladies dance a "figure of eight" around the standing gents (their partners 
and their corners) beginning by dancing to the left in front of partners, around them, in front of corners. 
around them, and return to place) 8 counts each, total 16 counts. 
33-48 Gents around ladies— Men dance a "figure of eight" around the standing women. 
49-56 Clap twice, stamp twice, pass by the right. Partners clap own hands twice, then stamp right feet 
twice, then join right hands and pass each other by. 
57-64 Clap twice, stamp twice, pass by the left. 
65-72 Clap twice, stamp twice, pass by the right. 
73-80 Clap twice, stamp twice, pass by the left. 
Please note: In counts 1-16 the Scottish Slip step may be used. In counts 17-80 the Scottish skip change of 
step may be used. When doing so, start each action with the right foot. 
With snow present in much of our United States in the month of January, our thoughts might turn to Aland 




INTRO: — — — 







'Caller indicates cross over every second and alternate sequence throughout the dance.  
lines, 1,3,5, etc couples active and crossed over. 
Two ladies do-sa-do 
Two men two-hand turn (CW) 
Two-hand turn corners once and a half (CW) 
With her on the right circle four (CW) 
Full around then ladies chain 
— — chain back 
Take her with you and half promenade 



















* Newly revised Al & A2, C-1 & C-2 Instructional Set 
* Now Available on Reel or Cassette 
INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES 
FOR Advanced, C-1, C-2 and C-3 levels of dancing. 
* Minus a couple to make up a square? 
Try our (5) Two Couple Tapes geared to Approved Callerlab level lists 
Mainstream — Advanced Level — 
C-1 Level — C-2 Level — C-3 Level 
* Also Available —   of SID Caiis 
* Workshop Tapes 
Advanced to C-4 Level 
For Details, Write to LEE KOPMAN 
2965 Campbell Av., Wantagh NY 11793 
And finally, with Halley's Comet present in our skies, here is a neat traditional break that fits any 64-count 
music beautifully. It was sent by Al Scheer of Littleton, Colorado. 
TWO THREE-HAND STARS 
Couple #1 stand back to back, separate, go round the track 
Pass your partner right on by, pass her again, go to your corners. 
Make a right-hand star and don't step on her. (Lady goes to couple #2, man goes to couple #4) 
Back by the left, a left-hand star 
To the lonesome couple with a right-hand star 
All the way around, go to your corner, left allemande... 
Yes we re probably NUMBER ONE anywhere 
for fast service on your order of records! 
• SQUARE 	 • ROUND 
• CLOGGING 
• FOLK 	 • SOLO DANCE 
Don't be last with the latest' 
Get em while they're hot' Call us today' 
CHECK THESE FEATURES: 
20,000 INVENTORY 
—for the latest and the "hard to get" choices! 
FULL-TIME EVERY DAY SHIPPING 
— minimum of waiting, we ship daily! 
NEW, FREE WATS LINE 
— for orders, dial 1.800-328-3800! 
PALOMINO SQUARE DANCE SERVICE 
816 Forest Hill Dr. SW 
Rochester MN 55902 
American SquaredarIce, .Anuary 1986 	Premier Issue 
	 49 
Toll free: 1-800-227-1139 
In Connecticut: 877-2871 
Master Card/Visa accepted 
Call or write for brochure 
egeatc,t PROFESSIONAL SOU ND EQUIPMENT 
PRICE, POWER, 
PORTABILITY — 
We beat the 
competition by 
a country mile! 
OUR 
NEW LITTLE 
	 LIGHT WEIGHT 
POWERHOUSE 








world-wide. "Ask about the advantages of 
our built-in graphic equalizer!" 
MilTech, Inc. manufacturers of Clinton Sound Systems 
51 High St., Milford, Connecticut 06460 
Say you saw It In ASD (Credit Burdick) 
50 	 Premier Issue 	American Squaredance, January t986 
Open Daily 10-o p m 
Open Friday 10-9 p m 
Closed Sunday 
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Refunded on lust order.  
HANDLING 02 50 	. 
each  
i • • • 
• NEW 	 NEW 	 • 
• Luxurious nylon organdy is used for this full, but light-weight, petticoat. All bot- 	• 
• • 
* toms are hemmed for comfort and long wear. Replaceable elastic at waistline. • 
• •  Extremely full #6000—Sixty yards-3 layers-20 yds. each 	 $33.00 	
• 
*




• • Extremely full 4000—Forty yards-2 layers-20 yds. each 	 • 
* LENGTHS: 19, 20. 21, 22 and 23 inches. 	 • 
• • 
• COLORS: Red, Black, White, Light Blue, Royal Blue, Beige, Peach, Burgundy, • • 
• Pink. Yellow, Purple. Lavender, Mint, Kelly Green, Navy. 	 • 
•  SIZES: Small. Medium & Large 	 : 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• ,4 	 .71 
43%.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •\ • • •• ••••••••••••• %%Weft  
(tel. 	 vioje • `The Best Little Square Dance Store Around' 
lite "Beauty" 
ONE OF OUR BEST SELLERS. 
Every one a -Beauty-. Assorted 
sheer prints. Fully lined. We 
know you'll love this "dreamy" 
dress. lalve its several of your 
favorite colors and we will do 
our best to come as close as 
possible—Pink. Blue. Yellow. 
Lavender. Turquoise). 
Sizes 8-20. 
Style CS 275 	 s56.00 
Send with order, 
Style. Color. Size and Pace Your 
Name. Address. City, State and Zip. 
For Charge: Card Number and 
Expiration Date. 
Add ti3.50 for postagt. SP handling. 
Virginia residents add 4% lax. 
Check. Visa. MasterCard. and 
Choice acuepted 
Dresses are made to order. Please 
allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. 
Send $1.00 for a copy of our new 
Square Dance Apparel Catalog. Will 
be refunded with your first order. 
250 West Broad Street (Route 7) Falls Church, VA 22046 
(703) 534-7273 "11, gt eu••••••mm•umm,k,••••%••••••••••••%‘‘‘••••••ww‘••••••••tt.. 





Music by Desert Sands 
Recordings 





Johnnie Scott 	Chuck Donahue 	Singing Sam Mitchell 
I PRAIRIE 
Recordings 
Music by PRAIRIE 
BRAND NEW PRIORS SERENADE. Oldie by Singing Sam 
PRIM OPEN UP YOUR HEART. Slim Whitman Hit by Ron 
PR1082 BLUE EYES AND JEANS, Conway at by Ronny 
PR1081 DIXIE ROAD. Greenwood el by Al 
P01080 YOU ARE THE ONE Oldie by Chuck 
RECENT RELEASES PR1079 HALLELUJAH. Geo. Jones Hit by Grace 
PR1078 TWO TIMIN. GAL, Oldie by Singing Sam 





Music by Mountain Men 
Vern Weise 	 Erin Hohnholt 	 Dave Roe 
BRAND NEW 	 Clogging 
MR50 I CAN'T STOP LOVIN. YOU. Ray Charles by Tam 
MR49 BUCKETS. Oldie by Mark 
MR48 OLD HIPPIE. Bellamy Bros Hit by Vern 
MR47 ONE MAMMA TOLD YOU ABOUT by Phil 
MR46 THINK I'm IN LOVE by Kim, Hag Hit 
MR45 STRONG LONG ENOUGH by Mark. Conway.lorena Hit 
MR44 STORMS NEVER LAST by Tom, Waylon Hit 
Amazin' Grace 	 Dave Towry 	I  Bill Reynolds 
Wheatley BRAND NEW 
DR25 MAKE IT WITH THE BLUES by Dave (Mel McDaniel Hit) 
DR24 I FELL IN LOVE AGAIN LAST NIGHT by Grace (Forrester Sisters) 
DR23 SMOKIN' IN TUPELO By Hal 'Oldie) 
DR21 HIGH HORSE by Hal (Dirt Band Hit) 
DR20 GOOD THINGS by Troy (Oldie) 
DR19 LEGEND IN MY TIME by Bill (Milsap Hit) 
Bobby Hilliard 
111 	• .6..41. 
Dennis Levitt Bob Householler Don Ban Veldhuizen Gary Bible 
BRAND NEW OR21 OLD MAN FROM THE MOUNTAIN by Bobby (Hag Hit) 
OR20 WALK ON BY by Gary (Van Dyke el) 
OR19 THE OLD RED BARN by Dennis (Oldie) 
01118 CLOSE ENUF TO PERFECT by Greg 
0R17 SINGIN' ON THE MOUNTAIN by Grace (Dolly Hit) 
OR16 DON T IT MAKE YOU WANNA GO HOME by Dave 
P-M-D-O RECORDINGS & HORNET'S NEST STUDIOS 
1170 2nd St., Penrose, Colorado 81240 
Owner/Producer Donna Horn (303)372-6879 





WHAT AN OPPORTUNITY! 
The end of January is the best time to 
go...And going with other dancers is a 
fun thing to do. Stan and Cathie of ASD 
are your tour hosts. Tortuga Express 
Tours is the agent. 
Dates are January 28-February 9, 1986. 
Aloha S/D Convention package is in-
cluded. Dance to 8 well-known callers 
and 2 R/D cuers for 3 days! Also dance 
on each of 3 islands. Free Banquet. 
Fashion Show. MANY EXTRAS. 
Contact Stan & Cathie Burdick, ASD 
P.O. Box 488, Huron OH 44839 
•  
FEEDBACK 
While most clubs are glad to have any 
dancers whenever they're able to dance, 
I find the middle comment of the three 
presented from the LEGACY survey in 
the "Straight Talk" article unbelievable. 
I can't see how anyone who wants to 
learn A-2 can object to learning quarterly 
selections, although they actually seem 
too involved with other activities to want 
to progress in square dancing at all. 
I truly believe that the only way to be 
good at square dancing, golfing, bridge 
or any other hobby or vocation is to prac-
tice, practice, and then practice some 
more. I wouldn't dare say, "I type 60 
words a minute but I only do it a couple 
times a month." Nor would I say, "I bowl 
around 280, but I only bowl every third 
Saturday." Therefore, I'm not impressed 
by someone who says they are an A-2 
dancer, but "we are able to dance only 
two or three times a month." As badly as 
the S/D movement needs dancers, I real-
ly believe that we don't need people who 
want to dance at the top and make the 
rules, but have very little time to devote 
to square dancing. 
I also resent callers/teachers who say 
they don't have time to go to dances and 
dance because they are too busy with 
their primary jobs or teaching, or who 
show up complaining that they are really 
too tired to call. Granted, few callers are 
going to make enough to live on calling, 
but if they can't afford the time to do it  
right, maybe it's time to revise their 
schedules. 
I've not been dancing too many years 
and I don't intend to ever be much more 
than a Mainstream dancer with some 
Plus knowledge, so maybe I'm out of line 
criticizing the comments on Page 91 of 
the November issue, but I do try to dance 
at least twice a week, and sometimes 
more, while holding down a fulltime job; 
and I do resent someone who just drops 
in now and then telling the regulars what 
is wrong with square dancing, and our 
club(s) in particular. 
Name withheld by request 
• 
26th Annual DERBY CITY FESTIVAL • • 
• 
• APRIL 11, 12, & 13, 1986 	KY. FAIR & EXPO CENTER, LOUISVILLE, KY. 
• — Dance to These Outstanding Callers 
• TONY OXENDINE LARRY LETSON ELMER SHEFFIELD NORN POISSON 
• Sumter, SC 	Carmel, IN 	Tallahassee, FL 	Tewksbury, MA •  
• Rounds by — BILL & CAROL GOSS Also — Dance to Our Local 
• Wilmette, IL 	 Callers and Instructors 
• • All Levels of SQUARE DANCING — WORKSHOPS — ROUNDS — CLOGGING 
• EXHIBITOR BOOTHS! FASHION SHOWI SEW & SAVE! EXHIBITIONS! 
• For information andor registration form, contact: 
NORM & BARBARA HOLMES, 8804 Waltlee Rd., Louisville, KY 40291 	(502) 239-6257 
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MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
BLUE STAR RELEASES: 
2298 BEER BARREL POLKA, Caller: Johnnie Wykoff* 
2297 I CAN'T GIVE YOU ANYTHING BUT LOVE, Nate Bliss* 
2296 PICK ME UP ON THE WAY DOWN, Caller: Johnnie Wykoff* 
2295 OLD BLACK MAGIC, Caller: Johnnie Wykoff* 
2294 EAGLE/FAIR; Two Hoedowns 
2293 GENE/CARLOS: Two Hoedowns 
2292 K-D WALTZ, Round Dance cued by Kay O'Connell* 
2291 HELLO MARY LOU, Caller: Johnnie Wykoff* 
2290 TING A LING WALTZ, Round Dance cued by Nancy Carver* 
2289 FROSTY THE SNOWMAN, Caller: Johnnie Wykoff* 
DANCE RANCH RELEASES: 
686 IN A NEW YORK MINUTE, Caller: Frank Lane* 
685 SHE'S A MIRACLE, Caller: Tony Simmons* 
BOGAN RELEASES: 
1359 I'M FOR LOVE, Caller: Lee Walden* 
1358 FORGIVING YOU WAS EASY, Caller: Lowell Young* 
LORE RELEASES: 
1223 IT AIN'T NOTHING BUT LOVE, Caller: Johnny Creel 
1222 GONE, GONE, GONE, Caller: Johnny Creel* 
1221 FOND AFFECTION, Caller: Johnny Creel* 
BEE SHARP RELEASES: 
126 RED HEAD, Caller: Wayne Spraggins* 
125 WALKIN' THE FLOOR, Caller: Wayne Spraggins* 
124 BEAUTIFUL BABY, Caller: Wayne Spraggins* 
PETTICOAT PATTER RELEASES: 
120 LOOK FOR THE SILVER LINING, Caller: Toots Richardson* 
E-Z RELEASES: 
732 BEER BARREL POLKA QUADRILLE, Johnnie Wykoff* 
731 SWEET GEORGIA BROWN, Cuer: Kay O'Connell* 
ROCKIN' A RELEASES: 
204 JO (Key A)/SUNDOWN (Key G) Hoedowns 
203 OVER YONDER/ROCKIN' MOMA (Hoedowns) 
SWINGING STAR RELEASES: 
2380 SOME KIND OF WOMAN, Caller: Peter Richardson* 
2379 SHOULD I DO IT, Caller: Robert Schuler* 
*Flip Instrumentals 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 




1986 	HAPPY NEW YEAR 
WHEN YOU CALL OR WRITE: 
4 	.. 
NORMAN MERRBACH 	NADINE MERRBA H 	SHERL 	, 	, I.,, 
1986 
, 	i 
WE HAVE MOST SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE LABELS. CHAPARRAL. ESP. RED BOOT. WINDSOR. WAGON WHEEL, RANCH HOUSE. 
RHYTHM. LOU MAC. HI-HAT. GRENN.. CHINOOK. FOUR BAR B. JOPAT, KALOX. SCOPE, TNT. THUNDERBIRD. and many others.. 
SCHOOL AND PRE-SCHOOL. KIMBO, MELODY HOUSE. EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES and BOWMAR. 
OTHERS. Language. Aerobic, Ballet, and some Folk and Country Dance Records. 
THE VERY POPULAR: "SING-A-LONG' . ALBUMS. Some on cassette/with words. 
A GOOD LINE OF MICROPHONES IN STOCK: Electro-Voice, AKG, Shure, Audio-
Technica & Astatic. "TOA" Wireless Microphones, PA Amps & Speakers. 
WE HAVE GOOD USED: 
AMPS: (Newcomb Amps) (Califone Amps) with Vari-Speed Turntables 
SPEAKERS: 12-inch Open Backs and Columns/ Some New g Discount 
ASK US ABOUT 
A TAPE RECORDER 
BLANK CASSETTES: 
5-Minute, 1 5-Minute, 30-Minute, 60- 
Minute, and 90-minute 
With/Without Boxes 
THE MACHINE (by Califone) 
A dual cassette deck. tape speed control + I— 	10%. play one cassette/add 
voice and record on the other cassette. 5-program auto music/select, elec-
tronic BBD echo control/voice only, UL approved. C adapter/wall plug/or 
battery 1100 cells) 	Batteries not included. Comes with. Dynamic Microphone 
and Instructions $325.95 plus shipping and insurance. 
FOR YOUR PROFESSIONAL OR HOME TAPING NEEDS: AMPEX 456 Reel to Reel Tape 
2-inch, 	1-inch, 1/2 -inch, and 1/4 inch on reels. 	1/4 inch in bulk also. Leader tape in the same sizes. 
Splicing tape in: 	1/4 -inch, 	Vs-inch, and 	1 inch only. We have reels. 
IF YOU WANT TO MAKE A SOUARE DANCE RECORD: Talk to Norman Merrbach 
WE HAVE PARTS...PARTS...PARTS: NEWCOMB AND CALIFONE 
Motors, turntables, boards, some tubes and cases. 
WE SERVICE AND REPAIR: Newcomb, Califone, Ashton, and others. 
Needles for all the above, and others. 
SOUND CONSULTANTS: Bids and estimates for square dance halls and churches 
If you're in Houston, come see us: 
Monday thru Friday  	 . .8:30 AM to 5:00 PM CST 
Saturday  . . 9:00 AM to 1:00 PM CST 
Closed Sundays and Holidays 
If placing an order after hours, by phone, recorder will answer (4th ring): 
Phone: 713-862-7077 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO BOX 7309, HOUSTON TX 77248.7309 	323 WEST 14th ST., HOUSTON TX 77008 
„,clar,e ,an.dry 7986 55 
Russ & Nancy Nichols 
A NEW YEAR! A NEW rsu—esi•mi.•••••• 
A NEW CHALLENGE! 
With this greeting, we, along with 
everyone else connected with this maga-
zine, welcome the thousands of new rea-
ders who have joined our ranks. What a 
responsibility laid on our shoulders, to be 
the largest source of square dance news 
in the world. For those of you reading this 
column for the first time, we're Russ and 
Nancy Nichols, and we write about what's 
happening in the world of Advanced and 
Challenge dancing. We're dancers and 
workshop leaders; our point of view is 
taken from that side of the fence. Our 
material comes mostly from what is sub-
mitted to us by dancers just like your-
selves from around the country. We en-
courage you to drop us a note, letting us 
know how you feel, or how it's done in 
your part of the country. We need that 
open communication. 
Of the 57 eligible Callerlab C-1 callers, 
46 returned ballots and 70% approved the 
new C-1 list. The list will stand for two 
years, before being revised. Added to the 
C-1 list were the following calls; jaywalk, 
linear action, reverse cross and turn, split 
recycle, twist and anything and zing. 
Those called dropped from C-1 were: split 
square chain thru, which was added to the 
new A-2 list, and spin chain and circulate 
the gears, which was just plain dropped. 
There was some playing around with the 
definition of twist the line and it was 
agreed that the original definition was 
best. (Twist the line: centers ahead and 
partner trade, ends quarter in and star 
thru.) The any hand concept was approved 
for use at C-1, but was not added to the 
list, as it is considered directional. 
We know this is a month late, but it will 
come as a shock to the Challenge dan-
cers, that as of Dec, 1, 1985, shuttle, writ-
ten by Kip Garvey, has been selected as 
the newest QS. John Marshall serves as  
chairman of the Advanced QS committee, 
which has voted to keep all current selec-
tions for this quarter. They are: change 
lanes, checkover, linear action, mini-busy, 
shuttle and zing. 
The Fifth Annual Canadian Challenge 
Convention was once again a smashing 
success. Don and Carol Terry and their 
steering committee did it again. This year 
on Friday evening, they invited all dancers 
to "take a break and have some cake," 
which was served until 12:30 a.m. They in-
creased hours for C11/2 and increased 
C3-A to nine hours. Lee Kopman did one 
hour of his famous Introduction to C-1, by 
working swing and circle and triple box 
concepts. The experimentals to be used 
during the star tips at the C-1 and C-2 pro-
grams were printed in the Information 
Booklet. The dancers were provided with 
parking passes, and the programs were 
once again alternated between halls. This 
committee just thinks of everything; no 
wonder they are so successful year after 
year. Congratulations to Don and Carol 
and their staff. The entire convention was 
preserved on tapes, available from RHC 
Enterprises, 9054 Eden Oaks Ave., 
Orangevale CA 95662. The staff for the 
sixth CCC will include: Keith Gulley, Dave 
Hodson, Ross Howell, Mike Jacobs, Lee 
Kopman, Ron Libby, Ben Rubright and 
Anne Uebelacker. 
Speaking of calling staff, the Fifth 
American A/C Convention has finalized its 
staff for 1986: Bruce Busch, Vic Ceder, 
Damon Coe, Mike Jacobs, Dave Kenney, 
Roy Leber, Dave Lightly, Larry Perkins, Tim 
Ploch, Tim Scholl, Chuck Stinchcomb, 
Tom Tarleton, Anne Uebelacker, Joe 
Uebelacker and Ted Whitacre. As you can 
see, Vic Ceder and Damon Coe are new to 
the staff, while Ted Whitacre is back after 
being off for a year. Because of the 
popularity of the American A/C, the 1986 
convention will be sold with pre-registra-
tion only and no tickets will be available at 
the door. 
This past fall, we heard static about 
how tight the squares were booked at 
some weekends and conventions, during 
this past summer. Most of our mail came 
from Mid-westerners, who had attended 
functions in the eastern states during the 
summer. Along came a dandy idea from 
Kentucky: It seems that at a recent C-1 
weekend with Lee Kopman calling, every 
56 
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couple was given a dance book, in which 
the other three couples signed after each 
tip. On Sunday morning, each couple tal-
lied a dance book, and the couple who 
danced with the most couples won their 
dance fee for next year's weekend. Those 
who did not win had a nice memento to 
take home. For the organizers, this in-
creased Sunday morning's attendance 
and helped the weekend from going flat 
on the final session. 
A note on that final session—we've 
added star tips at the end of it, which 
seems to have met with favorable suc-
cess. At a recent weekend with Ross 
Howell, we had 55 couples in attendance 
and 51 stayed to the very end. We've been 
to weekends with 50 couples in atten-
dance, with four squares on Sunday morn-
ing. It left one with the feeling, why did we 
bother to stay? Our experience has been 
for the most part that it's the local people 
who skip the last session. 
HOW DOES ONE LEARN DBD? 
The first step is to find a qualified in-
structor. The best way to find one is to ask 
an Advanced or Challenge dancer who 
dances DBD. Incidentally, if a dancer in- 
sists on telling how good he is, he pro-
bably isn't. The next best way is to go to a 
class or workshop sponsored by a club 
that has a reputation for turning out good 
dancers. If the first two methods don't 
work or are unavailable, check the adver-
tisements. Assuming that they are not 
misrepresented (a big assumption) look 
for those classes and workshops des-
cribed as "national level" or DBD. APD is 
usually misused and generally means that 
the sponsors are not in tune with the cur-
rent trends in the Advanced and Chal-
lenge Community or that DBD is not 
taught. Also there is no such thing as "a 
little DBD." 
Once you have selected a prospective 
class, certain questions should still be 
asked: 1. Can the caller dance the level he 
is teaching, or higher? 2. Does the caller 
define calls using the terms ends, centers, 
leaders, trailers, instead of boys, girls, 
men, ladies? 3. Does the caller review and 
reteach lower level calls? 4. Will you be 
given a list with the planned teaching 
order of the calls? 5. Will you be provided 
with a copy of the Callerlab definitions? 
(At present, this is only possible through 
BILL DAVIS CALLER & DANCER SERVICES 
HANDY FLIP CARDS For Dancers & Callers (In 4 Sets: MS, Plus, A1&2, & C1) 
One card for each call; available in 3 Categories: (A) Definitions; (B) Get-Outs; (C) 
Blank. Each card has call name, starting and ending formations on front 
(category on back). Single Sets $5; Complete Set (A -4- B + C) $10.00; Complete 
Category (MS + Plus + Adv + C1) $14.50. Full System (290 Cards): $30.00. 
THE SIGHT CALLERS' TEXTBOOK, Second Edition 	$12.95 
The most complete How-To-Sight Call Book Available. Fully illustrated and 
geared to self-teaching. RESOLUTION, FORMATION AWARENESS, SNAPSHOP 
GETOUTS, PROGRAMING, CALLERLAB SYMBOLS. 130 Pages. 
TOP TEN 1983 (with John Sybalsky) 	 $6.95 
Five separate Dictionaries of all Callerlab calls (MS thru C2). Illustrated; Quarterly 
Selections, New Concepts & Ideas, Formations, Arrangements, Teaching Orders, 
Mixing Number System. 
SCV CALLER'S NOTE SERVICE (Bi-Monthly). $12.50/Calendar Year 
With Liability Insurance $22.50/Calendar Year. All new calls and concepts 
reported and analyzed— MS thru A2. Equipment Insurance Available. 
DANCER'S NOTE SERVICE (Bi-Monthly) 	$6.50/Calendar Year 
Definitions of ALL New Calls & Concepts. Supplements the TOP TEN. 
ORDER FROM BILL DAVIS, 1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale CA 94087. 
Add $3/item for Air Mail. 
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"GET HOOKED ON TROUT" 
RALPH TROUT 
Square Dance Caller 
128 West McNeal Street, Millville, New Jersey 08332 
Telephone: 609-825-6547 
TRAVELLING — FULL TIME CALLER 
RECORDING ARTIST ON RED BOOT RECORDS 
"NEW RELEASES" 
RB2998 - "Blueberry Hill" R8282 - "Peg Of My Heart" 
"CURRENT RELEASES" 
RR?84  - "Heerlen For .A. Heartache" 	 R8283 "Ain't No Callornia" 
G&W600 - -But For Love" 	 RB298 - "Down On The Corner" 
RB299 - "Fool By Your Side" 
TROUT PRINTING & PUBLISHING — R & L RECORDS 
Building 33 - Millville Municipal Airport - Millville, New Jersey 08332 
(Trout Printing Telephone) 609-327-2697 	(R & L Record Telephone) 609-327-2914 
We Have A Record Store and a Record Service! If you're looking for dance records, whether new or old 
classics, call us, we may have it in stuck and if we don't we'll try to find it! If you'd like a computer list, our com-
plete inventory, of "Used Rds", "Used Sqs", "New Rds", or "New Sqs", send a check, made out to R & L 
Records, for $3.00 per list. Contact us for information concerning our record service, you'll like what you hear! 
Attention Anyone With Old Used Records. If you have used records (minus broken, damaged or warped) 
send them to us, on consignment, arid we'll try to sell them in our Used Record Depart. for $1.50 each, which 
you get $.75 (quarterly) per record sold and we keep the other $.75 to cover advertising and handling charges. 
R & L Products We carry and manufacture products like: Christmas Cards, Manuals, Books, Sight Sheets, 
Caller/Cuer Contracts, Dance Diplomas all levels), Memo Pads. Plastic Record Sleeves, 3 Year Calendars 
(3 sizes with "Note" space) and the National Directory. Contact us for more information and prices on all pro-
ducts. Look For Our New Catalog, Featuring All Of Our Products, Coming Out Soonl Dealer Inquiries 
Are Invited. 
0, *.*,.‘,.% .C.%.*.*A.letik A .*.*.*.*.C.CA &C. :t.C.%*.*.*A. *.*.‘C.1  MILCA.C.C..C.Ii i 
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A-2; Callerlab is currently working on the 
C-1 definitions.) 6. Does the caller teach 
definitions different from Callerlab's 
because they are easier to teach and 
"won't be a problem until, if and when, 
you go to higher levels?" 7. Does the 
caller continue to use the calls taught 
previously in prior sessions from a variety 
of different formations? 
If the answer to #6 was yes, or the 
answer to any of the other questions was 
no, perhaps you should reconsider your 
selection. 
Upon final selection of one or more 
classes or workshops, you still must ap-
proach your education with the right at-
titude. First, you should assume that what 
you learned in your previous classes and 
workshops was, at least, incomplete, and 
was, more likely, incorrect. Listen to the 
caller when he is reteaching the MS and 
Plus calls; the information may be in-
valuable later. Also, learn the calls as 
defined. Do not try to remember, "If I'm 
here, I go there." This method would 
cause you to remember at least 224 move-
ments just for acey deucey. Do not try to  
remember boys do this, girls do that, 
unless the call is specifically defined by 
the sex of the dancer. In A-1, only half 
breed thru is sex-oriented; A-2 has no sex-
oriented calls; and in C-1, only anything 
and ramble is sex-oriented. 
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RH218 IF IT AIN'T LOVE by Darryl 
RH308 AIN'T NOTHIN' SHAKIN' by Bill 
RH509 RED DANCING SHOES by Tony 
RECENT RELEASES 
RH216 BABY'S GOT HER BLUE JEANS ON by Darryl 
RH307 OUR DAY WILL COME by Bill 
RH508 EIGHT DAYS A WEEK by Tony 
RH606 TAKE ME TO THE RIVER by Darryl & Tony 
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Ns. I 
Callers' Guidebook to Complete 
Choreography by Orlo Hoadley and 
available through this magazine, is the 
most comprehensive and detailed book 
on the body mechancis of good, smooth 
choreography. It contains tons of choreo 
on every call through Mainstream. Do's 
and valid reasons for their use, as well 
as Don'ts and valid reasons for not using 
some. The innovative use of standard 
calls will satisfy even the most avid dan-
cer at any level. Although many of the 
points made in the book are more or less 
instinctive (not consciously thought out 
as the caller is calling), they are none the 
less well taken. The Callers' Guidebook 
to Complete Choreography should be a 




SPIN THE NET 
by Don Beck, Stow, Mass. 
DESCRIPTION: From parallel ocean 
waves or eight chain thru formation, all 
spin the top to form a momentary tidal 
wave; center four of this tidal wave spin 
the top as the outside pairs cast 3/4 and 
the outfacers run. Ends in quarter tag 
formation. TIMING: 16 beats. 
COMMENTS: Those who have used this 
call find good dancer reaction and relat-
ively easy teaching. If preceded by a 
swing thru, both spin the tops are done 
from the most commonly used arrange-
ment and the final quarter tag is stan-
dard. 
Heads 1/2 square thru, spin the net 
Step thru, swing thru double  
Right and left grand... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass the ocean, boys circulate 
Swing thru, spin the net, recycle 
Square thru 3/4 , left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Single hinge, centers trade, spin the net 
Girls recycle, pass thru, star thru 
Ferris wheel, zoom and pass thru 
"Left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, sides rollaway 
Touch 1/4 , centers trade, spin the net 
Center boys run, wheel and deal 
Pass thru, star thru, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Spin the top, spin the net, recycle 
Pass thru, pass thru, U-turn back 
Right and left grand... 
Heads square thru four, right & left thru 
Touch 1/4 , centers trade, spin the net 
Boys recycle, square thru 3/4 , slide thru 
Ladies trade, ferris wheel, zoom and 
Pass thru, left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, ocean wave 
Recycle, curlique, spin the net 
Center boys run, bend the line 
Others lead right, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Dixie style to a wave, boys trade 
Spin the net, recycle, zoom and 







Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, ends run, new centers trade 
All wheel and deal, swing thru, recycle 
Zoom, swing thru, step thru 
Left allemande... 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line 
Pass thru, ends run, centers square thru 
Three-quarters, ends move on, star thru 
Pass thru, square thru three-quarters 
Outsides turn back, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Ends run, new ends fold, all peel off 
Left allemande... 
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Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, ends cross run, all cast off 3/4 
Ends cross run, boys run, split circulate 
Centers cross run, new centers trade 
Reverse flutter wheel, swing thru, recycle 
Reverse flutter wheel, crosstrail thru 
Left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Ends cross run, leaders trade 
Centers trade, all pass thru 
Ends cross run, boys trade, centers trade 
All crosstrail thru, left 
Heads square thru four, split two 
Go around one to a line, pass thru 
Ends run, centers square thru 3/4 
Ends move on and star thru 
Left allemande... 
Heads pass thru, go round one to a line 
Ends cross run, cast off 3/4 
Ends cross run, all star thru, pass thru 
Left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, split two 
Go around one to a line, pass thru 
Ends cross run, all cast off 3/4 
Ends cross run, wheel and deal 
Swing thru, recycle, zoom, swing thru 
Step thru, swing thru, boys trade 
Right and left grand... 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line 
Ends cross run, all cast off 3/4 
Centers square thru 3/4 , ends crossfold 
Left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Swing thru, ends run, very centers trade 
All boys cross run, wheel and deal 
Square thru four, trade by, swing thru 
Ends cross run, left swing thru, ends run 
Wheel and deal, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Spin the top, centers run 
Couples circulate, ends cross run 
New ends circulate, centers cross run 
Wheel and deal, left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys cross run, step thru 
Right and left grand... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Swing thru, ends cross run, recycle 
Star thru, trade by, swing thru 
Same sexes trade, right and left grand... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Ends run, ferris wheel, swing thru 
Recycle, zoom, swing thru, recycle 
Pass thru, left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, ocean wave 
Ends cross run, left swing thru 
Ends cross run, new centers run 
Wheel and deal, pass to the center 
Square thru 3/4 , left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Ends run, couples circulate 
Ends cross run, wheel and deal, star thru 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers square thru 3/4 , left allemande... 
TRIPLE HINGE AND CROSS 
by Ed Fraldenburg 
From tidal waves, two-faced lines, point 
to point diamonds: three pairs hinge 1/4 , 
very centers cross on a diagonal to be-
come ends (points) of the final forma-
tion, as lonesone ends move up to be-
come the other ends (points). 
Tidal waves result in parallel waves. 
Tidal two-faced lines result in parallel 
two-faced lines. 
Point to point diamonds result in center 
to center diamonds. 
NOTE: The very centers tend to overturn 
slightly. This presents no problem. 
TIDAL WAVE 
OQOc-,] Enc)o[ai 









Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch to a wave, triple hinge and cross 
Recycle, pass to the center, square thru 
Three-quarters, left allemande... 
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DISCOVER A NEW WAY TO 4 
LEARN TO SQUARE DANCE 
BY VIDEO TAPE 
A complete course tit instructions taught by Joe Kula 
with the Gold Star Tippers on video cassette tapes The 
leaching progression follows Callerlah suggested 
,eguence horn Basic through Plus Level 
MamHream 
Plus I aid 
Sengong ( all I tin I ape 
( A 
Tepee $39 95 ea. 
VHS or Bela 
Re...dance add 6% 
Add 12.40 Shipping & Handling 
To Order: Write or Call 
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
\ 	1108 Audrey Way 




Heads pass thru, go round one to a line 
Touch to a wave, triple hinge and cross 
Swing thru, girls trade, spin the top 
Right and left grand... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Swing thru, boys run, triple hinge & cross 
Ferris wheel*, Dixie grand 
Left allemande... 
'Zoom, square thru 3/4 , left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Swing thru, triple hinge and cross 
Spin the top, right and left that 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, zoom 
Pass thru, left allemande... 
Sides rollaway, heads lead right and 
Circle four, ladies break to a line 
Touch to a wave, triple hinge and cross 
Boys run, all pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers pass thru, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch to a wave, girls run, triple hinge 
And cross, ferris wheel, swing thru 
Recycle, zoom, swing thru, recycle 
Double pass thru, track two, recycle 
Left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Grand swing thru, boys run, girls hinge 
Diamond circulate, triple hinge & cross 
Flip the diamond, swing thru 
Girls circulate, boys run, ferris wheel 
Square thru 3/4 , left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Swing thru, boys run, girls hinge 
Diamond circulate, triple hinge & cross 
Flip the diamond, recycle, pass thru 
Trade by, left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, spin the top 
Boys run, girls hinge, diamond circulate 
Triple hinge and cross, flip the diamond 
Ladies trade, recycle, pass to the center 
Star thru, sides lead right, left allemande 
Heads square thru four, spin the top 
Boys run, triple hinge and cross 
Couples circulate, ladies trade 
Couples circulate 11/2 , bend the line 
You're home... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys run, couples hinge, triple hinge 
And cross, couples trade, 1/2 circulate 
Bend the line, you're home... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch to a wave, girls run, boys hinge 
Diamond circulate, triple hinge & cross 
Diamond circulate, flip the diamond 
Ladies trade, square thru 1/4 , trade by 
Touch to a wave, trade the wave 
Left allemande... 
SINGING CALL ROUTINES: 
Heads (sides) square thru four, slide thru 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, double 
Pass thru, track two, recycle 
Swing corner, promenade... 
Heads (sides) promenade half 
Down the middle and square thru four 
Swing thru, boys run, couples circulate 
Half tag, follow your neighbor & spread 
Boys run, promenade... 
PLUS CHOREO: 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch 1/4 , coordinate, cross fire 
Circulate, centers walk and dodge 
Girls pass thru, outsides cloverleaf 
Centers hinge and recycle, pass thru 
Swing thru, right and left grand... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Ends box the gnat, all touch 1/4 
Coordinate, couples circulate 
Bend the line, reverse flutter wheel 
Star thru, pass thru, right & left thru 
Flutter wheel, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Single circle to a wave, grand swing thru 
Single hinge, coordinate, cross fire 
Trade and roll, crosstrail, left allemande. 




by Walt Cole 
TIMING'S THE THING! 
INTRO: — — — 
- — — — 
Right hand star — —
Star left in the center —
Step to a wave — recycle 
Ferns wneei — — 
Swing corner — 
- — — - 
- — 	 — 
FOR THE MODULAR CALLER: 
Zero box: swing thru, girls fold, peel off 
Wheel and deal, left allemande... 
Zero box: boys fold, peel off, tag the line 
Right, bend the line, slide thru 
Left allemande... 
Zero line: touch V., peel off, bend the line 
Crosstrail thru, left allemande... 
Zero line: touch 1/4 , all eight circulate 
Peel off, girls trade, wheel and deal 
Pass thru, grand right and left... 
Normal wave: ends trade, centers trade 
= right and left thru. 
Zero box (wave): boys trade, girls trade 
Pass to the center, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande... 
Zero box: swing thru, girls trade 
Boys trade, boys run, wheel and deal 
Dive thru, square thru 3/4 , left allemande... 
Zero line: right and left thru 
Two ladies chain, pass the ocean 
Swing thru, girls trade, boys trade 
Turn thru, left allemande... 
THE BASIC PROGRAM: 
Zero box: all square thru four more 
U-turn back, box the gnat, right & left thru 
Square thru 3/4 , left allemande... 
Zero line: square thru, centers square thru 
Three quarters, outsides partner trade 
Star thru, crosstrail thru, left allemande... 
Zero box: swing thru, boys run 
Couples circulate, girls cross run 
Boys trade, boys cross run, bend the line 
Star thru, pass thru, trade by 
Left allemande... 
Zero box (wave): split circulate 
Split circulate, boys run, bend the line 
Star thru, left allemande... 
Zero box: swing thru, split circulate 
Split circulate, swing thru, boys run 
Bend the line, star thru, left allemande... 
Zero line: pass the ocean, all 8 circulate 
Split circulate, swing thru, boys run 
Pass thru, bend the line, right & left thru 
Star thru, swing thru, turn thru 
Left allemande... 
CROSS-RUNS: 
Zero line: pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, centers in, cast off 3/4 
Pass thru, centers cross run, new ends 
Star thru, centers partner tag, swing thru 
Boys run, bend the line, crosstrail thru 
Left allernanriP 
STANDARDS: 
Zero box: spin chain thru, girls circulate 
Double, boys run, tag the line right 
Boys cross run, girls trade, ferris wheel 
Centers pass thru, swing thru, turn thru 
Left allemande... 
Zero line: pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers swing thru, spin the top 
Single hinge, walk and dodge 
Square thru 3/4 , left allemande... 
Zero line: pass the ocean, boys circulate 
Girls trade, recycle, veer left 
Couples circulate, boys run, boys trade 
Boys run, bend the line, slide thru 
Left allemande... 
Zero box: eight chain four, swing thru 
Girls circulate, boys trade, boys run 
Couples circulate, bend the line 
Right and left thru, flutter wheel 
Sweep 1/4 , square thru 3/., left allemande. 
BACK TO PEEL OFF: 
Zero square: heads star thru, peel off 
Bend the line, pass thru, U-turn back 
Star thru, zoom, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande... 
Zero line: pass thru, wheel and deal 
Peel off, tag the line right, ferris wheel 
Girls square thru 3/4 , star thru, boys trade 
Couples trade, bend the line 
Left allemande... 
Zero box: swing thru, boys run 
Tag the line left, couples circulate 
Boys run right, recycle, veer left 
Ferris wheel, zoom, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande... 
Zero line: pass the ocean, scoot back 
Boys run, couples circulate, tag the line 
Left. boys trade, boys run right 
Girls trade, spin chain thru 
Girls circulate, spin the top, recycle 
Left allerpande...  
CALLER—HOSTS WANTED 
ASD Tours needs callers with good local or national 
following to be caller-hosts on international tours with 
dancers. Wide world trips offered. Handsome rewards 
in addition to free travel. Contact Burdicks at this 
magazine. 
— Heads square thru 
— With outside two 
— — — Heads 
— — — 
—  — veer left 
— Centers pass tnru 
— — Promenade 
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SHOW ME 
by Fran and Jim Kropt 
MUSIC: TNT 235 




1-4 	WAIT WAIT APT.—. PT,—; TOG,—, TCH,—: 
PART A 
1-4 	RUN 3 BRUSH; RUN 3 BRUSH; CUT, BK, CUT, BK; RK BK,—,REC FWD.—: 
5-8 CIRCLE AWAY TWO—STEP, CIRCLE TOGETHER TWO-STEP; FULL BOX;; 
9-12 SCISSORS SIDECAR; SCISSORS HITCH; TWO FORWARD TWO-STEPS;; 
13-16 VINE,2,3,4; PIVOT,—,2,—; TWO RIGHT FACE TURNING TWO-STEPS;; 
PART B 
1-4 	FWD HITCH; BK HITCH; FWD LOCK FWD; FWD LOCK FWD, 
5-8 SCISSORS THRU: SCISSORS THRU: LIMP,2,3,4; WALK,—,2,—: 
9-16 REPEAT MEASURE 1 THRU 8 PART B TO BUTTERFLY 
PART C 
1-4 	VINE,2,3,4; SIDE DRAW CLOSE, VINE,2,3,4; SIDE DRAW CLOSE, 
5-8 HALF BOX FWD; WALK.—,2,—; HALF BOX BACK; WALK,—,2,—; 
9-16 REPEAT MEASURE 1 THRU 8 PART C TO OPEN LOD 
BRIDGE 
1-4 	FWD HITCH BACK HITCH; CROSS WALK,—,2,— 3,—,4,—; 
ENDING 
1-2 	TWIRL,—,2,— APT,—, PT,—, 
Producer 
DWIGHT L MOODY, JR. 
Executive Producers 
BILL WENTZ & AARON LOWDER 
PANHANDLE RECORDS DIVISION 
    
6070A Newell Hickory Grove Rd. 
Charlotte NC 28212 
704.537-0133 
ROUND 
LR10116 My Turn to Sing Wrth Willie 
Cannon Moody & Moody Bros.  
    
( RECORDS 
Recorded at Lemon Sound Studio by Stall Musicians.. 
Callers. Want to make a Recording? Contact above for rates  
SINGING CALIS.- 
0110078 Ya'll Come. Bill Wentz 
LR10079 Wandering Eyes. Aaron Lowder 
LR10083 It'll Be Me, Aaron Lowder 
LR10085 I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus. Bruce 
Williamson 
LF110091 Light In The Window. Grady Humphries 
LR10093 Cornbread, Beans. Sweet Potato Pie 
David Moody 
LR10094 Sentimental Ole You. Bill Wentz 
LR10095 Easter Parade. Bruce Williamson 
LR10101 We Go Together, Bruce Williamson 
LR10106 Master Jack. Sam Radar 
LR10109 Monster Mash. Bruce Williamson 
LR10110 Up On The Housetop, Bruce Williamson 
LR10113 II You're Gonna Play in Texas. Bill Wentz 
LR11)1113 Miss. Squirrel Revival. Bruce Williamson 
LR10119 In the Middle of an Island. Bruce Williamson 
LR10126 II It Ain't Love. Bruce Williamson 
LR10127 Frosty the Snowman. Bruce Williamson 
LR10128 I'm For Love. Phil Kozlowski 
LR10129 Christmas in Dixie, Bill Wentz 
LR10130 Tiger By the Tail. Bill Wentz 
Distributed by Twelgrenn. Lemon Recording Services, Old Time 
Distributors, Tape Service by Hanhurst, Sundance Dist. 
•r/ 	 
HOEDOWNS. 
LR10076 Blue Ridge Mt. Memories (Clog) B/W Melody Hoedown 
LR10077 Conon Eyed Joe (Texas Style) B/W Long Journey Home 
(27th Annual GRAMMY AWARD Nominee) 
LR10097 Golden Slippers B/W Tennessee Wagner (Clog) 
LR10120 Fire on the Mountain B/W Soldier Joy 
LINE DANCE: 
LR10096 Reggae Cowboy/Brown Eyed Girl. Moody Bros.  
LR10099 Take A Letter Maria/I Love You. David Moody 
LR10098 Look What We've Done To Each Other. Ray Roberts 
LR10100 Red Neck Girl. C Moody & Moody Bros 
1R10104 Amos Moses. Oscar Burr 
LR10117 Line Dancing, C. Moody & Moody Bros.  
LR10082 Slow Shag by Billy Scott 
LR10135 Kaw-Liga. Carlton Moody & Moody Bros. 
LP-LR10116 LP Album. Cotton Eyed Joe by C. Moody & Moody 
Bros. Also contains some Round Dances 
PH100 Shaking A Heartache. Bill Barnette 
PH101 Ruin My Bad Reputation. Jim Snyder 
PH102 Nadine, Gary Stewart 
PH103 School Days, Gary Stewart 
P11104 Sweet Country Music. Jim Snyder 
PH105 Small World. Jimmy Stowe 
PH106 Rub 111n. Gary Stewart 
P11107 Love Me Tonight, Jimmy Stowe 
PH108 High Horse Woman. Jim Snyder 
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Lazy Eight 	JNB 	114 
RECORDS P.14" SOUND 
STAFF CALLERS: Ray Bohn, Lonnie Sesher, Johnnie Beaird 
DESIGN ENGINEER: John Mooney, Member Audio Engineering Society 
NEW RELEASE: 
L8-26 TURKEY IN THE STRAW, Ray 
18.25 LET'S CHASE EACH OTHER AROUND THE ROOM TnNInHT, Lonnie 
L8.24 ONE SIDED LOVE AFFAIR, Johnnie 
L8.23 SENTIMENTAL OLD YOU, Lonnie 
L8-21 BOOTS, Ray 
L8-7 HOW COULD I LOVE HER SO MUCH AND THEN LOSE HER, Johnnie 
HOEDOWN: 
L8-22 BEAIRD'S BREAKDOWN/RHYTHM 8 
L8-26 TURKEY IN THE STRAW (Try it) 
U-SING.IT: 
ONE DAY AT A TIME, Johnnie 
SPEAKERS: 
For a "sound investment" try a JNB speaker designed by Mooney. 
Lightweight, heavy duty, professional units. Two year warranty. 
Call or write: J.N. & Rena Beaird, PO Box 401695, Garland TX 75046 
f214)373-3718 
2011 So. College Aye. 
Bryan, Texas 77801 
Telephone (713)822.2337 
Fashions Conn( 	Texas 
by N Smith 
Write for Complete Catalogue 
- 	Saw WHOLESALE ACCOUNTS WELCOME,,  
NEW `DC-9'SABOVE THE CLOUD 
DOUBLE LAY‘PETTICOATS...Two layers of rAlon 




$44.95 49.95 69.95 
70yd 
61,95 8915  
a, Beige, Black, Blue, 
Maize, Mint Green, 
edrkPurple, Da 
Candy Pink, Cerise, Fuchsia, Ivory, Kelly, 
Peach. Peacock, Pink, Lavender, 







To cover postage and 
handling costs, add $2.00 
per petticoat 
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ADJUSTABLE LENGTH ... ADJUSTABLE WAIST 
MALCO MODES INTRODUCES 




Do you want to make it 
smaller? Just move button 
over on the elastic. 
Shorter? Just remove tunnel 
elastic and slip into stitching 
one inch or two inches below. 
This revolutionary innovation assures an easy fit, and is now available on the following petti-
coat styles: No. 507, 511, 580, 582, 582M, 592, and 597. (See color brochure for details). 
Try one on at your favorite store! 
MALCO MODES, INC. 1596 Howard Street, San Francisco, CA 94103. Ph. 1415) 621-0840 
Manufacturers of Matching Men's Shirts & Scarf Ties, dresses, jumpers, skirts, blouses, pant-
blouses, stretch belts, pettipants and petticoats. 
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(leo* 1 IN THE NEWS • 
After 18 years as 
recreation director at 
Fontana Village Re 
sort in North Caroli 
na, Al "Tex" Brownlee 
and Jean retired from 
that position in 
November. Tex will 
still call and will be in 
charge of the Fon-
tana festivals in 1986. Tex started calling 
and teaching western style square danc-
ing in Jacksboro, Texas in 1949. He 
started traveling full time in 1957. "I've 
been across the U.S. 62 times, and in 
parts of Canada, Alaska, Hawaii and old 
Mexico, and have made a million friends 
and enjoyed every minute. I still plan to 
do some traveling but on a limited 
basis," he says. The Brownlee address 
for the next few months will be: Box 176, 
Athens TN 37303. 
A note from well-known retired New 
England caller Frannie and Mo Heintz 
shows a new address of St. Petersburg, 
Florida, where they will spend their 
winters. 
The M.O.D. Squad square dancers of 
Novato, California, announced that after 
28 years of calling, Harry Whitlock has 
retired. His career was launched in 1958 
under the guidance of Bill Owen, who 
loaned records and on occasion asked 
Harry to "read" a singing tip. Harry 
called a tip at a March of Dimes benefit 
dance that year, and was off and run-
ning. Since then, he and Laverne worked 
with many clubs and dance events, rais-
ed a family, and had a long career in the 
USAF. 
Bill Gracey of Royal Oak, Michigan, 
has had a health problem causing him to 
curtail his calling career for the in-
definite future. 
Ed Kozlowski of 1860 Oak St., Clear-
water, Florida 33510, announced a new 
business which he calls Ed's Flier Ser- 
e 	& Square 
Dance Shoes. . 
Blk & Wht 	524 AO 
Colors & 529.50 	- 
Gold & Silver 
SOPHIA T's 	Te1.919-778.0476 
Square Dance & Western Wear Fashions 
Eastern N.C.'s Largest Square Dance Shop 
Route 9, Box 273A • Hwy. 70 East 
Goldsboro, North Caroline 27530 	ilk . 
Blk & Wht 	524 95 
Colors & 526 95 
Gold & Silver 
Checks, Master Card, Visa, American Express 
We Ship Anywhere in the World. 
NATIONAL 
Ea SQUARE DANCE tik 
DIRECTORY 
1986 EDITION 
Over 	10,000 square, 	round, contra and clog- 
ging club 	listings. Information 	on 	major 
festivals, publications, products and services. A 
must for every dancer. 
Available MARCH 1, 1986 
$7.00 per copy (plus $2. postage) 
PO Box 54055, Jackson MS 39208 
601.825-6831 
CALLERS 	 ii. .. -- 
R.D. CUERS .- 
S.D. LEADERS 	' .x...i.... 
F , L 	.1. 
Send for Free Copy of our 
CALLERS NOTE SERVICE 
and info on our 
LIABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM 
"It pays to take notes. - 
a 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CALLERS ASSOC.. INC 	.=. .2. 
117 Belmont Ave.. Los Angeles CA 90026 
 
THE CHOREO CONNECTION 
Monthly Note Service 
ED FRAIDENBURG 
1916 Poseyville Rd. 
Midland, Mich. 48640 
$18.00 Annually 
Write for Sample Copy 
Special 	Bonus. 	A 	one-year 	subscription 	In 	American 
Squaredance with each lull year subscription to Chorea Connec- 
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_to protect clothing 
from pin holes 
and tears 
At Your Square Dance Shop 
and Badge Maker 
DEALERS: Call or write for brochure 
BRDGE HOLDERS, INC. 
(415) 783-8724 
24813 BROADMORE AVE. 
HAYWARD, CA. 94544 
MORE FUN THAN EVER' 
GENERAL CHAIRMEN 
Ed & Audrey Langlois 
2004 Potter Avenue 






vice. He welcomes your inquiries about 
"professionally-designed fliers for every 
occasion, greeting cards, banners, and 
more." 
Callers recuperating include Duane 
Rodgers of the Chicago area and Dick 
Han of Monticello, Indiana, both now out 
of the hospital. 
A quick note taken from Gene Trim- 
mer's publication to callers indicates 
that he plans to sell Roger and won't be 
doing ventriloquism with his calling 
anymore. (Another end-of-an-era event.) 
Les and Marg Edwards, our Canadian 
cover couple for October announced 
their daughter had twin girls recently 
and they are proud grandparents. 
Staff writer Bev Warner of Saginaw, 
Michigan, achieved a new degree of 
notoriety recently when she helped the 
local prosecuter and detective to bring a 
criminal to justice. This included TV and 
newspaper coverage. 
Bob and Carolyn White of 740 Heman 
Ave., St Louis Mo 63130, announce a 
new service called Gateway SIR Enter-
prises in which they will send all new 
record releases to callers and others on 
approval for very little cost. 
Barbara Harrelson of Greenville, S.C., 
tells us with regret that the Red Rose 
Ramblers of Lancaster have folded as a 
club and their beautiful Triple R Ranch 
building is no longer a home for square 
dancing. It is presently used for bingo, 
and will soon be sold. Warning to other 
clubs from Barbara: "The RRR club 
chose one year not to have classes; then 
it seemed they could never get a class 
together, and the club slowly dwindled 
away." 
The Houston S&R/D Council was 
privileged to present its highest award, 
Continued on Page 102 
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS 
CHINESE NEW YEAR SQUARE DANCE 
Gung hoy let toy will be the password 
at the Checkmates square dance club, 
La Habra, Califronia, on Feb. 22. Along 
with this "Happy New Year" greeting, a 
full Chinese meal, Chinese decorations, 
Chinese tip, special badges, jinriksha 
rides, and much fun will complete the 
evening. Caller will be Dave Rensberger, 
with rounds by Vivian Gardner. The 
dance will be at Sonora High School, 401 
S. Palm. For information, contact Tom 
and Irene Again, 1704 Baronet, Fullerton 
CA 92633. 	 Cleo Shore 
Pomona, California 
R.I. WILL DO IT AGAIN 
In April, 1985, the Rhode Island 
dancers hosted a successful 27th New 
England Convention. As is the rule here, 
the dancers now have the opportunity to 
do it even better in 1986. Over 30 commit-
tees and 300 volunteers will make the 
April 25-26 weekend and the 28th N.E. 
S&RID Convention a memorable one. 
The Providence Civic Center holds over 
250 squares of riprinr.rs. A total of 13 
halls will be available for dancing all pro-
grams of squares and rounds, enjoying 
live music, seeing the Showcase of 
Rounds, dancing contras, and more. The 
slogan is "Rhody's my pick in '86!" 
Write to Ed and Pat Juaire, RFD2 Box 
763, North Scituate RI 02857 for info. 
TO IOWA WITH LOVE 
The University of Iowa Dance Com-
pany's "Dance Gala '85" saluted the 
people, land and spirit of Iowa in "To 
Iowa With Love" in November, 1985. This 
event celebrated the 50th anniversary of 
the Iowa Center for the Arts. Live music 
was provided by the University Sym-
phony Orchestra, and folk singer Greg 
B & S SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
	
Sue Miller 	St. Rte., Box 301 
Ph. 812-843-5491 Magnet IN 47555 
Catalogue $1—Refunded on 1st Order 
B&S Nylon Organdy "Crisp" Petticoats 
A light-weight snag-free slip 
available in beautiful colors 
COLORS: It. pink, It. blue, It. yellow, bright green. 
orange, bright yellow, royal, navy, red, mint, lilac, lime. 
beige. Wok, med. purple. hot pink, brown, deep purple. 
multi (any 4 comb.) 
50 yd. Single layer, $38.95 
Special Order, No Returns: 
35 yd. single layer — S34.95 
60 yd. single layer — S39.95 
50 yd. double layer — S43.00 
60 yd. double layer — $47.00 
80 yd. double layer — S56.00 
100 yd. double layer — S134.00 
75 yd. single layer — S44.95 
RUFFLED DELIGHT 
Two top layers of baby mesh and a third 
inside layer of nylon organdy to prevent 
hose picking. 3-tiered with 150 yds. 
nylon ruffle on bottom edges. 
White baby mesh slips with ruffles 
available in the following colors: black 
peacock, blue, Lt. blue, yellow, royal, 
red, orchid, orange, bright lime. flores-
cent orange, hot pink, candy pink, purple 
beige, brown and multis. 
$35.00 
All Organdy Ruffle Delights available 
All slips available in lengths 18" thru 23". 
No returns on specially made slips under 18" or over 23". 
All multi slips and slips over 23" are $2.00 more. 
Prices subject to change without notice. 
Shipping: Add 52.00 ea.; add 75c for each additional 
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.um Hemp 
Brown and "poet laureate" Paul Engle 
appeared, along with Iowa City's Do-Si-
Do square dance club and the bluegrass 
band Harvest Home. A Gala piece, "A 
Not-So-Square Dance" was inspired by 
the club's dancing and depicted a 
modernization of the traditional dance. 
MUNICH CLUB COMMUNITY 
In the Munich, German, square dance 
area, the Munich Club Community (MCC) 
was created this past year by the 
Munich Dip-'N-Divers, the Motivators, 
the Roadrunners, and the Tamara 
Twirlers. This is the first regional 
organization of clubs in Germany, and 
probably the first in Europe. Upon com-
pletion of necessary organizational 
structure and administrative detail, the 
MCC has embarked on the building of a 
SID home for the Munich area clubs. The 
group has obtained exclusive use of a 
former military barracks building, and 
has begun to remodel it, using members 
of MCC clubs. This speaks highly of the 
cooperative spirit of dancers and their 




The 36th annual Southwestern Kan-
sas SID Festival will be held in the Civic 
Center, Dodge City, on April 4-5. Dancing 
begins with rounds on Friday at 7 P.M. 
Featured caller will be Beryl Main of 
Arizona, with Butch and Nancy Tracey 
on rounds. The Saturday program will in-
clude both square and round dance 
workshops. Spectators are welcome. 
For further info, write Simmi and Harriet 
George, Greensburg, KS. or phone 316-
723-2001. 
IN MEMORIAM 
The only person who had attended all 
34 national conventions, Piute Pete, of 
New York, died on August 11, 1985. His 
traditional visits to the annual June 
events will be missed. 
Harriet Schreiner, an active promoter 
of square dancing in Wisconsin, passed 
away on October 30. She and her part-
ner, Al, had danced for over 30 years and 
were the contacts for information on the 
recent video made for promotion of dan-
cing in Wisconsin. The Schreiners were 
housing chairmen for the 1979 na- 
Order Direct or from your 
Nearest Record Dealer. Produced by 
Glenda= Enterprises. 7915 N 
Clarendon. Portland OR 97203 
NEW ON CHINOOK LABEL. 
CK.068 GREEN RIVER by Bill 
CK.067 DIXIE DREAMIN' by Dan 
CK-066 I'LL NEVER NEED ANOTHER YOU by Joe 
CK.085 SWEET THANG by Daryl 
CK.064 LOVIN' WHAT YOUR LOVIN' DOES TO ME by Daryl 
CK-063 ABILENE by Gordon 
RECENT RELEASES ON CHINOOK: 
CK.062 BLUE MONDAY by Den 
CK-061 SAN FRANCISCO BAY by Bill 
C.060 HEART TO HEART by Daryl 
C-059 LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT by Daryl 
HOEDOWNS: 
C-058 I CAN LOVE YOU by Jim 
C-057 JUST BECAUSE by Daryl 	CK-510 THINGAMAJIG/THUMBS UP 
C.509 TAG ALONG by Jim 




Bob Stutevoss 	Dan Nordbye 
HOEDOWNER RECORDS 
H-113 IF YOU CAN'T FIND LOVE by Bob 
SO YOU WANT TO SING by 
Pauline Jensen. VOICE 
LESSONS ON TAPE. 
Designed for callers who 
have no access to profes-
sional instruction in proper 
breath and voice tech-
niques Complete with step 
by step instruction booklet 
and exercise tape $29 95 
plus S1.75 hand 8 pstg 
Order direct from Clendenin 
Enterprises 7915 N Clar-
endon. Portland OR 97203 




Be the first 
on your square 
to learn how to 








tional convention in Milwaukee. Deep 
sympathy is extended to Al, their 
children and grandchildren. 
Chuck Goodman wrote that his square 
dance partner, Opal Goodman, died on 
Nov. 11 after an extended illness. Chuck 
and Opal were coordinators of the Bar 
None Saddle-lites Club, one of the 
largest in the country. The Goodmans 
lived in St. Rose, Louisiana. The sym-
pathy of square dancers thrnlighnia thn 
country is extended to Chuck. 
Evelyn M. White, 76, of Warren, Penn-
sylvania, died on October 28. She and 
her husband Ben were charter members 
of the Circle Eight SID Club and owners 
of The Barn where dances have been 
held since 1962. Her wide circle of 
friends in many clubs will miss her great-
ly. 
Nate Reynolds lost his battle with 
cancer on October 25. He was active in 
the SID movement in the Washington, 
D.C. area for 30 years, serving as festival 
director, board member, vice president 
and president of WASDCA. He was a 
LEGACY trustee since 1975, and a vice- 
chairman of the 33rd National Conven-
tion. Our sympathy is extended to his 
wife and co-worker, Margaret. 
HOT NEW SINGING CALLS!!! 
RWH-126 KISS ME ONCE, KISS ME TWICE by Dick 
RWH-125 WALK TALL by Jim N. 
RWH-124 THAT'S WHAT YOU DO WHEN YOU'RE 
IN LOVE by Jerry 
EXCITING NEW HOEDOWN!!! 
RWH-511 HACKSAW HOEDOWN by Jerry 
GREAT NEW ROUND DANCE!!! 
RWH-713 ROCKIN' CHA! by the Langes 
SIZZLIN' SELLERS!!! 
RWH-123 DON'T BLAME IT ALL ON ME by Lee 
RWH-122 PINS AND NEEDLES by Jim D. 
BUC-210 GIRLS NIGHT OUT by Al 
RWH-107 SHOW ME THE WAY TO GO HOME by Dick 
WRITE FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF OUR NEW CATALOG 
LEE 
hEr-CORMACK 
• DICK WAIBEL ENTERPRISES•675 E. ALLUVIAL, FRESNO CA 93710*(209)439-3476f 
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LEGACY 
Now that fall square dance classes 
are well along, and those beginner dan-
cers who are in it for the long pull have 
been identified, this might be a good 
time to measure our teaching efforts 
against the yardstick of dancer com-
ments on the 1985 LEGACY survey. 
Dancers consistently have told us that 
beginners are being taught (or exposed 
to) too much too fast, that a large 
number of spring graduates are not pre-
pared to dance in their clubs, and that 
there is too much rough and discour-
teous dancing, All of these things are 
correctible in a class which is of suffi-
cient length and well-taught. 
Both caller/teachers and club officers 
should realize that a well-taught dancer 
is more apt than a poorly-taught dancer 
to find success and pleasure in the 
square dnace world, and, therefore, is 
apt to be a longer term dancer. It is 
short-sighted for caller/teachers to 
graduate dancers who are almost cer-
tain to become confused and frustrated  
and drop out of square dancing. It is 
equally short-sighted for club officers to 
insist upon a hurry-up course of instruc-
tion and early graduation just to in-
crease the size of a club and its treasury. 
What all teachers and club officers 
should be promoting in classes is the 
development of happy, long-term 
dancers who will be contributing to the 
club for many years. 
The leaders of LEGACY encourage 
caller/teachers and club officers to 
teach not only the basic steps and 
maneuvers of square dancing, but also 
to take time to teach the beginning 
dancer proper styling, proper dress, 
courtesies of square dancing, history 
and heritage, club responsibilities and 
the other important, non-choreographic 
subjects which contribute so much to 
the pleasure and friendliness of square 
dancing. 
Are you an officer feeling at "loose 
ends?" Are you a dancer feeling a 
mistake was made when the officers of 
Continued on Page 92 
CALLERS AIDS 
MAINSTREAM FLOW: The callers note service which restricts itself to the Callerlab Mainstream Program and Quarterly Selections. Eight 
pages of good material for the Mainstream Program $16.00 per yr ($21.00 Foreign Air Mail). 
THE PLUS SUPPLEMENT TO MAINSTREAM FLOW: The beneficial addition which gives you assistance with the Callerlab Plus Program 
Four additional pages of material for calling the Plus Program. Combined subscription wr Mainstream Flow $25 00 per year 
(Air Mail $32.50 Europe. $35 00 Far East). 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SINGING CALL BOOKS 
These books contain singing call routines which progress as the recommended tach sequence progresses for the Callerlab Programs. EACH 
BOOK $10 00 postpaid (Air Mail $13 00 Europe: 514.00 Far East) 
SINGING THOU MAINSTREAM: 246 routines for the Mainstream Program A good tool for teahcing classes and calling dances 
SINGING THOU PLUS: 105 routines for the Plus Program with three additional routiens for each of the Quarterly Selections.  
SINGING THOU ADVANCED ONE: 202 routines for the Advanced One Program Your advanced group will love these routines 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
THE FUNDAMENTALS OF HASH CALLING 
This book will be your key to learning the Mental Image system of calling You will be able to learn many of the fundamentals of calling 
without having dances before you. An invaluable aid to the old and new caller alike $18.00 ppd. (Air Mail $22 00 Europe: $24.00 Far East) 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
INSTRUCTIONAL CASSETTE TAPES 
90-minute tapes that will help your calling and understanding of the use of modules in calling $10.00 each ppd (Foreign Air Mail $12.00) 
T-001—HOW TO BUILD SINGING CALLS 	 T002—USING ZEROS, EQUIVALENTS & CONVERSIONS 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
PLAN AFTERPARTY FUN 
This new book gives you the inside story about how to M C an afterparty. It contains hilarious Letters From Home" and other items 
which fill the period of time between acts while others are changing props. You'll be glad you purchased this one. $5.00 postpaid. (Foreign 
Air Mail $6.50) 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ++++++ + + + + + + + +++++ + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Note Prices are the same as U.S. for Canada. Personal checks written on bank accounts outside the U.S cannot be processed. Order from 
GENE TRIMMER, 103 ROSEWOOD. PARAGOULD AR 72450 
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Model #AS-505 
#SP810A #SP820 Volume Control Units 
• Amplifiers 
—Single & Dual Systems 
—Many options Available 
• Speakers 
• Volume Control Units 
Model #AS-1000123 
DEALERS FOR ASHTON AMPLIFIER SYSTEMS 
Caller Service & Supply. Snohomish. WA 206-481-3217 
Caller Cuer Corner. Ridgewood. NJ 201-445.7398 
Cosmos Design, Fenton, MO 314-343-5293 
The Dance Store. San Jose. CA 408-267.2333 
5/D Record Roundup. Denver, CO 303-238-4810 
Random Sound. Minneapolis. MN 612-869.9501 
Rookie Rhythm, Clearwater, FL 813-461.1879 
Wagon Wheel S/0 Wear. Salt Lake City. UT f101-532.3213 
Danzikem Research Ent. Ltd . Victoria BC Can .  604-479.7989 
Promenade Shop. Portland. OR 503-252-7623 
...When You Call for the Very Best... 
It's THE ASHTON AMPLIFIER SYSTEM 
FOR THE Best in Calling Equipment 
Dealer Inquiries Welcome 
340-K Turtle Creek Court 
San Jose CA 95125 
	
(408)995.6544 
• Speaker Stands 
• Record Cases—Wood & Metal 
• Nady Wireless Microphones 
• Astatic Microphones 
All units are in stock at the factory for Immediate delivery. 
Buy Irom your favorite dealer or factory direct .  
I 
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JIM AND DOTTIE McCORD 
Jim and Dottie McCord began dancing 
in 1961 in Mobile, Alabama, with a caller 
who combined both squares and rounds 
in his basic classes. In 1972, their caller, 
Bancroft Hall, asked them to take over 
the round dance program, since squares 
were taking up more and more of his 
time. The McCords attended the Mann-
ing Smith Institute in Oklahoma and 
returned home raring to go. 
Since then, the McCords have con-
ducted at least one basic class a year. 
At present they teach basics and extend-
ed basics for one year before blending 
the dancers with their Happy Soles Club. 
They also have a Carousel Chapter #131 
for their High-Intermediate and Ad-
vanced dancers. 
The McCords are active in the national 
round dance scene, and were vice-chair-
men for rounds for the 34th National 
Convention in Birmingham. They are 
charter members of Roundalab, and 
chair the Classics Committee. Jim and 
Dottie are on staff for a week at Cope-
crest, and teach at festivals throughout 
the southeast. They are on the staff of 
ESP Records, and their latest dances are 
Elmer's Two-Step, Carousel Waltz, 
Home So Fine, Daydreaming and 
Margie. 
They square dance once a week, and 
spend one week a year in training, 
presently at Round-A-Rama in Indiana. 
Jim is a projects manager for Gulf 
Electric, and Dottie is a homemaker and 
manager of their dance business. They 
have two daughters, one son, and four 
grandchildren. 
The McCords love square and round 
dancing and feel that it is the perfect 
recreation. They teach with love and pa-
tience injected with lots of fun! 
BY-LINE, Continued 
Cleveland, Ohio area, as well as in wider circles. Mary Jenkins, dancer and retired 
school teacher in New York and Florida, reviews books each month. Mary Fabik, of the 
ASD staff, supplies with a backward look in "Encore." Both Russ and Nancy Nichols 
( AC Lines) and Phyl and Frank Lehnert (R/D record reviewers) are active dancers from 
the Toledo, Ohio area. 
When the winter storms rage, settle down with these friends and share their thoughts. 
Once again, Happy New Year from the ASD staff. 
SQUARE DANCE 
HOSTESS ACCESSORIES 
50 Beverage Napkins .90 
50 Lunch Napkins .90 
24 Coasters .85 
24 Place Mats 1.50 
1 Decal 0/Couple Motif .85 
1 Decal Crossed Sqs. .55 
40 Pcs Party Pek: Napkins, Coasters. Mats 
	2.25 
24 Pcs Snak Pak: Napkins & Coasters 	 .95 
48 Pcs Gilt Box: Napkins & Coasters 1.95 
1 Boot Case, leather key holder wIcrossed sq 1.00 
1 Key Tag, plastic w/dancing couple 	 .85 
1 Plaque, wood wldancing couple motif 2.75 
Please Include HANDLING CHARGE with your order 
ZIP Code 00001-49999 $1.50 	Canada 	$2.50 
ZIP Code 5000099999 $2.00 Address Labels 1.00 
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME 
SQUARE SPECIALTIES 
P.O. Box 7263, Dept. A100 
Port St. Lucia, FL 33485 
FREE GIFT SENT WITH YOUR ORDER 
500 Address Labels s/Couple 	$4.00 
t Evle & Dick Thomas 
421 Ruffner Court 
Port St Lucie. FL 
33452 
SEND 25c FOk OUR COLOR BROCHURE 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICES AVAILABLE FOR CLUBS 
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Steal a .tale peek 
MICKEY McFARLAND 
Ossining, New York 
We note that Mickey McFarland has 
been to more caller schools than most 
callers. Just look at this record: 
1961, Camp Becket, Mass. with Charlie 
Baldwin; 1962, Pittsfield, Mass. with Al 
Brundage and Earl Johnston; 1963 
through 1970, eight schools in four cities 
with Ed Gilmore; 1978 and '79 with Cal 
Golden in Hot Springs, Ark.; and 1980, 
with Bill Peters in Las Vegas, Nevada. 
Mickey is a member of Callerlab and 
the Connecticut Callers and Teachers 
Association. She has been calling for 25 
years and presently calls for three clubs, 
including the class instruction. She 
has recorded on Petticoat Patter label 
with these titles: Raggin' A Call and You 
Are the One. 
Mickey believes in "lots of variety, in-
cluding contras, progressive circles, 
hexagons, etc." She cues round, does 
extensive committee work, attends 
many conventions such as the National 
Convention, and keeps her crowds danc-
ing with a special knack for including 
fun at all levels. 
HOEDOWNS 
Sunshine—JoPat 
Western Quadrille—Square Dance Time 
Alpine Hoedown—TNT 
Continued on Page 99 
Keep 'em Squared Up with HI-HAT & 
BLUE RIBBON DANCE RECORDS 
BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT 
HH5080 YOU'LL BE MINE by Jerry Schatzer 
HH5081 LITTLE GREEN VALLEY by Ernie Kinney 
RECENT RELEASES ON HI-HAT & BLUE RIBBON 
HH079 I'M FOR LOVE by Ernie Kinney 
HH5078 DOWN BY THE RIVERSIDE by Bronc Wise 
HH5077 FORGIVING YOU IS EASY by Tom Perry 
HH651 LOWDOWN HOEDOWN, Flip/2 CpI. Plus program 
BR239 OUT ON THE TEXAS PLAINS by Bobby Lepard 
Write or phone the producer regarding 
ELK TAPES AND SING ALONGS. 
Producer: Ernie Kinney Enterprises, 3925 N. Tollhouse Rd. 
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CALLING ALL CALLERS 
INTRODUCING THE ALL. NEW 
EQUIPMENT BOX COVERS 
Designed exclusively for the Square Dance Caller 




• Machine Stitched 
• 32 oz. Quilted Black Vinyl 
• Velcro Closing 
• Handle Opening for Easy Carrying 
• Column Speaker Cover (size 18x32x8) 
• Model 75A Amplifier Cover 
• AC300 Amplifier Cover (size 17219x8) 
• Covers made to fit around your box. 
J 8 J Upholstery 
Golden Strip Shopping Center 





NEW on SUNNY HILLS 
SH5005 PUT ON YOUR OLD GREY BONNET by 
Mac McCullar 
SH5004 BLUE RIDGE MTS. by Mac 
SH5003 HEARTACHES BY THE NUMBERS by 
John 
NEW ON BIG MAC 
BM067 HOTTEST "X" IN TEXAS by Jeanne 
BM068 WALKING THE FLOOR OVER YOU by 
Ron Mineau 
BM069 OH JOHNNY by John 
CURRENT FAVORITES 
SCOPE 649 LET ME CALL YOU SWEETHEART by Mac 
SH5002 KATY by Joanne Briscoe 
SH5001 HELLO HELLO by Mac 
BM066 GIMME ONE MORE CHANCE by Ron 
RM065 YOU ALWAYS HURT THE ONE YOU LOVE by John 
6M060 YOU DON'T CARE by Mac 




by Frank & Phyl Lohnert 
PLEASE FORGIVE ME— Capitol 6109 
Choreography by Len and Sue Vance 
Good Al Martino vocal and a nice, high-intermediate 
ballroom-type foxtrot. 
TAMMY TELL ME TRUE— Telemark 4721 
Choreography by Bill and Carol Goss 
Pretty music and a comfortable, high-intermediate 
international waltz. 
ALWAYS DREAM OF YOU— Roper 408 
Choreography by Hap and A.J. Wolcott 
Good All I Do Is Dream of You music and a nice, 
smooth, easy routine using basic figures. 
CINCINNATI TWO-STEP— MGRO10 (HiHat 851) 
Choreography by Pat and Don Nichols 
Catchy music; a comfortable, easy two-step using 
basic figures. Cued by Pete Metzger. 
FORGIVING YOU WAS EASY— Columbia 38-04847 
Choreography by Don and Dea Schneider 
Good Willie Nelson music and a flowing, easy two-
step with long sequence using mostly cue-thru 
basics. 
DOWN IN THE FLORIDA KEYS—Mercury 884-017-7 
Choreography by Jack and Muriel Raye 
Good Torn T. Hall vocal with catchy lyrics and a 
nice, rumba-type easy-intermediate two-step. 
BOUQUET OF ROSES— MGRO11 (HiHat 917) 
Choreography by Charlie and Edith Capon 
Good music and a comfortable easy two-step, cued 
by Pete Metzger. 
HOUSTON HEARTACHE— Texas Record 5508 
Choreography by Bill and Martha Buck 
Good country music and a flowing, easy-
intermediate, "five-step" routine. 
ROYAL EMPRESS TANGO— Folkkraft 1307 
Choreography by Ken Croft and Elena deZordo 
Good music and a good, interestingly different, in-
termediate tango routine. 
BYE BYE BABY BLUES— RCA 14193 
Choreography by Feorge and Johnnie Eddins 
Good music (vocal by the Judds) and a comfortable. 
easy-going, easy-to-easy-intermediate two-step. 
NEW YORK MINUTE—Epic 340816 
Choreography by Hank and Jetty Walstra 
Good swinging music (Ronnie McDowell vocal); a 
flowing easy two-step. 
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If a caller purchased  a!! of this month's record 
releases, the record case would have a splendid 
variety of music, from hard-driving, get-up-and-go 
to smooth and relaxing. Most all of the records had 
super square dance music, although they featured a 
wide range of instruments and sounds. An excep-
tional selection of good music is represented. 
I LOVE YOU BECAUSE—Chaparral 211 
Caller: Jerry Haag 
This release is one of the smooth and romantic 
ones, and opens with a beautiful fiddle rendition, 
followed by harmonica on the chorus. Jerry's 
melodic voice is backed by a chorus, harmonizing 
only on the called side. 	Rating: * * * * 
SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY—Chaparral 317 
Caller: Gary Shoemake 
This well-known "golden oldie" gets a rhythmic 
treatment by the Roadrunners and Gary, who after a 
mellow beginning moves into lively boogie style. 
The Plus figure includes single circle. Rating: ** * 
DIXIE TRAIN— Chaparral 318 
Caller: Gary Shoemake 
Gary builds excitement by the rhythm in his voice 
and his lyrical style. A "driving" song, the train ef- 
fect is carried into the music. 	Rating: * * * * 
THE COWBOY RIDES AWAY— Cloverleaf 5 
Caller: Herb Franklin 
This release is a relaxer, with slow rhythm and stan-
dard choreo. The Hawaiian guitar is used to good ef- 
fect. 	 Rating: * 
SUGAR SHACK— Eagle 1007 
Caller: Tom Dillander 
This music might be difficult for some callers to 
handle. Tom used a plus figure, load the boat, in his 
call. The music and voice balance on this release 
needed an adjustment. 	 Rating: * 
SHE'S A MIRACLE— Eagle 1602 
Caller: Doug McCart 
The harmonica featured on this instrumental is 
given a rich background and a full range of music. A 
good square dance beat is present. Callers could 
make good use of this instrumental. 	Rating: * 
TOOT TOOT TOOTSIE—ESP 701 
Caller: Craig Rowe 
Tootsie is an old release very well done by this 
young caller, fairly new to the record scene. His 
figure is standard MS, but he has a fine 
pick-'em up style. The caller has to provide the lyric 
line in parts of this instrumental which are heavy on 
chording. The effect is interesting. Rating: * * * * 
I DON'T NEED NOTHING— ESP 511 
Caller: Bob Newman 
Bob does a super job on this CW tune with the 
ungrammatical title, ! Don't  Need Nothing You Ain't 
Got. The instrumental features good fiddle and some 
guitar 	 Rating: * * * 
EARLY MORNING RAIN— ESP 316 
Caller: Paul Marcum 
The nice bass timbre in Paul's voice strikes a 
melancholy note that is very effective in this relaxed 
and smooth release. Music features guitar, muted 
trumpet and piano. 	 Rating: *** 
FORTY HOUR WEEK— ESP 315 
Caller: Paul Marcum 
Paul's voice has a hint of Johnny Cash as he salutes 
the working people of the U.S.: the Detroit auto 
worker, the Kansas wheatfield farmer, the Pitts-
burgh steel mill worker, and the West Birginia coal 
miner. Paul's figure is good and fun to dance. 
Rating: ** * 
THE FIREMAN— ESP 135 
Caller: Elmer Sheffield Jr. 
Elmer directs the dancers through a grand square 
while he tells about the Fireman. This release is 
straightforward, steady and danceable, with MS 
material. The music sound is traditional, with a 
"lift" provided by the fiddle in the opening, fol- 
lowed by lots of good guitar. 	Rating: * ** 
PICK ME UP ON YOUR WAY DOWN— Blue Star 
2296: Caller: Johnnie Wykoff 	 Key: D 
Johnnie's choice of calls for the intro and figure of 
this release are very different from the ordinary. The 
catchy tune provides very danceable music, with 
piano and muted trumpet in the forefront. 
Rating: **** 
OLD BLACK MAGIC— Blue Star 2295 
Caller: Johnnie Wykott 	 Key: E flat 
Well-composed choreography and Johnnie's great 
singing voice are added to a nice trumpet arrange-
ment for a super dancing experience. Alternating 
with piano and guitar, the trumpets provide a hint of 
the big band sound. 	 Rating: * * * * 
I'M FOR LOVE— Bogan 1359 
Caller: Lee Walden 	 Key: C 
Lee's name is new in the recording field. His home 
is Tulsa, Oklahoma. His choreo is standard MS and 
his song repeats the philosophy of the currently 
popular tune. 	 Rating: ** 
78 
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YOU'D CRY, TOO ... 
if hundreds of persons moved 
and it cost you 30e each time to 
get the new address. ►LEASE, 
when you move send us your 
new address immediately. 
BEER BARREL POLKA— E-Z 732 
Caller: Johnnie Wykoff 
This release combines the heel-toe polka and 
square dance formation in a quadrille that is well-
prompted by Johnnie. The record is sub-labeled a 
"school rhythms" record. It's sure to be fun for all 
ages. 	 Rating: *** 
I FELL IN LOVE AGAIN LAST NIGHT— Desert 24 
Caller: Amazing Grace Wheatley 
Graces uses cloverleaf to good advantage. Her uni-
que style tits this pleasant love sung. Grace sings 
the lyric line on the intro and tags of the called side. 
The music is "mellow.' • 	Rating: * * * 
BLUE EYES AND JEANS— Prairie 1082 
Caller: Renny Mann 
Renny uses the Plus figure, single circle, in his fine 
job of calling this CW tune. The steady beat makes 
one want to get up and dance. Super square dance 
music. 	 Rating: * * * 
DON'T BLAME IT ALL ON ME— Rawhide 123 
Caller: Lee McCormack 
The dancers liked the cue to the girls on the intro. 
Lee's calls are clear, his figure is standard, and the 
treatment of this old tune is great. 	Rating: * * * 
GIRLS NIGHT OUT— Buckskin 0210 
Caller: Al Saunders 
This release provides jazzy music without much 
melody. The instrumental could be used as a 
hoedown. 	 Rating: ** 
HOTTEST "X" IN TEXAS— Big Mac 067 
Caller: Jeanne Briscoe 
Lead right, do-sa-do to a wave is a different open-
ing. The music is good, but overpowers Jeanne's 
excellent singing voice in some areas on the called 
side. 	 Rating: * * * 
BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAINS— Sunny Hills 5004 
Caller: Mac McCullar 
This revival of an old favorite has an updated figure 
and intro, including an eight-step grand square. 
The boom-chuck rhythm, with fiddle lead. is very 
danceable, and Mac calls a good one. 
Rating: * * * 
HEARTACHES BY THE NUMBER— Sunny Hills 5003 
Caller: John Eubanks 
This classic CW tune is brought to us with a "gen-
tle" instrumental, using piano, xylophone and 
woodwind. John's voice is pleasant and the balance 
is good His Plus figure includes coordinate. 
Rating: ** * 
WALKING THE FLOOR OVER YOU—BIG MAC 068 
Caller: Ron Mineau 
Ron's nice bass voice adds to this release of a tradi-
tional tune. Very danceable Plus material. The in-
strumental has guitar picking throughout. 
Rating: *** 
PATTER RECORD: 
HACKSAW HOEDOWN— Rawhide 511 
Caller: Jerry Hamilton 
Jerry calls plus for this hoedown, which offers a 

















WIN A NEW HILTON MICRO 75 FREE 
BE A DOUBLE-BARRELED WINNER! 
Sound by Hilton 
Callers Notes from "Lead Right" 
Today's Fastest Growing Callers' Aid 
An new subs via this special offer only $12.50 US funds 
That's 56 00 oft regular price 
Don't be left out—this fantastic offer will expire with sub ♦500. 
Plus supplement. add S7 50 
Foreign postage extra 
MAVERICK ENTERPRISES, RR2, Box 20, Sheldon, MO 64784 




Mail Orders Available 
from   these Shops 
CALIFORNIA 
) DOP.!-E.' Crystal Magic Petticoats 
437 San Mateo Av. San Bruno CA 
94066; Toll free 800-468.6423 
s or415.588-4126 in Cal. 
Free Swatches, flyers 
1  ROMIE'S S/0 & WESTERN WEAR 3827 El Cajon Blvd. 
%.. San Diego CA 92105 
(619)280-2150 
) 2nd location: 
9128 Fletcher Pkwy. 
La Mesa CA 92041 
) (619)698-6305 
FLORIDA 
ELAINE'S KOLLECTION of SID 
& Western Fashion, 400 S. Alcaniz 
Pensacola FL 32501 904-433.4052 
Hazel & Don Jochum 
Catalog SI 
INDIANA 
BEV'S SQUARE DANCE & WESTERN 
112 Depot St. 
Auburn IN 46706 
219-925.3818 or 483.1081 
24-hour Phone Service 
LOUISIANA 
JANET'S SID SHOPPE 
3411 Ryan St. (318)477-3622 
) Lake Charles LA 70605 
Just South of 1-210 Exit 
Member NASRDS; VISA 8 MC 
MAINE 
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP INC. 
Rt. 115 Yarmouth Rd. 
Gray ME 04039 
Catalog V. Refund with 1st Order 
MARYLAND 
DIXIE DAISY 
1351 Odenton Rd. 
Odenton MD 21113 
KROENING'S FASHION MAGIC 
4313 Harford Rd. 
Baltimore MD 21214 
301-426-1700 




Detroit MI 48209 
Prettier, perkier petticoats 8 
pantalettes 
MINNESOTA 
PALOMINO SID SERVICE 
if 816 Forest Hill Dr. SW 
Rochester MN 55901 (800-328.3800) 
i Member of NASRDS 
0 We welcome Mail Orders' 
NEBRASKA 
KERCHIEF & CALICO 
PO Box 204 (308-832.03131 
Minden NE 68959 
Block South of P.O. 
Home of Pioneer Village 
NEW MEXICO 
LEE'S CALICO COUNTRY 
1704 Moon N.E. (505-294-2834) 
Albuquerque NM 87112 
Catalog 11283 $1.50 ($2.50 Foreign) 
Crcdited on TIrst Order 
JEANETTE'S ORIGINALS 
3103 Central Ave. NE 
Albuquerque NM 87106 
255-8961 
Catalog 51.50; Foreign $2.25 
NEW JERSEY 
THE CORRAL, Trudy Boyles 
10 Pine St. Ph. (201)244.3921 
Toms River NJ 08753 
S/D Patterns, Apparel, Acessories 
Member NASRDS: Visa 8 MC 
HICKORY HILLS SID SUPPLIES 
224 Highway 18 
East Brunswick NJ 08816 
(201) 828.5666 
NEW YORK 
ROCHESTER SHOE STORE 
K-Mart Plaza 
Mattydale NY 13211 
Discount Prices 
Send for free catalog 
OHIO 
M & H WESTERN FASHIONS 
13002 Lorain Ave (216-671-5165) 
Cleveland OH 44111 
Dancer's Shopping Delight 
DART WESTERN 
419 So. Arlington St. 
Akron OH 44306 (216.724-5441) 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
SQUARE TOGS 
11757 US 42 
Sharonville OH 45241 
(513) 769-4863 
Records Available Tool 
OKLAHOMA 
LOWELL'S PLACE—SD/West. Wear 
2 blocks E of 135, Exit 4th St. 
107 SE 3 (So. Edge of Okla. City) 
Moore OK 73160 (405-799-5602) 
Discount Prices 
C BAR S TOO, Inc 
4526 NW 50th 
Oklahoma City OK 73122 
405-495.7459 
PENNSYLVANIA 
TINGUE'S SQUARE WEAR 
1987 Yale Ave. 717-323-2543 
Williamsport PA 17701 
Only complete supplier in Central Pa 
Mail orders prepaid E of Miss. River 
FORD'S FLUTTERWHEEL t-ASHIONS 
1630 Lilac Dr. (412-528-2058) 
W. Middlesex PA 16159 
Located at 1-80 88 Pa. Rt. 18 
THE BOBBIE SHOPPE 
84 Jackson Ave. 
Meadville PA 16335 
Phone: (814) 7241138 
Large Selection/Good Prices 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
MARTY'S S/D FASHIONS 
404 Cherokee Dr. 803-268-0240 
Greenville SC 29615 
5/0 Clothing for Men 8 Women 
GRAND SQUARE WESTERN WEAR 
207 Leslie Drive 
W. Columbia SC 29169 
803-7914486 
Send for Free Catalogue 
TENNESSEE 
THE ALLEMANDE SHOP 
PO Box 8246 
Chattanooga TN 37411 
615-892.8246 
TEXAS 
FAWCETT'S SID SHOP 
412 W. Sam Houston 
Pharr TX 78577 (512-787-1116) 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
Engraved 8 Hot Stamped Badges 
THE CATCHALL 
1813 Ninth 
Wichita Falls TX 76301 
Square & Round Dance Regalia 
Immediate Mail Order Service 
C BAR S SID Apparel 
11601 Plano Rd., Ste. 102 
Dallas TX 75243 
214.340-0515 
CALICO SQUARE 
2805 S. 14th 
Abilene TX 79605 
915-698-7851 
S/D 8 Casual Apparel 
ARLENE'S SID SHOP 
321 West 16th St. 
Amarillo TX 79191 
1806)374-2711 
Mon.-Fri. 9:30 to 5 p.m. 
VIRGINIA 
LIW WESTERN APPAREL 
Rt. 4 Box 19 
Elkton VA 22827 
Phone: 703-298-8676 
PETTICOAT CORNER 
S/D Fashions 804-266.4946 
8816 Highway One North 
Richmond, Virginia 
(Mail: Glen Allen VA 230601 
WEST VIRGINIA 
EVELYN'S SID APPAREL 
2533 Spring St. 




Write or call! 
ALBERTA, CANADA 
LOU-ANN SID ACCESSORIES 
12348 Fort Rd (Sands Hotel Com- ( 
plex) 
Edmonton, Alta TSB 4H5 
Ph. (403) 471-2524 
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This handsome doormat will welcome 
your friends to your home or R.V. The 
colorful emblem makes it an eye-
catcher. 
Made of rubberized vinyl, the mat is 
19"x30". The word Welcome is in light 
blue-gray, the dancers are in red, blue, 
gold and white. 
Triple R Western Wear markets these 
attractive mats for $25.00. Write to them 
at 250 Broad St., Falls Church VA 22046. 
RECORDS 
Mark Patterson 
182 N Broadway u4 




JP1201 WHEN YOU'RE SMILING—Don 
JP1101 DEVIL IN A COWBOY HAT—Nick 
JP1001 BIG SOMBRERO—Joe, Tom, Mark 
JP901 NEW SELFISH—Virg Troxell  
JP2 20 GIVE 	MY 	REGARDS 
Peterson 
JP602 NEW RIVER TRAIN— Mark 
JP802 HEY GOOD LOOKIPC—Tom 
JP506 MAMA/ROSE— Hoedown 
Virg Troxell 	RECENT RELEASES 
Mishawaka IN JPBO1 YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS— Tom 
JP219 OH LONESOME ME— Joe 
JP218 BONAPARTE'S RETREAT— Joe 
JP217 LOVE LETTERS In the SAND—Joe 
JP216 DEVIL WOMAN— Joe 
JP601 GOTTA TRAVEL ON— Mark 
JP403 MORNING DEW— Joe 8 Mark 
BEST SELLERS .  
JP402 FOUR IN THE MORNING— Joe 
JP214 SWEET GEORGIA BROWN— Joe 
Don Jochum 
/ 
	JP215 LITTLE RED WAGON— Joe 
JP1 14 YELLOW RIBBON— B. Vinyard 
JP110 ONCE IN MY LIFE— B Vinyard Pensacola FL 
OWNER & PRODUCER 
Joe Porritt 
1616 Gardiner Lane Suite 202 
Louisville KY 40205 
1502)459-2455 
JP1OB MATADOR— B Vinyard 
JP209 COUNTRY WASN'T COOL— Joe 
J1,2138 FRIDAY NIGHT BLUES— Joe 
JP205 I DON T DRINK FROM THE RIVER 
40E DOWNS 
JP501 JOPAT/JOLEE SPECIAL 
JP502 COUNTRY CAT/CITY SLICKER 
JP503 SUNSHINE/MOONSHINE 
JP504 UPTOWN/DOWNTOWN 
JP505 MUDDY RIVER/FEELIN' GOOD 
ROUNDS 
JP301 ALL OF ME 
JP302 NO LOVE AT ALL 
GOLDEN OLDIES 
JP109 SEE YOU IN MY DREAMS 
JP105 I DON'T KNOW WHY 
JP101 BLUE MOON OF KENTUCKY 
JP111 NEVERTHELESS 
JP106 HEARTBREAK MOUNTAIN 
JP206 I FEEL BETTER ALL OVER 
, • 7 
kt.1: ha • 
Tom Roper 
RI 2 Box 143A 
Bill Peterson 
Livonia MI 




MAIL ORDER— MASTER RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 37876 
Phoenix AZ 85069 (602-9975355) 
Square, round, ballroom, pop labels 
Specializing in mail & phone orders 
GEORGIA 
Jim Champion Records 
848 Suholden Circle 




6199 43rd S. No. 
Oakdale MN 55109 
612-777.1280 
PALOMINO SID SERVICE 
FAIR 'N SQUARE RECORDS Division 
816 Forest Hill Dr. SW 
Rochester MN 55902 (1.800.328.3800) 
NEW JERSEY 
CALLERS' CUERS CORNER/SUPREME AUDIO 
271 Greenway Rd., Ridgewood NJ 07450 
(201) 445-7398 
THE Professional Source for Square and Round 
Dance Equipment—FREE CATALOGUE 
OHIO 
F & S WESTERN SHOP 
1553 Western Ave. 
Toledo OH 43609 
419-385-4741 
TEXAS 
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
Box 17668 • 1835 S. Buckner 
Dallas TX 75217-0668 (214-398.7508) 
OVERSEAS 
HOWARD MARKS, 1 ivy Road 
London E17, England (Ph. 01.539-7967) 
Serving the movement since 1954 
Mall Order a Specialty. Member NASRDS. 
Badges 
CENTURY CLUB 
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join today. 
PO Box 57 
Westfield MA 01086 
Cost: 52.00 plus 50' postage & handling 
JIM & BONNIE'S 
4420 Tennyson 
Denver CO 80212 
303-477.1594 
Activity & Club Badges 
PAULY'S (715-845.3979) 
PO Box 72 
Wausau WI 54401 
Engraved and Jeweled Badges 
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO. 614471-3735 
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps from our 
Design or Yours— Harold & Roberta Mercer 
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus OH 43219 
KA-MO ENGRAVERS 
PO Box 3447 
Albuquerque NM 87110 
3D Club & Fun Badges 
Free Catalogue 
Send for Catalog  
LINCOLN SIGN AND PLAQUE CO. 
10 Woodlawn Dr. 
No. Warren PA 16365 
Send 20c Stamp for Catalog 
D&H ENGRAVING 
413 Mertens Ave. 
Racine Wi 53405 
Club, Fun & Mini Badges 
Send for Free Listing 
MONTHLY IlritPq 	SERVICES IIII %so h$.01... for Callers 
NEWS 'N NOTES 
Ed Foote 
2107 Shunk Ave. 
Alliance OH 44601 
SCVSD CALLERS NOTES 
Bill Davis 
1359 Belleville 
Sunnyvale CA 94087 
LEAD RIGHT CALLERS NOTES 
Don Malcom — Walt Cole — Stan Burdick 
Maverick Enterprises, RR 2 Box 20 
Sheldon MO 64784, 516.50 Yearly 
With Plus Supplement $25.00 
S/D HALLS 
DANCE IN FLORIDA TO THE CALLING OF JACK 
LASRY, Trails End Square Dance Center, 305.981-
7788, 5882 Stirling Rd., Hollywood FL 33021. 
HOLIDAY OF HARTLAND, Hartland, Mich. (ASO„ May 
'84. p. 39) on US 23 at intersection of M59. Dance pro-
grams through A-2. Contact Dick & Marlene Bayer, 
9099 Parshallville Rd., Fenton MI 48430. 
ASTEC RECORD 































SQUARE DANCE SEALS (Since 1965. Five color, eye-
catching Seals on your correspondence are an "invita-
tion to square dancing." Order from Bill Crawford, Box 
18442. Memphis TN 38181-0442. Samples on Request. 
1 sheet (50 seals), 50e + 25e pstg. & hndig.; 3 sheets, 
$1. + 25c p&h; 10 sheets, $3. + 50e p&h; 20 sheets, 
$5. + 50e p&h. Our Twentieth (20th) Year. 
YAK STACK—Sound Columns for Callers 
Write P.O. Box 2223, Vernon CT 06066 
Phone 203-649-5144 
YAKETS (Plastic Record Covers) 
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NEW CALLERS, Write for FREE RECORD CATALOGS 
and FREE cassette tape offer. Send 51.00 for postage 
to Bob Mason, Box 247 , Almond NY 14804. Phone 
607-276-2442. 
Square & Round Dance Theme Counted Cross-Stitch 
Patterns. 3 square books, 1 round book. 5 patterns 
each. $5.00 ea. + $1.50 pstg. per order. State patterns 
available upon request at $1.50 ea. + 50e pstg. per 
order. Dealers welcome. Ralph & Mary Ann Kornegay. 
4634 Trafalgar Rd., Wilmington NC 28405. 
NASHVILLE SOUND PLUS YOU LP'S. Back-up music 
to the greatest county hits. YOU are the solo artist.  
Great for after-parties, between tips. etc. Complete 
list free upon request. Yellow Rock Shoppe. P.O. Box 
635, Mesquite TX 75149. Tel: 214-391-7040. 
FREE! 48 Page Catalog 
CALLERS'-CUERS' CORNER 
Home 01 SUPREME AUDIO 
Your Complete Shop-At-Home Source tor All Professional Calling 
& Cueing Equipment. Dancers Accessories & GIFTS. 
Largest Selection ol Nashville Sound Pius You Lp's & Cassettes 
Call TOLL FREE 1-800-445-7398 
Bill & Peggy Heyman, 271 Greenwey Rd. 
Ridgewood NJ 07450 (201-445-7398) 
FOR SALE S/Dance Wholesale Manufacturing, Retell 
Store and Mall Order Business. Established wholesale 
and mail order accounts. Seniority standing in the Na-
tional Conventions, great for retail and wholesale 
sales, each in the four digit range. Inquire to Jean 
Cumbie, c/o Haptonstall Realtors, 10131 Shoreview. 
Dallas TX 75238. 
FOR SALE: Square Dance Shop In Central Florida 
Area. Established 9 Years. 1984 Gross $169.000 
$99.000 Selling Price with Good Terms. VR Business 
Brokers of Orlando, Inc. (305) 629-9112. 
Books 
SQUARE DANCERS ENCYCLOPEDIA: $9.00. ALL 
movements. MINI-BOOK: Basics-C3 $5.00. DIA-
GRAMED GUIDE—Basics & Plus $5.00. ADVANCED 
DIAGRAMS: Plus-C2 $7.50. Order from Jean Burleson. 
2565 Fox Ave., Minerva OH 44657. 
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS New 
1983 Edition, Round Dance Basics Book, 58.00 ppd 
Now includes 10 week dancer proven course, dance 
positions, complete approved terminology, mixers. 
teaching hints. plus now introduction into foxtrot. 
tango, cha cha and ballroom. Coordinate with the 
Grenn record teaching series. Order from Frank 
Lehnert, 2844 S. 109th St., Toledo OH 43611. 
DANCE-A-ROUND AND HAVE FUN— $3.60 by mail. 
Abbreviations, Positions. Symbols & Terms written in 
easy-to-understand words. Order from Betty & Clancy 
Mueller, 112 Hollybrook Dr., New Whiteland IN 46184. 
THE TWO POCKET DICTIONARIES OF SQUARE 
DANCE CALLS— Book 1, Mainstream; Book 2, Plus 
program and Al & A2. To order: Send $3.00 to Pocket 
Dictionary, PO Box 2223, Vernon CT 06066. Specify 
which book you are ordering. 
SIGHT CALLING SIMPLIFIED— An easy and simple 
system for new sight callers. Based on the premise 
that anyone can sight call. Price $6.50. Order from 
Whitey Aamot. 916 3rd Ave., SE, Waseca MN 56093. 
LEGACY LEADERSHIP MANUAL: suggestions for 
leadership training and steps involved: publicity, pro-
motion, officers' duties, rules of order, aspects of 
leadership. Send $5.00 plus $1.39 pst. to 2149 Dahlk 
Circle, Verona WI 53593. 
SOLD FEET: How To Get Them Dancing by Kaye 
Anderson. 150-page Round Dance reference book for 
the Beginning Dancer. Step-by-step directions for man 
and woman. 140 diagrams, 430-item Index.$11.50 ppd. 
DANCE ACTION, PO BOX 127. Jackson MO 63755. 
SID CALLER'S GUIDE BOOK. $7.50. Two for $10.50. 
15-day money back guarantee. Make your calling 
easy. Teach yourself to make thousands of calls. Offer 
includes Book, Special Code System. and Choreogra-
phic Aids. Sheill, 33735 Alta Loma, Farmington MI 
48024. 
TDS BOOKS: Our square dance books illustrate every 
call and every part of every call—the only books that 
do this. Ed Foote, a nationally known and respected 
caller, edits our books for accuracy and up-to-date call 
variations. All of our square dance books present the 
Callerlab lists of calls.  
SID FOR LEARNERS, $7.95 (B, MS) 
MAINSTREAM PLUS, 57.95 (+ 1, 2, OS) 
ADVANCED & CHALLENGE, 57.95 (A-1, A-2, C-i) 
EXTENDED CHALLENGE, 58.50 (C-2, C-3 concepts) 
RID CUE SHEET SERVICE— Send for brochure. 
Send check or money order to TDS. 507 S Euclid St. 
Sp. 38, Santa Ana CA 92704 
SUPPLIER of S/D APPAREL 
DELORIS', 847 Central 
Horton KS 66439 
Ladies. Girls, Mans Vests 
Write on business letterhead 
for information. 







I THINK I'LL STAY HERE 
AND DANCE 
by Earl Rich 
SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE SUPPLIES 
LATEST RECORD RELEASES 
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE 
FOUR SQUARES DANCE SHOP 
640 ANTELOPE RD .  
RENO NV 89506 
Ph. 702-322-2077 
or 826-7422 
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Square Dance MAIL ORDER CATALOG "L" 
Featuring 24 Full Size pages of Square Dance Pat-
terns. Apparel. Specials, and More. 
PATTERNS: "Our own Interchangeable Pattern 
Pieces (some shown on this page), Authentic, 
C&C, Kwik-Sew, and F. Burrus for blouses, 
skirts, jumpers, petticoats, pettipants, 
pant/blouse, dresses, (2 dresses sized 
XS-XXXL), vests and shirts. 
F To introduce your class members to our catalog, we will send as 
R many Free copies as your Club requests. it you include 10c per catalog. 
E to help defray postage costs. This Catalog is an excellent S/0 fashion 
E teaching guide 
• •Dealer Inquiries welcomed.  
2 patterns shown above are multi-sized: 8-10-12 
All other patterns include all sizes in one package. 
POSTAGE 
1 pall 51 .00 
2 patts. St 50 
3 pates 52 00 
4 or more $2.50 
•'Petticoat $2 00 	• 
• 
Jumper 
Blouse 51 75 
Peasant 
Blouse $1 75 
6 Gore 
Skirt $1 75 
Peek-a-Boo 




APPAREL: Skirts, blouses, shirts, ties, towels, pettipants, 
petticoats, including a soft, "not a stick-out," beginners' 
favorite. 
SPECIALS: Jewelry Specials: Skirt and Shirt Specials: Beginner 
Dancer Specials: and our SUPER SPECIAL PETTICOAT OFFER: our 






I size adjust' 
able waist. anc 
length. 20"-23 
TO ORDER CATALOG L: Send $1 00 (refunded on first order), to: 
SHIRLEY'S SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE 
Rte. 9-D, Box 423, Dept. B 








You simply sew the side seam and 
finish the casing for a perfect fit! 
1.11.r!P 
IP:  
.5 '' # 	
PETTICOAT FEATURES A SLIGHTLY-CRISP NYLON TRICOT V '' 	
STATE WAIST MEASUREMENT AND PETTICOAT LENGTH 
# 
ift. 
FABRIC. DOUBLE-LAYERED CONSTRUCTION AND A SMOOTH 
NON-CURL BOTTOM EDGE.  
t ...1  do . 
PLEASE INCLUDE S2 00 PER KIT FOR HANDLING 
74 
SEWING SPECIALTIES 








S1.00 per kit for two 
or more kits per order 
Not too full 
Full look 
Extra full 
40 yards 	$16 95 
80 yards $25 95 




COLORS: wilite, black, red. candypink. yellow. light blue. orange 
orchid. royal. mintgreen and white petticoat with colored bottom tier 
25TH INTERNATIONAL 
SQUARE Et ROUND 
DANCE 
CONVENTION 
MAY 8, 9, 10, 1986 
McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada 
  











IRV & BETTY EASTERDAY 
CHARLIE Er MADELINE LOVELACE 
ASSISTED BY AREA CALLERS 
PLUS WORKSHOPS Et DISCUSSIONS 
Dance registration only $16.00 Single, $32.00 Double. Payable in Canadian Funds. 
Complete Package: Dancing, accommodation & meal package at McMaster University Campus-- 
3 nights & 8 meals. $144.50 Single, $289,00 Double 
For Information & Brochures, write: Joan Fraser, 71 Roywood Dr., Don Mills Ont. M3A 2C9 








Rieviere de lune 








SOUARE DANCE ROUNDS 
1. Bully 
2. Show Me 
3. Lonely Goatherd 




2. Dreamy Rhythm 
3. A Slow Walk 
4. Bill Bailey's Charleston 
5. Taste of the Wind 
INTERMEDIATE 
Primrose Lane 
2. Pop Goes the Movies 
3. Charleston 
4. Crazy Eyes 
5. Distant Drums 
HIGH INTERMEDIATE 
1. Pagan Love Song 
2. I'll Take Care of Your Cares 




Tips 01 My Fingers 
Dancing Shadows 
New York. New York 






Take One Step 
MOST POPULAR DANCES voted end 
enjoyed by 185 National Carousel 
Clubs (Adv, & High-Int. Levels) 
1. Spanish Town (Rother) 
2. The Apartment (Wakeland) 
3. Wheel Cha Cha (Shibata) 
4. Autumn Concerto (Roberts) 
5. Hooked On Swing (Windhorst) 
6. Tampa Jive (Macuci) 
7. Moonlight Magic (Pother) 
8. Charleston (Hooper)  
INTERMEDIATE 
Answer Me 
Fnlsom Prison Blues 
Roses for Elizabeth 
Birth of the Blues 
Feelin 




Alice Blue Gown 




Moon Over Naples 
9. Spanish Gypsy (Barton) 
10. Lolita (Dean) 
11. I'll Take Care (Moore) 
12. Rumba Rhapsody (Rother) 
13. Gazpacho Cha (Lawson) 
14. Return to Me (Smarrelll) 
15. Bye Bye Blues (Patmquist) 





We would like to establish 
dealerships for our quality pro-
ducts in countries outside of 
the USA i e Australia. New 
Zealand. Sweden. Canada, 
etc. If interested. please con-
tact Joseph Kush 
BELT BUCKLES woe 
Dancers 
Colors: 
Navy, Ivory, Ebony, 
Pink, Sapphire Blue, 
Carnelian (Tan), Sar-
donyx (Dark Brown), 
Lavender, Garnet. 
Hunter Green. 
AN ORIGINAL DESIGN 
HANDCRAFTED IN INCOLAY STONE 
Only $25.00 
(Calif. residents add 6% tax) 
J.R. Kush & Co. 	 Exclusive Worldwide Distributor 
7623 Hesperia St. Makes an 
	
Dealer Inquiries Invited 
Reseda, California 91335 
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John Saunders Francs Zeiler 
itiii Crowson 




Chain down the line 
Grand parade 
Spin the net 
PLUS OS 
Spin chain and 
exchange the gears 
Ping to a diamond 
Load the windmill 








See list of Callarlab 
programs, p. 91, 
September '84 
PLUS PROGRAM 
All eight spin the top 
Anything and roll 








b. and anything 
Extend the tag 
Flip the diamond 
Follow your neighbor 
Grand swing thru 
Linear cycle 
Load the boat 
Peel the lop 
Ping pong circulate 
Relay the deucey 
Remake the thar 
Single circle to a wave 
Spin chain the gears 
Teacup chain 
1/. tag the line 
Track two 
Trade the wave 
Triple scoot 
Triple trade 
Turn and left thru 
ASO PULSE POLL 
EXPERIMENTALS 
CAUTION: Not recom-
mended for dancers 




' • '04..6.  
1. Scoot and relocate 
• 2. Cross cut 
3. With the flow 
4. Linear flow 
(priority order) 
2832 Live Oak Dr., Mesquite TX 75150 1-214-270-0616 
KALOX- Velco-Longhorn 
NEW RELEASES ON KALOX 
K-1308 WISH YOU WERE HERE, Flip/Inst. by Francis Zeller 
RECENT RELEASES ON Kalox . 
K-1307 ALABAM, Hoedown/Flip by Harry Lackey 
RECENT RELEASES ON LONGHORN. 
LH-1043 HIGHWAY TO NOWHERE by Francis Zeller 
LH-1042 BETCHA MY HEART by Francis Zeller 
LH-1041 I'M ONLY IN IT FOR THE LOVE by Mike Bramlett 
NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO. 
B-337-A WALKIN' BLUES, Swing Rhythm by Richard & JoAnne 
Lawson 
1. Music Only; 2. Cues by Richard Lawson 
B-337-8 SMILE AWHILE. Waltz by Bill & Nona Lizut 
1. Music Only; 2. Cues by Charlie Proctor 
RECENT RELEASES ON BELCO: 
B-336 SAXXY/SNOWFLAKE 
B-335 TWO GUITARS/HARVEST MELODY 
RECENT RELEASES ON CROW: 
C-002 OKLAHOMA HILLS, Flip/Inst. by Bill Crowson 
C-001 CALENDAR GIRL, Flip/Inst, by Bill Crowson 
7832 Livp Oak Di Mesquite TX 75150 
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Paul Marcum 
Nashville, Tenn.  
Bob Newman 
Paducah, Ky.  





to the ESP Staff' 
Larry Letson 
Carmel, Indiana 






NEW RELEASES :  
ESP137 BOP by Elmer 
ESP136 HANG ON TO YOUR HEART by Elmer 
ESP135 THE FIREMAN by Elmer 
ESP134 THIS OLD HEART by Elmer 
ESP132 SMILE MEDLEY by Elmer & Tony 0.  
ESP131 DON'T CALL HIM A COWBOY by Elmer 
ESP130 MAGGIE by Elmer 
ESP129 THE PARTY'S OVER by Elmer 
ESP209 ALABAMY BOUND by Elmer, Paul & Darryl 
McMillan 
ESP208 YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE by Elmer & Bob 
ESP2D7 ON THE ROAD AGAIN by Elmer & Larry 
ESP206 SOUTH'S GONNA RATTLE by Elmer & Larry 
ESP205 STRONG WEAKNESS by Elmer & Paul 
ESP316 EARLY MORNING RAIN by Paul 
ESP315 FORTY HOUR WEEK by Paul 
ESP314 MY BABY'S GOT GOOD TIMIN by Paul 
ESP313 THAT'S THE WAY LOVE GOES by Paul 
ESP312 LOVER IN DISGUISE by Paul 
ESP403 HO-DOWN (Hoedown) Plus calls by Larry 
ESP511 DON'T NEED NOTHING YOU AIN'T GOT by Bob 
ESP510 BILOXI LADY by Bob 
ESP509 BEFORE I MET YOU by Bob 
ESP508 OLD FASHIONED GIRL by Bob 
ESP507 STREET TALK by Bob 
ESP609 THIS AIN'T DALLAS by Larry 
ESP608 I'M FOR LOVE by Larry 
ESP607 OLD ROCK AND ROLLER by Larry 
ESP606COIN MACHINE by Larry 
ESP605 HARD DOG by Larry 
ROUNDS 
ESP006 MARGIE cued by Jim 
ESP005 DAYDREAMING cued by Jim 
4 
For complete listing and distribution information. contact: 
Elmer Sheffield Productions. Inc. 
3765 Lakeview Dr.. Tallahassee FL 32304. 904-576-4088 or 681-3634 
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HAYLOFT STEPPERS BARN 
Sturbridge, Massachusetts 
In 1960, a group of avid square 
dancers bound themselves together into 
a new club, and found a "permanent" 
place to dance at the Hayloft Camp-
ground in the Brookfields, hence the 
name "Hayloft Steppers." 
Questions arose about the quality of 
the building in which they danced, and 
members began to think about a barn of 
their own. In the late sixties, a stone 
barn, complete with stables and stalls,  
was found, and several members put up 
cash for mortgage money. The building 
on Podunk Road in Sturbridge was ac-
quired. 
That was the beginning. They planned 
a dance hall on the back of the 30'x50' 
barn. Plans were drawn, permits and 
licenses obtained, red tape was untan-
gled. Paul Jolin borrowed a bulldozer, 
Warren Bemis a backhoe from his 
employer, and excavation was ac-
complished. Men who never intended to 
become masons learned to lay blocks. 
Amateur carpenters learned to saw 
boards and hammer nails. Much help 
came from Frank Tokanos, a plastics 
salesman, and the famous "floating 
floor" was designed and installed. The 
wiring was supervised, and much of it in-
stalled, by John Lapierre. The women 
were involved with paint brushes, clean-
ing solutions, coffee pots and sandwich 
trays. 
The new barn opened in 1970. The club 
now boasts about 120 members and has 
a well-rounded program of square and 





VISA & MASTERCARD 
ACCEPTED 
Everything but the stitches! 
Our kits are exclusively designed 
to save lime and money and to pro-
vide the latest in square dance 
styling. Send $1.00 for brochure.  
Refundable with first order,  
BLOOMERS AND THINGS 
4225 Morrow 
Waco, TX 76710 
817-753-4012 
BLOOMERS and THINGS EXCLUSIVE KITS FOR SQUARE DANCERS 




Al Brundage 	Gene Trimmer 
p 
RFD #2 Rt. 7 
St. Albans VT 05478 
Mike Trombly 
TNT223 TIJUANA H0E00WN/TROM'S HOEDOWN 
TNT224 BIG BOSS MAN by Hank Hanke 
TNT225 POP GOES THE MOVIES 84. Round by Jack Rave 
TNT226 LOVING IS GOLD by Dan Faria 
TNT227 JUMP RIGHT IN HOEDOWN/YAMA HOEDOWN 
TNT229 WHEELS (Round). by Bud Perron 
TNT230 LOVE FOUND YOU AND ME by Ron Fotch 
TNT231 ARIZONA WALTZ by Virginia Coiling 
TNT232 BEAT THE CABBAGE/ST. ANN REEL. (Hoedowns) 
TNT233 HOOP DE DOD POLKA by Al Brundage 
TNT234 SAVE THE LAST DANCE FOR ME by Erwin West 
THT235 SHOW ME, Round by Fran Krofp 
TNT236 DOWN AT PAPA JOE'S. Round by Phil Guenthner 
TNT237 LISTEN TO THE MOCKINGBIRD by Jim Mayo 
TNT238 YOUR SWEET LOVE by Glen Cooksey 
TNT239 TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE by Al Brundage 
INT240 DREAMS COME TRUE. Round by Glen Cooksey 
TNT241 SHUFFLING ON/TIP TAP, (Hoedowns) 
MODERN STYLE CONTRA PARTY 
LPI001— Dick Leger $5 - 75 psi 
Plastic Record Sleeve Available 
It's not too 
late to be 
early! SIGN UP FOR A SUBSCRIPTION NOW 
AND DON'T MISS AN ISSUE' 





STATE & ZIP 
PETTICOAT HANG-UP? 
Don't know where to store your petticoats neatly and con-
veniently. Solve your petticoat problems with an all new 
PETTICOAT TREE 
Decorate your room and keep as many as 12 petticoats 
neat and easy to reach. This spring-tension petticoat tree 
is satin brass plated th 12 especially designed hooks to 
make it easy to remove and replace your petticoats. The 
tree tits snugly between floor and ceiling, and can be 
easily relocated. It fits ceiling heights 7'10-  to 8'3" 
(special heights on request). 
Hangers available @ 95¢ ea. (White, Creme. Brown) 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL (818) 204-6373 
ORDER YOURS Mall to: R&J SPECIALTIES, Dept. A TODAY 
1215 Ruberta Ave., Glendale, CA 91201 
Petticoat Tree(s1 $34.50 ea. $ 
Hangers (Colo; 	) .95 ea. S 
Plus shipping and handling 
Enclosed is S 
Name 
Address 
City _ _ 
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DATE-LINE 
Events are listed free of charge once. in this column. Send your 
flyers or iniormalion on special events in your area. 
Utah— 3rd Annual January Jamboree. Dixie Middle School. St 
George. Jan. 17-18. Daryl Clendenin. Helen & Bob Lintord 
Arizona— Southern Arizona's 38th Annual S&RD Festival. Jan 
23-26. Kip Garvey. Jerry Story. Bill & Carol Goss Write Duncan 8 
Jean Murray 6509 E 39th St Tucson AZ 85730. 
Alabama— 17th Annual Sweetheart Dance, Fullondale Community 
Ctr . Feb 7-8. Sonny Cook. Bill Voiner, Barbara & Jerry Pierce 
New Mexico— 3rd Annual Sweetheart Festival. Albuquerque Con-
vention Ctr  Feb 7.9. Wade Driver. Pal Barbour, Jerry Story. Kip 
Garvey. Bob Baler. Dave & Nita Smith Write Nita Small 3413 75th 
St . Lubbock TX 79473 
Ohio— Festival of Rounds. SpringLake Ctr Lakemore, Feb 9. 
Delores Miller. Lou Lucius. Tom Rite. Stan Jaynes. Carl Smith 
Write Max Colette. %SpringLake Center. P.O.Box 484. Lakemore 
OH 44250 
Minnesota— Rochesler Holiday Weekend. Radisson Inn 
Rochester. Feb 14-16 Write Rochester Holiday Weekend. 1817 
16th St NW. Rochester MN 5590t 
CORRECTION 
The gremlins crept into our 
December issue and mixed two pic-
tures in record advertisements. We 
regret the error. The correct pictures, 
names and record labels are: 
SQUARE DANCERS 
OF AMERICA, INC. 
The announcement has been made 
that there will be no square dance float 
in the 1986 Tournament of Roses Pa-
rade. For those who question the con-
tinued sale of roses as fundraisers, here 
is the balance sheet as of Dec. 31, 1984, 
prepared by Glenny Accountancy Cor-
poration, showing the status of the float 
efforts. 
ASSETS 
Cash 	 $4,536 
Amount due from U.S. Forest 
Service for co-sponsorship 
of 1985 float 	 •8,400 
Accounts receivable 	 1,360 
Deposits refundable 98 
Total assets 	 $14,394 
LIABILITIES & ACCUMULATED DEFICIT 
Notes payable—money bor-
rowed from officers includ- 
ing interest at 6% 	 $19,058 
Contract payable—owed on 
1985 float, Dec. 31, 1984 	"36,000 
Account payable 	 139 
Total liabilities 	$55,197 
Accumulated Deficit 	 $40,803 
Up-date Notes: 
*Received payment of $8,400 from 
Forest Service. 
• *Paid $18,000 on 1985 float construc-
tion contract. Amount still owing: 





348Vee/ -4--   
Pattern Co. 
Box 23 
Catalog $1.50 	Hamlin, Texas 79520 
plus 50V postage & handling 
216 








your club were elected? Do you have 
dancer friends who are disenchanted 
with their club and officers? Then relax, 
help is as close as your nearest LEGACY 
trustee. 
LEGACY trustees are available to of-
fer their expertise and advice about 
holding a Mini-LEGACY in your area. At-
tendees at any Mini-LEGACY are people, 
like you, who are committed to the per-
petuation of the square dance move-
ment. The exchange of ideas and in-
teraction among Mini-LEGACY atten-
dees is most gratifying and enlight-
ening. Things don't look so bad when 
you discover others have the same pro-
blems, and some have even more. 
A Mini-LEGACY can be held on a 
state, local or club level. It can take one 
hour, half a day, one day or two or three 
days. 
For more information, contact: Walt 
and Louise Cole, 944 Chatelain Rd., 
Ogden UT 84403. 	Bill & Coleen Wilton 
Montello, Wisconsin 
CALLING TIPS, Continued 
should be, a quadrille, with 32 + 8 + 8 + 
16 beats. 
c. Sicilian Circles: couples are ar-
ranged facing around the circumference 
of a large circle, but facing in alternate 
directions. Dance patterns as for minis-
quares, and timed like a quadrille. Each 
sequence ends with a pass thru so 
everybody progresses around the big cir-
cle to face a new couple. Variation: 
dance sequence also contains a ladies 
chain, so there is also a progression of 
partners. Although dance sequences for 
Sicilian Circles may be obtained from 
contra dance cuers and books, the calls 
should be all square dance calls, and 
done to a normal square dance tempo of 
128-132 beats per minute. The same 
holds for quadrilles. 
Comments: Many callers are also ac-
customed to using "sight timing." This 
means that the caller watches what the 
dancers are doing, and gives them the 
next call when he sees that they are 
ready for it. Timed calls (which should in-
clude all singing call figures) may re-
quire a change in the caller's habits. 
LOU MAC & MAR-LET 
LOU-MAC RECORDS: 
LM155 BRASS BUCKLE—John Swindle 
LM154 GIVE ME ONE MORE CHANCE—Bob Green 
LM153 WASTED THE REST—Mac Letson 
LM152 BLUE DANCING SHOES BY Lee Swain 
LM151 YOU, YOU, YOU— Mac Letson 
LM150 FADED LOVE—Tom Miller 
LM149 WHICH SIDE OF LOVE—Mac Letson 
MAR-LET RECORDS: 
MAR511 SING SING SING—Kevin Cozad 
MAR510 OLD MAN RIVER—Jack Murray 
MAR509 LEONA—David Burns 
MAR508 TRAVELING SHOES—Wayne Smith 
MAR507 BABY LIKES TO SQUARE DANCE—
Robert Townsend 
MAR506 IT'LL BE ME—David Burns 
MAR505 THIS WORLD OF MINE—John Holmes 
MAR504 THINGS—Wayne Smith 
MAR503 WONDERFUL WORLD OF WOMEN—
Harold Rowden 
P.O. Box 2406, Muscle Shoals, Alabama 
205.383-7585 
DAVID BURNS 
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Ad designed by 6th grade winner Bonnie Wild 
DEALER INQUIRIES 
WELCOME 
hove "HAPPY FEET"  
and my .Fe el don't hurt any more-! 
'11APP7 Far,  'water and foam cushion innersoles 
give blessed, instant relief to tired aching feet. Used by square 
dancers everywhere. See your square dance dealer or: 
3. Non-symmetrical choreography: 
a. The starting calls of a sequence are 
addressed to one couple only or to one 
head couple and one side couple. One 
example is called Birds of a Feather, 
where all four men are in one half of the 
square and all four women in the other 
half. Other examples may be found (Jer-
ry Helt has done some using sweep a 
quarter). Check also with any caller in 
your area with at least 20 years' experi-
ence. 
b. Venus and Mars: the feature is that 
the four men and four women make two 
stars, rotating in opposite directions, 
from which the dancers may cross back 
and forth. Loads of fun to do; fantastic 
for an exhibition dance when it's done 
well. The two stars may be formed by 
women peeling away from a star pro-
menade, or can be individually set uo 
from a bird-of-a-feather formation. 
c. If You Want To: Caller gets the set 
into a formation where each man is di-
rectly facing a woman. He then says If 
you want to, followed by instructions for 
any of the man-woman pairs to ex-
change places: box the gnat or some 
equivalent. After a sequence of some 
carefully-chosen calls, the dancers sud-
denly find that they are back in normal 
formations regardless of how they start-
ed, or all ready to do a left allemande. 
Comments: Sight calling is complete-
ly dependent on the squares being sym-
metrical. If they aren't, the caller must 
read or memorize complete sequences 
of calls. Venus and Mars may be done as 
a zero sequence from star promenade. 
Various possibilities of Venus and Mars 
being called from a wrong-way star pro-
menade, from sashayed or arky stars, or 
having the two stars reverse direction in 
mid-flight have not choreographed. 
More on this next month. 
Send $6.50 per pair including shipping & handling 
Mastercard or Visa No. 	 EXP._L_ 
Washington residents add 7% sales ia 
Correct shoe size MEN 	LADIES 
	
STRIEGEL & ASSOC., INC. 
Name 1 31 1 Hathaway St.  
Address 
	
Yakima, WA 98902 
City 	 State 	 Zip 1509)457-3444 





What I Like 
John Marshall 
MOOD Leona 
Johnny 	 Don 	 Wayne 
Jones Williamson McDonald 
RB2994 	 RB2999 Don't 	803001 




Georgia On My Mind 
00289 A Good Night's Love 
60296 Down Deep 
R02993 That Was Before I Met You 
R83003 50's Medley 
RED BOOT BOYS RELEASES 
RB273 Bobbie Sue 
RB277 Where the Sun Don't Shine 
RB278 Got Leavin' On Her Mind 
RED BOOT BOYS DANCE/CONCERTS 
Jan.4 Birmingham, AL 
Jan.5 Jackson, MS 
Jan.6 Longview, TX 
Jan.7 Dallas, TX 
Jan.8 San Antonio, TX 
RED BOOT BOYS CASSETTE TAPES 
FIRE—Original Songs in Concert 
SHOWTIME—W S/Dance, Concert 
GOODTIMES—All S/D Singing Calls 
Available in 8-track, $9.00 ea. includes 
post. & Hand. (Check or Money Order) 
Order from W. McDonald, Rt 5 Box 272, 
Blountville TN 37617 
aces 
RBS1280 Sing- 
ing the Blues 
RBS1289 Sq. Dance 




Red Boot Star 
RED BOOT PRODUCTIONS INC. 
Rt. 8 College Hills, Box 28, Crest Dr. 
Greeneville TN 37743 
RED BOOT, RED BOOT STAR, GOLD STAR, J-K, G&W. FLUTTERWHEEL 
Jack Murray 
RBS1283 
7 Spanish Angels 
Drew Scearce 
RBS11287 Laugh- 
ing on the Outside 
Dave Stuthard 
RBS1285 
Let It Hull 
Norm ross 
RBS1279 It's 
Great to Be 
Sinulo A kin 
Ralph Trout 
RB282 Peg of my Heart 
Chuck Marlow 
RBS1290 Will the 





RBS1289 Say I Do 
Bob Fehrmann 
RBS1278 
Do Remember Me 
Claude Ross 
Red Boot Star 
Ron Dunbar 
60274 Why Don't 
You Love Me 
Bill Anderson 















Four Leaf Clover 




'WATCH OUT FOR THAT FIRST STEP, FOLKS." 
1986 RESOLUTION 
If we were elevator operators, would we do this to our customers? Then why do we do 
it again and again to new dancer prospects, class graduates entering the club setting, 
and occasional square dancers seeking to return to more active dancing. As things 
stand today, the entry level, the transition level, and the re-entry level all require too big 
a giant step. 1986, our Golden Anniversary Year, can be a big year for newcomers to 
square dancing! Can we start now to help with the formation of an easier first step (or 
first steps)? 
The Crossfire Summit of concerned leaders in Georgia gave us the blueprint. Please 
do your part to effect its implementation before we lose more of the thousands of 
dancers we're presently losing year after year. Your 1986 resolution could start a revolu-
tion. Do it! 
1. We need a recreational dance program of about 22 basics available monthly in 
every area. 
2. We need a classic dance program of about 60 basics (not families), easily teach-
able in about 25 sessions to fit the average fall-to-spring dance year. Multiple 
kickoff dates (other than fall only) would also be advantageous. An adjusted 
Mainstream (or other suitable title) would then become a second year program. 
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In News 'n Notes, published by Ed Foote, 
Art Springer asks these questions in his 
"Commentary:" 1. Do I teach and call all 
the accepted basics on the Callerlab pro-
grams that I'm involved with as a 
caller/teacher? 2. Do I use the basics in all 
acceptable dance set-ups, other than DBD 
or gimmick situations, so as to keep the 
dancers aware of these basics, and do I 
provide for dancer success while doing 
this? 3. Do I keep the dancers in my pro-
grams aware of the rules of all calls? 4. Do 
I keep dancers aware of changes in pro-
gram listings when they occur? He closes 
by saying, "Let's all try to give our 
dancers a fair shake and the correct 
change!" Good advice! 
Choreo Connection by Ed Fraidenburg 
lists some of the new experimentals being 
done as chase to a column, curve in/out/ 
left/right, invent the wheel, linear diamond 
left/right, point to a wave, linear flow, 
cross linear flow, crisscross linear flow, 
and stay loose left/right. 
Notes for Callers by Jack Lasry always 
gives us lots of good ideas but this little 
gem by Colin Walton ought to see more 
exposure: lead to a wave. Colin indicates 
that you can almost call this idea without 
teaching or walking it. From a static 
square, simply call heads lead to a wave. 
The action has the head couples lead 
right and simply step into an ocean wave. 
The norm when dancers lead to the right 
is most often to circle to a line. This idea 
may just help break the pattern a bit. The 
fact that you don't say lead right to a wave 
may cause some objections, but again we 
most often lead right, not left, and if we 
want to lead left, we can add the word left 
to our commands... 
Toronto and District S&R/D Association 
Notes gives us Show Me as the ROM, and 
among the good choreo presented, we lik-
ed this, called Busy Centres: 
Heads half sashay, half square thru 
.0° 
Centers in, centers fold, double pass thru 
1st couple left, 2nd couple right, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, centers turn thru 
Centers in, centers fold, double pass thru 
1st couple left, 2nd couple right, pass thru 
Wheel & deal, centers do-sa-do to a wave 
Girls trade, swing thru, turn thru, do-sa-do 
To a wave, girls trade, swing thru, men run 
Bend the line, slide thru, left allemande.. 
Northern California Notes shows us 
that we can use the popular QS, spin the 
net, very nicely with Plus material, like 
this: 
Heads flutter wheel, sweep 1/4 , pass thru 
Touch I/4, follow your neighbor and spread 
Spin the net, extend, trade the wave 
Left swing thru, boys cross fold, star thru 
Slide thru, pass thru, left allemande... 
In the So. California Callers Notes, 
Charles Naddeo suggests that members 
write to Callerlab...urge a reduction in the 
amount of material in the Mainstream pro-
gram so that it can be taught in a max-
imum of 20 weeks, which would include 
the three-week sign-up. Suggest also the 
elimination of Plus, combining Plus and 
Advanced in one program, and eliminating 
Challenge completely, as less than 1 per-
cent of square dancers have time to mas-
ter the program and remain proficient in it. 
[One leader's opinion.] 
Gene Trimmer, in his Mainstream Flow, 
gets a lot of wealth into a few pages. 
Here's just one good idea. 
FACING THE CALLER FOR ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
Side ladies chain, couple 3 face corner 
Box the gnat, square your sets 
Heads square thru, square thru with sides 
Bend the line, just ends pass thru and 
U-turn back, everyone star thru 
Make announcements and get-out with: 
Lead couples California twirl, dive thru 
Pass thru, everyone do-sa-do to waves 
Swing thru, turn thru, left allemande.. 
Santa Clara Valley Notes by Bill Davis 
presents some timely thoughts, such as, 
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"There is a sense around the country that 
the MS, and perhaps the Plus programs 
need some fixing. At the root seems to be 
the Callerlab recommendation of 41 
weeks for teaching the MS calls. Many 
areas of the country simply do not have 
that much time for an entry-level program. 
Many say that the recommended time 
should correspond to a single season, 
which for many parts of the country is 25 
to 30 weeks." 
Choreo Breakdown by Don Beck, 
features scoot your neighbor and spin the 
net. Also, here's a little equivalent for 
square thru 1/4 that makes a nice alter-
native get-out: Spin the top, cast off 3/4 , 
walk and dodge. 
Minnesota Callers Notes, edited by 
Warren Berquam and Gary Nevalainen, 
makes a good pitch for using follow your 
neighbor: "Another move we don't take 
proper advantage of. Most of us train our 
dancers to scoot back from most set-ups. 
Besides the same sex turning set-up, I 
would hope we at least do it from stan-
dard waves. Why don't we do the same 
with follow your neighbor? It starts just  
like a scoot back, and once the proper 
people move into the center, the rest is no 
problem. Giving the dancers this ability 
not only provides variety, but enables us 
to better set up the flow by making the 
centers active before the movement. (Just 
as centers trade to a scoot back is better 
for the hands (flow), so too is follow your 
neighbor. Try it!" 
Callerlink from Australia gave us these 
goodies for replacing the over-used 
square thru four hands, do-sa-do the cor-
ner girl (for singing calls): 1. Heads pass 
thru, separate round one to a line, star 
thru, zoom, pass thru. 2. Sides pass thru, 
cloverleaf, double pass thru, leads partner 
trade. 3. Heads flutterwheel, touch 1/4 , 
walk and dodge. 4. Sides star thru, zoom, 
double pass thru, leads California twirl. 
In Lead Right by Malcom, Cole and Bur-
dick, there is a balanced "meal" of MS 
and Plus choreo, plus 0/N/S and Rounds 
info, plus Mini-LEGACY tips, plus a cute 
little "rotator:" 
All four ladies chain 3/4 , all four boys 
Promenade 1/4 , courtesty turn partner 
Bow to your partner... 
SOFT LUXURIOUS CHIFFON PETTICOAT WITH MATCHING PETTIPANTS 
ORDER NOW! 
BOTH FOR $39.95 
35 yd. Double-skirted slip 
with 3" Fluff 
Matching "Sissy" (Short) 
Or 
"Midi" (Medium) Frilly 
LACE PETTIPANTS 







Length 17" thru 23" 
SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED! 
20 GORGEOUS COLORS 	 Send Check 
Red, Black, Navy, Brown, Orange, Yellow, Royal, or Money 
Burgundy, Beige, Kelly Green, White, Apple, Order to 
Green, Peach, Lavender, Rust, Light Green, Light  
Blue. Purple, Hot Pink, Light Pink, Turquoise. 	VISA or 	 P.O. BOX 26 
MasterCard AVON LAKE, OH. 44012 
Both 35 yd. Slip & Matching Pottipants— JUST S39.95 	Please add $2 00 shipping charge 
Sorry. no C 0 D .5 Ohio residents add 5% sales tax 
quare8 
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the YAK STACK Sound Column 
Imitated but Never Duplicated! 
Price info: 
YAK STACK 
P.O. Box 2223 
Vernon CT 06066 
203 649-5144 
• Eliminates sound problems 
in bad halls. 
• The choice of professional 
cuers & callers. 
• More sound per pound!! 
Mustang Recordings 
Produced by 
Chuck Bryant & The Mustang Band 
New Releases 
MS 194 A&B Greenback Dollar by Bob Shiver 
MS 193 A&B Guess It Never Hurts to Hurt Sometime 
by Chuck Bryant 
MS 192 A&B Rodeo Romeo by Bob Shiver 
MS 191 A&B All I Ever Need Is You by Chuck Bryant 
Bob Shiver Chuck Bryant 
Many Previous Releases Now Available 
Call or Write A&S Records, 321 Laurie 
Lane, Warner Robins, GA 31093 
(912) 922-7510 
Chuck Bryant & Mustang Recording Co. 








fully involved all at once. This could be a 
"feeder" program, and will be a strong 
marketing vehicle for square dancing. 
• Emphasize that clubs have "purse 
power." If callers are not following the 
programs, the clubs do not have to hire 
or re-hire them. 
• Better training for callers, with steps 
to follow before certification. Caller 
training sessions should use the proper 
training tools. Investigate apprentice 
programs, such as used in New Mexico. 
Encourage attendance at caller col-
leges. Develop resources for scholar-
ships based on commitment to the ac-
tivity and financial need for newer 
callers. Caller association programs 
should include a continuing education 
program for all callers. (One such on-
going program might include a review of 
the Caller Teacher Manual, providing in-
formation for new and experienced cal-
lers alike.) 
• Visual proof of accreditation for  
callers, cuers, prompters, such as "Mike 
Master" badge. Dancers do not now 
know which callers are accredited 
and/or competent. Accreditation is to be 
done by international organizations in 
each field. 
• Emphasize the dancer mobility 
created by having the lists. Dancers may 
dance in any area with confidence. 
• Much more support (not suspicion) is 
needed between professional organiza-
tions. 
• Video tapes could be used as 
teaching tools, but not replacements for 
class, as they lack the party and 
sociability aspects. 
What does all this mean? How will it 
happen? Do we want it to happen? Let 
us say that this is your editors' report of 
what happened. This material was taken 
from the group reports and will be 
assimilated into the final report which 
will be released to those interested. 
One of the final points was that we 
can make a difference! What are you 
willing to do? 
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0 	Jerry Rash 41.Johnny Kozol 114; 
ilk RECORDS 
6693 BOWIE RD. 
EDDIE MILLAN 	 111.1111i. 
eezu/c7lea/ GARY HOLMES 
MUSIC BY 
JACKSONVILLE, FL.. 3221c 
(904) 765.0296 
BRAND NEW 
CIA THE COWBOY RIDES AWAY by Herb 
Beautiful MUSIC and a super relaxing dance 
CL-4 ALABAMA JUBILEE by Eddie 
Rip-snortino rendition of the classic song with a tremendous instrumental 
CL-3 CITY OF NEW ORLEANS by Herb— Great dancer reaction music true to original tune 
Cl-2 RUBBER DOLLY/DIXIE HOEDOWN— Two great hoedowns. one with a bluegrass sound. the other more modern. 
CL-1 UNCLE PEN by Eddie 	Sold out of first pressing but now available again Give it a listen if you missed it Great music' 
EDDIE MILLAN, 6693 BOWIE ROAD, JACKSONVILLE FL 32219 





Grand Colonel Spin—Kalox 
SINGING CALLS 
Smooth Talking Baby—Chinook 
Beautiful Baby—Rawhide 
Grand Weave the World—Wild West 
When You're Ugly Like Me—Chinook 
Wait Tiil the Sun Shines Nellie—ESP 
I'm Ready To Go—Chicago Country 
Schatzie—Blue Star 
B-ENT LINES EQUALS SID PRODUCTS 
Someone asked what B-ENT LINES 
means, as it has appeared on these 
pages from time to time. LINES simply 
carries forward the "lines" theme of the 
magazine. B-ENT means Burdick ENTer-
prises, our business name, so the result 
is an acronym as well as a square dance 
term (bend the lines), as well as a 
reference to a line of goods for sale. 
Now you know. 
STRAIGHT TALK, Continued 
me, but I enjoy them while they are with 
me, and I am busy prolonging the life of 
square dancing. Besides that, I love 
teaching eager new dancers. I wish 
some other callers would bit the bullet, 




When I was an undergraduate, 
a middle-aged widow who taught 
at a mountain school was working 
for her degree at a summer session. 
In gym class where we clumsily 
attempted the squaredance, she 
volunteered to set us straight. 
Soon we were doing it perfectly. 
She brushed off our grateful 
thanks. "Shuck," she said, "I 
learned to dance when it was a 
sin." 
Joyce Senior 
NEW RELEASES: 	 C-103 HEARTACHES BY 
C-101 BAD BAD LEROY BROWN 	 THE NUMBER 
C-102 THE PARTY'S OVER 	C-401 RENO by Johnny Kozol 
GERALD McWHIRTER, 4021 NW 61st., Oklahoma City OK 73112 
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Dear Reader, As a brand-new advertiser in AMERICAN SQUARE 
DANCE Magazine, may I introduce myself as the editor of SQUARE 
DANCING Magazine which, after 37 years, ceased publication in 
December, 1985. We will be announcing our various products each 
month in these pages and look forward to being of service to you in 
the years to come. Happy dancing, Bob Osgood 
Invaluable Helpers for both Dancers and Caller/Teachers 
THE HANDBOOK SERIES — Three fully-illustrated (in color and black and 
white) informative booklets that belong in the pocket or purse of every square 
dancer. The first two are current rundowns of the Callerlab-approved basics 
with how-to-do photos, complete definitions, styling and timing notes. 
81/2"x61/4" in size, they are handy reference guides and serve as useful class 
notes to hand out to new dancers! (See box for costs of shipping and 
handling.) 
(1) The (2) The Plus 
Movements 	war, MO: 	
(3) The Indoctrination 
Basic/Mainstream  Handbook 32 pages. 
Handbook 64 	 Handbook 32 What all square 
pages, 450 pages, 150 	 dancers should know. 
it 1 	illustrations 75C illustrations 35C 
per copy $30 per 	
What to wear, History. 
per copy $60 per  Ground rules, etc. 350 
100 	 100 	 per copy $30 per 100 
(4) SAMPLER: One each of Handbooks 1, 2 and 3, including postage and handling, $2.00. Limit one sampler per address. 
The Caller and Teacher Library 
Nowhere else will the caller, experienced or novice, get so much helpful 
information. Each of these two volumes was many years in the making. Each 
is bound in an attractive, heavy-duty, loose-leaf binder and, because it is 
looseleaf, additional material may be added. 
(5) The Caller/Teacher Manual — This is the essential book 
for learning to teach others how to square dance. It covers in 
detail the Callerlab Basic and Mainstream programs as a 
base for teaching dancers. 320 pages. 81/2"x11" heavy-duty 
paper. Completely diagrammed, contents include teaching 
suggestions, dealing with trouble spots and much more. 
Whether you are'about to teach your first class or are a 
veteran caller interested in improving your techniques, you 
can't miss with this volume. Price: $29.95 (plus $4.00 for 
shipping and handling) 
(6) The CallerText — Taken from 37 years of SQUARE 
DANCING (Sets In Order) Magazine and written by more 
than 100 caller/leaders, this book covers virtually every facet 
of the calling art. Compiled by Bob Osgood and organized 
for publication by Bill Peters, the 640 pages are aimed at 
developing caller-skills. This Text is the inseparable com-
panion piece to the Caller/Teacher Manual. Price: $49.95 
(plus $7.00 for shipping and handling) 
The Shoppers eAlart 
Also available: 
44S 
(7) Non-Dancer Promotional Four-page 
Flyer: $6.50 per 100 (minimum order) 
• $2.30 S/H (8) Temporary Name Tags: 
$5.00 per 100 (min. order) • $1.25 S/H (9) 
American Heritage Posters: (large blue 
& red) $1.90 per dozen (min. order) 
+$1.25 S/H (10) Join In Posters: (larger 
B&W) $1.40 per doz. (min. order) 11.25 
S/H (11) Join In Postcards: (suitable for 
mailing) $4.00 per100 (min. order) • $1.50 
S/H (12) Square Dance Diplomas: 15 
each, min. order 10 (see box for S/H) 
(13) Round Dance Diplomas: 15 each, 
min. order 10 (see box for S/H) (14) 
Basic Checklists (15) Class Roster (16) 
Class Attendance Record (17) Class 
Lession Plan: All $1.00 per dozen (min. 
order 1 dozen of one form) .70' S/H 
Bob Ruff / Murtha Teaching Records, 
(for the beginner — with calls and written 
instructions): (18) LP 6001 — Level 1: 
(19) LP 6002 — Level 2: (20) LP 6003 
Level 3: (21) LP 6501 — Party Dancing to 
Level 1 $8.95 each • $1.50 1-2 records. 
$1.70 3-4 records S/H SIX SPECIAL 
INTEREST HANDBOOKS: (22) Club 
Organization, (23) One-Night Stands, 
(24) Party Fun Planning, (25) Square 
Dance Publicity, (26) The Story of 
Square Dancing (by Dorothy Shaw), (27) 
Youth in Square Dancing $1.00 each or 
6/S5.00 (see box for S/H) (28) Mike Cozy. 
$11.80 • $1.50 S/H (29) Contra Manual; 
(by Don Armstrong) $6.00 • 80C S/1-1; (30) 
Round Dance Manual; (by Frank Hamil-
ton) $6.00 • 80C S/H. 
IMPORTANT — SHIPPING COSTS — Please add the following amounts on the items listed: Basic/ 
Mainstream Handbooks 1 to 6 books 85C; 7 to 12 $1.10; 13-26 $1 70; 27-50 $3 00. 51-100 $3 70. All other 
Handbooks: 1 book 50C. 2-10 75C. 11-25 $1 15: 26-50 $1.60: 51-100 $3.00 Diplomas 10 $1.05: 11-20 $1.30; 21-50 
$1 75, 51-100 $2.75 Foreign shipments will be charged at cost. If shipping via United Parcel• we must have 
your complete street address, not a post office box number 
IMPORTANT Shipping & handling reflects current rates 
The AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY 
462 North Robertson Boulevard • Los Angeles, California 90048 • (213) 652-7434 




Please include postage. See box above. 
NAME 	  
Calif. add 6% 
ADDRESS 	 Sales Tax 
(on all purchases) 




Total (Enclosed) S 
INTRODUCING the all NEW 
PANTY HOSE 
Size Chart 
P -.Petite le ".5'2" 	i IS tbs 
M Medium 6 1,!••••, 1 6" 55-15 	lbs 
T • Trill. 	5'SP•5'8.• ....it.. 	go r- i 05- PO Ws.  
0 = Queen 5'/ 5'11 	160-200 Ibs 
c roOLci of DIP" 
ad.s 
(S) = SUNTAN (med. tan/ 
(B) - BEIGE (taupe beige) 
ONLY $ 3 95PR. 
Ask for DANCING LEGS al your favorite square dance store or mail in your order below. 
VISA ' 
Ij 
TOTAL STY 	 .3.9.5 pr. 	 
Stopping 8 Handling 	5 1  • 	0  
	
AMT. ENCLOSED  
NAME 	  
ADDRESS 	  
C1TY 	 STAIL 
ZIP 	 PHONE 	  
MAR. TO: 
R 8 1 SPECIALTIES 	DEPT 1 










"The Outstanding Promoter of Square 
and Round Dancing," to Norman and 
Nadine Merrbach at the 1985 Houston 
Hoedown. The Merrbachs have con-
tributed unselfishly of their time and 
resources to promotion and advance-
ment of square and round dancing. 
The Belleville Journal (III.) recently did 
a very good photo-feature on caller Joe 
(and Marilyn) Obal of Dandy Dancers. 
Bill Crawford, editor of Listen to the 
Caller of Memphis, Tenn., announced 
that a 20-year reign of the leading square 
dance stamp (for promotion on enve-
lopes and letterheads) is almost over, 
since his almost-depleted supply will not 
be replenished. 
Reference to square dancing and 
pioneer caller Lloyd (Pappy) Shaw is 
made in The Cat Who Walks Through 
Walls, a new book by science fiction 
writer, Robert Heinlein. 
The well-known Dear Abby columnist 
had more good things to say about 
square dancing recently in her syn-
dicated column, sent to us by the 
Guthries and other readers. 
GRAND ZiP, Continued 
First, let me thank you for entering my 
photo and news of Gov Mario Cuomo's 
declaration of Square Dance Month in 
the September issue of American 
Squaredance. I have received very 
favorable comments. Being a caller for 
17 years and never having a N.Y. gover-
nor declare a month for square dancing, 
I was quite proud to have reached the 
right connections and gotten it done. 
Second, congratulations on your new 
venture of acquiring the readership of 
Sets In Order and bringing it to your fold. 
Another big obstacle to hurdle, but 
knowing your relentless pursuit of tak-
ing the bull by the horns, you will do a 
good job. Keep up the good work; it's in- 
formative to all... 	 Al Cappetti 
Delanson, New York 
Thank you for printing the excellent 
article from Robert Reaser on the state 
convention in Phillipi, West Virginia. It 
was a surprise and greatly appreciated 
by all of us who have worked for 15 years 
to promote this convention. We enjoy 
your book each month and wish you con- 
* COOL 
Cotton Ventilated Sole 
and aerated crotch 
* Reinforced Toe 
* Nude to the Hip 
* Sheer Support 




z WALT COLE PERSPICACIOUS' Calling SQUARE-CONTRA Caller-Leadership Seminars/Clinics Certified Instructor Trainer 
CALLER TRAINING TAPES 
Timing/Music-5 Tapes with critiques 
Full Course-20 Tapes with critiques 
The Most Complete Course Available 
Covering ALL Subject Matter in Calling 
944 Chatelain Rd., Ogden UT 84403 
801-392-9078 
*Acutely Perceptive 
THE J.L. 100 MIKE 
The finest in Square Dance microphones. 
Known as the "WHITE" Mike. 
Order exclusively from Jack Lasry. 
Mike Head $93.00 
for use with Hilton Mike Base. 
Cable 545.00 Air Post/Ins. $4.00 
JACK LASRY'S CALLER SUPPLY 
1513 N. 46 Av., Hollywood FL 33021 
inued success with your expansion of 
the magazine. 	Frank & Sheila Landis 
Westover, West Virginia 
Good luck to you. Our best wishes are 
with you. 	 Lee Kopman 
Wantagh, New York 
We thought you would like to know 
how "Protect and Preserve Mainstream 
Dancers" badges have gone. As of to-
day, we have mailed approximately 800 
badges to people in Canada, England, 
Alaska, New Zealand, Australia. In the 
U.S., we have sent them to north, north-
east and northwest...thank you for 
publishing the badge in the June Ameri-
can Squaredance. Many have written 
about reading it in your magazine. 
We want to congratulate you on pick-
ing up Sets In Order magazine (reader. 
ship only]...We have old SIO magazines 
from 1962 through 1967, which I will part 
with if anyone should want them. 
Chappie & Irene Chapman 
3620 Ashley Ave. 
Oroville CA 95966 
SQUARE DANCE PATTERNS 
Multi-Size Pattern 
322 Ladies' Square Dance Dress 
14 Pieces 
Square dance dress has fitted midriff-style bodice with square 
neckline in front and back Bodice front inset is trimmed with multi-
ple rows of pre-gathered eyelet trim. Elasticized puffed sleeves with 
self-ruffles are accented with bows The gathered, gored skirt has 
two rows of ruffles Four skirt gores are pieced. with upper skirt 
of self-fabric and lower skirt of contrasting fabric. Upper ruffle is 
scalloped to reveal skirt contrast: bows accent scallops 
Multi-Size 5-7-9 6.8-10 12.14-16 18-20-40 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 
Mail to: AUTHENTIC PATTERNS. INC 
P.O. Box 170119 
Arlington. Texas 76003 
Pattern #322 	 $4. 50 Size(s) 	  
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED S 
Name 
Address 
City 	State 	Zip 	 
Add for 	 1 Pattern — $1,25 3 Patterns — $2.55 
postage & handling. 2 Patterns — $2.00 4 Patterns — $2.90 
f 






1351 Odenton Rd. 
Odenton MD 21113 
in Black — Reg. $5.00 
Crinoline Bag 
in Yellow — Reg. $1.25 
2nd Night Free at 
GreenValley RVResort! 
Plus One Night of 
Free Square Dancing. 
Enjoy your second night's stay free, plus a night of free square 
dancing. Then pay only $1 per night for square dancing thereafter 
if you're a resort resident. $4 if you're not a resident. 
w 
 Green Valley e 
RV Resort 
AnAdult Community 
20 Miles South of 
Tucson on 1-19, Exit 69. 
• WAN 	 T..I., 
•  
514.4 Ra 
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by Mary Jenkins 
 
SINGING THRU PLUS 
by Gene Trimmer 
1979— 1st Revision 1981 - Major Revision 1984 
"The material in this book is based 
upon the Callerlab Plus Program as ap-
proved at the Callerlab Convention, April 
18, 1984, and is also in the recom-
mended teaching order as approved at 
that convention. This book is intended to 
present most calls within the Plus pro-
gram in such a manner that the dancers 
will be performing those calls under the 
dancing-by-definition concept. 
"The purpose of this publication is to 
furnish good, smooth-dancing, singing 
call figures which are chronologically 
set into the book in line with the recom-
mended teaching order for the Plus pro-
gram." 
The author, in the foreword, continues 
to say, "Let the dancers relax to good 
singing call music while you provide in-
teresting Plus dance patterns for them. 
Please also stress in your workshops 
and in your calling the use of proper styl-
ing and timing which furnishes the 
ultimate in dancing enjoyment. 
"A high percentage of singing call 
routines in this book have a buffer zone 
to help you call to any group. The buffer 
zone is ordinarily in the last line of the 
figure and is intentionally put there. The 
buffer zone acts as an ingredient you 
can omit when calling to less experi-
enced dancers where extended timing is 
needed but can easily be used when the 
dancers are proficient." 
The diagrams and definitions should 
prove useful to any caller. The singing 
calls are in bold type so they can be read 
from a distance. 
Price $10 ppd. U.S. & Canada. Order from 
Gene Trimmer, 103 Rosewood, Para-
gould AR 72450. 
SINGING THRU ADVANCED ONE 
by Gene Trimmer 
The material in this 82-page book is 
based upon the Callerlab Teaching 
Order for the A-1 and A-2 basic calls list 
which became effective in Sept. 1983. 
The definitions are excerpted from the 
Provisional Definitions of the Callerlab 
Advanced Definitions Subcommittee. 
That list is dated as of April 30, 1983. 
To furnish good, smooth dancing, 
singing call figures which are 
chronologically set into the book in line 
with the teaching order of Advanced-
One is the intent of the publication. 
The dancers can relax to good singing 
call music while the caller who uses this 
book provides interesting A-1 dance pat-
terns for them. 
Same price as Singing Thru Plus,  
ADVERTISEMENTS—NEW RATES 
Please ask us for our schedule of new 
ad rates for 1986. All rates are increased 
somewhat to reflect our new double cir-




'water and dirt repellent-r:."4— 	 
•petticoats will not lose their shape' 
'use for traveling and storage 
'carry up to 8 petticoats in one bag' 
secure•compact•sturdy•lightweight nylon` 
SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY LEGACY 
Send $27.50 (Postage included in U.S.) 
To: Bob El. Dottie Elgin, Box 398 Dept. E 
Harrison City PA 15636 
Make checks payable to LEGACY 
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery 
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Life is a voyage 
in which we choose neither vessel nor weather 
but much can be done 
in the management of the sails 





American Squaredanci. .tenuivy Y669 
LINE-O' -TYPE NWIA2Mgg. 
SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE 
35 VARIETIES - BOOKS FOR CALLERS, CUERS, LEADERS. DANCERS & CLOGGERS 
ABC'S OF ROUND DANCING (215-p. text).$15.00 
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING 	.54.00 
ALLEMANDE LEFT (Mentally Handicapped)55.00 
APPALACHIAN a/ u lut uLuuutna 	.$10.00 
CALLER CLINIC (variety subjects)  $6.00 
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK (300-page text) 514.00 
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS 	 $6.00 
CLIP ART I (sketches, paste-up)  	$3.00 
CLIP ART II (all different) 	  $4.00 
CLOGGING (basic book)  $4.00 
EASY LEVEL (0/N/S material) 	 S6.00 
EASY SING-A-LONG (adaptations)  $3.00 
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA (basic) .... 	$3.00 
FUNNY WORLD OF S/D (cartoons(;  54.00 
GOOD CLUB MANAGEMENT 	. 	. . $4.00 
GUIDEBOOK FOR SQUARE DANCERS 	$2.00 
HOEDOWN HERITAGE (history) 	$3.00 
LEADERSHIP-SHAPE (tips galore). 	$7.00 
MAINSTREAM S/DANCING (diagrams) $1.00 
MODERN CONTRA DANCING 	 $3.00 
MODERN MODULE ivithit (figures) 	$3.00 
PARTY LINE (after-party ideas)  $6.00 
PLUS PROGRAM 	$3.00 
PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP (variety) $3.00 
SET-UP AND GET-OUT (modules) 	$6.00 
SHOW AND SELL S/D (better promotion) 	$8.00 
SOLO DANCES (single, line routines) $7.00 
SOUNDING THE HALL (equipment) 	$3.00 
S/D STYLING (smoother dancing) $4.00 
TEACHING CLOGGING 	$7.00 
TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE (family) 	$3.00 
WHEELING AND DEALING (nursing homes)55.00 
WINDMILL SYSTEM (image style) 	 $3.00 
Inquire about Quantity Prices 
POSTER PAK-1. PAK-2, PAK-3 (Cartoons for fun & instruction) Each $10.00 
DIPLOMAS: SQUARE, ROUND, CLOGGING: 20c each: 100-515.00 
PROMOTIONAL FOLDERS 	100 for$10.00: Quantity prices for 300 & 500 
MAGAZINE CASE (Holds one year's issues) 	  $3.00 
IN-forms (guides, helps: 150 subjects) 	(Ask for quantity prices) 35c/1 




$1.4.99..$1.25 pstg.  
$59.99.. $2.00 pstg. 
S10 & up .S2 50 pstg 
ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE 
P.O. Box 488 	HURON OH 44839 
NWVialaWWWIlaININVVVVVVVIINIVia-VVV% 
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Pheasant Run is located 
on Rt.64 (North Ave.) 
3 miles east of St. Charles, -
Illinois 






* Royal Holiday-if 
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE WEEKENDS 
at 
RESORT 
The Midwest's largest and among the finest . . . anywhere! 
• National Callers 
• Beautiful, Large Air 
Conditioned Ballroom 
• Wood Floor 
• 3 days-2 nights package 
prices include lodging, 
4 meals/person, all dancing, 
snacks and after parties. 




Nlar. 7 - 8 - 9 
Wade Driver 





Apr.18-19 - 20 
Dave Lightly 
Anne Redden 
A2 with Cl Tips 
Apr. 25 - 26 - 27 
Royal Rounds 
with 
GOSS and SitailltValt 
May 2 - 3 - 4 
Bob Baler 
Rounds: Stairwalts 
Al with A2 Tips 
May 16 -17 -18 
Johnnie Wykoff 
Rounds: Arnfields 
July 3-4-5-6 ROYAL 
ESP Recording 
Elmer Sheffield, 
Larry Letson & Paul Marcum  




• 3 days - 2 nights packages — $222/couple; $165/single. 
• Royal 4th of July Holiday. 4 days - 3 nights. European Plan. From 
$48/night/single or double. Includes all dancing and after parties. 
For information and reservations contact: 
ROYAL HOLIDAY, 1257 Franklin Lane, Buffalo Grove, IL 60090 1-312-634-0790 
"I tell ya, eve '9hnny took up clogging, I haven't seen one mouse! 
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The Best Sound Columns 
You Can Buy! 
With Over 10 Years Experience Serving 
Callers and Cuers Across the Country, 
SUPREME Is Your First Choice For All 
Your Audio Needs! 
SEND FOR OUR FREE CATALOG 
Call Toll Free 1-800.445-7398 
    
    
Bill and Peggy Heyman 
271 Greenway Road 
Ridgewood, N.J. 07450 
In N.J., 201446439a 
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MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
BLUE STAR RELEASES: 
2298 BEER BARREL POLKA, Caller: Johnnie Wykoff* 
2297 I CAN'T GIVE YOU ANYTHING BUT LOVE, Nate Bliss* 
2296 PICK ME UP ON THE WAY DOWN, Caller: Johnnie Wykoff* 
2295 OLD BLACK MAGIC, Caller: Johnnie Wykoff* 
2294 EAGLE/FAIR; Two Hoedowns 
2293 GENE/CARLOS: Two Hoedowns 
2292 K-D WALTZ, Round Dance cued by Kay O'Connell* 
2291 HELLO MARY LOU, Caller: Johnnie Wykoff* 
2290 TING A LING WALTZ, Round Dance cued by Nancy Carver' 
2289 FROSTY THE SNOWMAN, Caller: Johnnie Wykoff* 
DANCE RANCH RELEASES: 
686 IN A NEW YORK MINUTE, Caller: Frank Lane* 
685 SHE'S A MIRACLE, Caller: Tony Simmons* 
BOGAN RELEASES: 
1359 I'M FOR LOVE, Caller: Lee Walden* 
1358 FORGIVING YOU WAS EASY, Caller: Lowell Young* 
LORE RELEASES: 
1223 IT AIN'T NOTHING BUT LOVE, Caller: Johnny Creel 
1222 GONE, GONE, GONE, Caller: Johnny Creel* 
1221 FOND AFFECTION, Caller: Johnny Creel* 
BEE SHARP RELEASES: 
126 RED HEAD, Caller: Wayne Spraggins* 
125 WALKIN' THE FLOOR, Caller: Wayne Spraggins* 
124 BEAUTIFUL BABY, Caller: Wayne Spraggins* 
PETTICOAT PATTER RELEASES: 
120 LOOK FOR THE SILVER LINING, Caller: Toots Richardson* 
E-Z RELEASES: 
732 BEER BARREL POLKA QUADRILLE, Johnnie Wykoff* 
731 SWEET GEORGIA BROWN, Cuer: Kay O'Connell* 
ROCKIN' A RELEASES: 
204 JO (Key A)/SUNDOWN (Key G) Hoedowns 
203 OVER YONDER/ROCKIN' MOMA (Hoedowns) 
SWINGING STAR RELEASES: 
2380 SOME KIND OF WOMAN, Caller: Peter Richardson* 
2379 SHOULD I DO IT, Caller: Robert Schuler* 
*Flip Instrumentals 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 7309, Houston, Texas 77248-7309 323 W. 14th, Houston TX 77008 Ph.713-862-7077 
1986 	HAPPY 
1 WHEN YOU CALL OR WRITE: 
I 
1 	 r 
r 1st- 
	




MERRBACH 	SHERLEE KENT 	JOHNNIE WYKDFF 01: 	NORMAN MERRBACH 	NADINE 
WE HAVE MOST SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE LABELS. CHAPARRAL. ESP. RED BOOT. WINDSOR. WAGON WHEEL. RANCH HOUSE, 
RHYTHM. LOU MAC. HI-HAT. GRENN.. CHINOOK. FOUR BAR B. JOPAT. KALOX. SCOPE. TNT. THUNDERBIRD, and many others 
SCHOOL AND PRE-SCHOOL. KIMBO. MELODY HOUSE. EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES and BOWMAR. 
OTHERS' Language. Aerobic, Ballet. and some Folk and Country Dance Records. 
THE VERY POPULAR: "SING-A-LONG" ALBUMS. Some on cassette/with words. 
A GOOD LINE OF MICROPHONES IN STOCK: Electro-Voice, AKG, Shure, Audio-
Technica & Astatic. "TOA" Wireless Microphones, PA Amps & Speakers. 
WE HAVE GOOD USED: 
AMPS: (Newcomb Amps) (Califone Amps) with Vari-Speed Turntables 
t• SPEAKERS: 12-inch Open Backs and Columns/ Some New @ Discount 	 i 
ASK US ABOUT 
A TAPE RECORDER 
BLANK CASSETTES: 
5-Minute, 15-Minute, 30-Minute, 60 
Minute, and 90-minute 
With/Without Boxes 
THE MACHINE (by Califone) 
A dual cassette deck. tape speed control +1- 	10%. play one cassette/add 
voice and record on the other cassette. 5-program auto music/select: elec- 
Ironic BBD echo control/voice only. UL approved: C adapter/wall plug/or 	i 
battery 110D cells). Batteries not included Comes with 	Dynamic Microphone 
and Instructions. $325.95 plus shipping and insurance. 
— 
FOR YOUR PROFESSIONAL OR HOME TAPING NEEDS: AMPEX 456 Reel to Reel Tape 
2-inch, 1-inch, 1/2 -inch, and 1/4 inch on reels. 	1/4 inch in bulk also. Leader tape in the same sizes. 
Splicing tape in: 	1/4 -inch, 	1/2 -inch, and 	1 inch only. We have reels. 
IF YOU WANT TO MAKE A SOUARE DANCE RECORD: Talk to Norman Merrbach 
WE HAVE PARTS...PARTS...PARTS: NEWCOMB AND CALIFONE 
Motors, turntables, boards, some tubes and cases. 
WE SERVICE AND REPAIR: Newcomb, Calif one, Ashton, and others. 
Needles for all the above, and others. 
I 	SOUND CONSULTANTS: Bids and estimates for square dance halls and churches 
If you're in Houston, come see us: 
5 
	Monday thru Friday 	 .8:30 AM to 5:00 PM CST 
Saturday .9:00 AM to 1:00 PM CST 
Closed Sundays and Holidays   
If placing an order after hours, by phone, recorder will answer (4th ring): 
Phone: 713-862-7077 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 	
. 
PO BOX 7309, HOUSTON TX 77248-7309 	323 WEST 14th ST., HOUSTON TX 77008 
Loa, 
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